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Abstract
The medical field in the Netherlands is marked by a seeming duality between medical
paradigms. An increasing number of people is using Complementary and Alternative Medicine
(CAM), beside and apart from biomedicine. Using mixed research methods, comprising of a
quantitative and qualitative data gathering by means of a questionnaire, in-depth interviews,
and participant observation, an analysis was made regarding the motivating reasons for
people and women in specific to make use of CAM practices in the Netherlands. Analysing
from a postcolonial and gendered perspective, this thesis researched underlying societal
factors present in people’s push- and pull factors for CAM usage. Ten general push- and pull
factors were found: different worlds; disenchantment with scientific legitimacy; lack of clinical
efficacy; sick society; distrust in biomedical capitalism; clinical efficacy; (vitalist) holism; love
for nature; fear of the modern; lack of capitalist connection; and healing as cooperative
learning process. Additionally, three gender-specific pull factors were found: openness to the
non-rational; CAM as soft and effeminate; and an ontological pull. The gendered analysis
suggests that there is a difference between people identifying as men and those identifying as
women in regard to how they relate to these push- and pull factors. I conclude that the
presence of these thirteen factors in a medical society, dominated by colonial and patriarchal
biomedicine, signifies postmodern influences on CAM usage and suggests a demand for
subjugated aspects of society and conceptualisation of health that health seekers find present
within CAM practices.
Key words: complementary and alternative medicine, CAM, biomedicine, gender,
postcolonialism, binarism
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Introduction
Inarguably, the uprise of scientific biomedicine has brought many successes to the physical
wellbeing of human beings all over the world. Nevertheless, in Western societies people are
increasingly visiting health practitioners outside of the paradigm of ‘conventional’ or ‘Western’
medicine, hereafter referred to as biomedicine (Pan, Litscher, et al, 2014; Apud, Romaní,
2016; Coulter & Willis, 2007). Starting off from a philosophical perspective, in the Netherlands,
a dichotomy in the healing domain seems to have emerged between biomedicine and
colloquially termed ‘alternative medicine’, hereafter referred to as Complementary and
Alternative Medicine or CAM. Van Dijk (2004) defines CAM as follows: “[o]nder alternatieve
geneeswijzen wordt verstaan alle vormen van diagnostiek en therapie die niet aan
Nederlandse medische faculteiten of officieel erkende paramedische opleidingen worden
gedoceerd.” - all forms of diagnostics and therapy that are not taught at Dutch medical faculties
or officially acknowledged paramedic institutes of education. Nowadays, an increasing amount
of people are visiting practitioners of CAM (Apud, Romaní, 2016; Cant, 2019; Coulter & Willis,
2007; Pan, Litscher, et al, 2014;). Examples of CAM practices who’s existence and usage are
recognised and acknowledged by Dutch health insurance companies in 2019 can be found in
Table 1.
Table 1

Overview of Complementary and Alternative Medicine practices recognised by health insurance companies in the Netherlands.

Even though CAM practices are conceptualised as ‘one field’, due to their common
reference as ‘alternative medicine’, in reality they are greatly varying. There are those that use
material and invasive mechanisms, for instance through the usage of medicine or needles.
Homeopathy, acupuncture and naturopathy are examples of this. And there are those that use
less invasive and more abstract mechanisms, such as pressure, touch and energy, of which
energy healing practices and reflexology are examples. Though, plenty of practices also
combine material and immaterial resources and methods. Some practices incorporate
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(semi-) spiritual aspects or vitalist practices, examples of these are shamanism and regression
therapy. Other practices such as chiropractic, are strictly separated from those. In reality,
however, one can find practitioners practicing multiple forms of healing differently positioning
their practices on a spectrum between material vs. immaterial, invasive vs. non-invasive, and
spiritual vs. strictly secular. Also within the same practices a great variety exists, depending
on the personal preferences of practitioners and their potential connection to organisations
and unions. This is partly due to a lack of governmental policy that regards CAM practices, as
well as a relative informality and a certain lack of united professionalisation of the field.
According to the CBS (Central Bureau of Statistics, Netherlands), in 2018 eleven
percent of Dutch population visited a practitioner of CAM (CBS, 2019). Critics however have
argued that the CBS has outdated definitions of alternative medicine, causing the actual
numbers in reality to be higher than the ones mentioned by the bureau (Meertens Instituut,
2018; Margry, 2018). In their research in 2010 the Research and Statistics department of the
municipality of Amsterdam found that around a third of the people questioned would consider
using CAM in the case of contracting a serious illness, the other two-thirds would not consider
it or would not have an answer to this question. More than 70% replied that they value
biomedicine more than CAM, though 4 out of 10 people says to have a positive attitude
towards CAM (Dienst Onderzoek en Statistiek, Gemeente Amsterdam, 2010). People judge
the satisfaction of their experience visiting the ‘alternative therapist’ with an 8.1 out of 10. That
is a higher score than that of their experience of the regular family doctor to which they give a
score of 7.7, and that of specialists with a score of 7.8 (CBS, 2014). Lastly, the CBS (2019)
finds that almost 60% of the general population would want at least one form of CAM to
become part of the Dutch basic health insurance packaging. Right now no forms of CAM are
part of the basic health insurance. Insuring for CAM is strictly an individual, optional, and more
expensive choice in the Netherlands and therefore a less accessible choice for all.
Based on available statistical data, mainly highly educated women between the age of
40-65 participate in CAM practices. In 2014 CBS measured that almost twice as many women
visit CAM practitioners (CBS, 2014), while in 2019 they mention it to be at least 1,5 times as
frequent (CBS, 2019). CBS (2019) also mentions that men generally prefer biomedicine more
than women do. Even though women generally make more use of healthcare practices in
comparison to men (CBS, 2013), that male/female ratio is not as disproportionate in regard
CAM usage. In 2013 the CBS mentions that 77% of the women visit the biomedical physician
as opposed to 66% percent of men, part of the reason being that women are generally older
than the men in Dutch society. Other authors such as Whiteford (1999), Rodd (2018), Coulter
& Willis (2007), Keshet & Simchai (2014) also found a higher involvement of women in CAM.
Additionally, besides a general increase in the variety of practices of CAM in the
Netherlands - from 4 in the 1960s to 400 in 2004 - the number of registered practitioners of
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CAM also rose from 500 in 1969 to 22.000 in 2003 (Van Dijk, 2004). The percentage of
biomedical practitioners in that same period of time, however, remained constant (Van Dijk,
2004). These numbers exclude unregistered and informal practices and practitioners. Van Dijk
(2004) also makes a remarkable comparison between the number of practitioners of CAM
(both formal and informal) and the number of physicians and physiotherapists, respectively
being 22.602 people in comparison to 7.200 and 11.500. He, thus, insinuates that as per the
beginning of 2004 there were more practitioners of CAM than of two of the most visited forms
of Western Medicine together. No mention is, however, made of the number of female or male
practitioners.1
Numbers on practitioners and the male/female ratio in other literature is also limited,
especially if requesting data on the Netherlands. However, in research on Western countries
in general, Shahvisi (2019) finds that women dominate among CAM practitioners. Also Keshet
and Simchai (2014) find that, in Western countries, women more dominantly practice what
they term ‘talking therapies’ such as Western herbal medicine, naturopathy and homeopathy.
Opposing to that they position therapies with a ‘science orientated curriculum’, such as
osteopathy and chiropractic which are found to be practiced more by men than by women
(Keshet & Simchai, 2014).
An additional remarkable observation by Van Dijk (2004) is that the usage of practices
of CAM in the Netherlands is substantially lower than that in surrounding countries such as
Germany and France. Even though CBS (2019) notes the increasing usage of CAM in the
Netherlands, a substantial number of people remain sceptical about it. Common debate
usually revolves around the efficacy of CAM, and whether its effects can hold scientific
significance. To provide an example, the VPRO, a Dutch public broadcasting, recently aired
an episode of Zondag Met Lubach, a TV show along the lines of The Daily Show, on CAM
practices. The episode politically stated that any form of CAM, also ridiculingly called
“onbewezen ideetjes” (unproven small ideas), should not be covered by health insurances
(Zondag met Lubach, 2017). As per consequence, one of the best-known health insurances
CZ decided to stop offering some forms of CAM practices such as reincarnation therapy,
craniosacral therapy and Ayurveda (CZ, 2019). Their customers deemed them ‘ridiculous’.
Also, the well-established Association against Quackery (Vereniging tegen Kwakzalverij)
leads the battle against CAM as firm opponent of all healing methods not based in
biomedicine. Their criticism of CAM is based on the fact that science so far has not been able
to proof its efficacy. In general, according to the general discourse of CAM critics, any type of
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The Central Bureau of Statistics limitedly focuses on doing in-depth research on healthcare in relation
to CAM practices. It relies on this one source of Van Dijk 2004. Therefore, I had to rely on less recent data of
research that is only sporadically executed by motivated individuals and institutions.
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experienced efficacy or beneficial results are a result of the ‘placebo effect’ - belief creates
reality - a phenomenon also substantially made use of in biomedicine.
Despite these critiques, CAM seems to be booming. What explains this boom? A
literature review reveals six main reasons to the boom in people’s involvement in CAM. A first
reason commonly mentioned in different pieces of literature is the perceived shift in cultural
frameworks in modern societies (Eastwood, 2000; Coulter, Willis, 2007; Pan, Litscher, et al,
2014; Whiteford, 1999). This has to do with a shift away from modern, realist, positivist
thinking, towards a postmodern thinking that is more grounded in relativity. This postmodern
relativity is theorised as to be allowing of different ways of viewing life, and hence different
explanations and conceptualisations of health and sickness, increasing the potential
legitimacy of CAM.
Secondly, due to enlightenment’s support of positivism, and hence strict secularisation,
de-romanticisation, and ultimately de-spiritualisation, some authors suggest that the increase
in CAM is caused by people feeling the need to fill up an experienced religious gap (Coulter
& Willis 2007; Margry, 2018; Rodd, 2018). Christianity is decreasingly important within Dutch
society, whereas immigrant cultures are bringing in new ways of belief. Simultaneously New
Age and Neo-paganism as forms of spirituality are gaining ground. These new belief systems
bring with them also their own (traditional) healing practices. Those who have lost faith both
in religion as well as science to deal with health issues are argued to find the need to deal with
this in different ways, including through the usage of CAM (Coulter & Willis 2007; Margry,
2018; Rodd, 2018). In that regard, several authors have also found a connection between
gender, healing practices, and spirituality (Coulter & Willis, 2007; Keshet & Simchai, 2014;
Sointu & Woodhead, 2008; Ver Beek, 2004; Santamaría-Dávila, Cantera-Espinosa, et al,
2018). Women are found to be overrepresented in (semi-)spiritual healing practices, and
hence CAM practices with (semi-)spiritual aspects. In their gendered spirituality thesis, Coulter
& Willis (2007) theorise that the spiritual-vacuum in society specifically draws women to CAM
practices.
Thirdly, to build upon that, some authors argue that the lack of patient’s autonomy, and
a general patriarchal setting of biomedicine leads people, and women in specific, to make use
of CAM practices. Keshet and Simchai (2014), as well as Shahvisi (2019, discuss whether
CAM practices are empowering to those suffering from patriarchal facets of biomedicine.
Fourth, some refer to the apparent increase of users to be due to a misinterpretation
of data (Coulter & Willis, 2007; Margry, 2018); either there were problems in defining CAM,
causing the numbers to appear lower than they actually were in the past, or it was suspected
that in the past embarrassment and taboo issues made it impossible to correctly determine
the amount of people involved in CAM.
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Fifth, some people connect CAM to new economic opportunities (Eastwood, 2000).
Since CAM have gained legitimacy the demand has gone up. Due to the relatively low
educational pressure involved in obtaining CAM skills, its flexibility in execution both in time
and place, and relatively easy accessibility to become a practitioner of CAM, many people
have seen involvement in CAM as a good opportunity to earn money.
Lastly, some authors have recognised a change in the general types of disease that
societies are facing, shifting from acute issues to more chronic issues. It appears that
biomedicine is increasingly incapable of dealing with chronic issues and, people, desperate
for solutions, are looking toward the realm of CAM (Coulter, Willis, 2007; Margry, 2018; Pan,
Litscher, et al, 2014).
These theories give a broader overview of the existing theories around CAM usage.
They also served as a basic body of knowledge to inspire and guide the initial data gathering
process by helping shape questions and inspire conversation subjects when engaging with
the research participants.

Problem Statement and Academic Justification
This research takes on a postcolonial approach. When taking on a postcolonial approach, it is
important to research subjects that can be considered as subjugated within societies marked
by colonial discourse. Doing so, following the line of argument of researchers such as
Anderson (2014), Cant (2020), Hollenberg and Muzzin (2010), and Shahvisi (2019), this thesis
argues that biomedicine is colonial and patriarchal and that it upholds a hegemonic position
within the medical field of the Netherlands (Cant, 2020; Gale, 2014). On the other hand it is
argued that CAM practices, often referred to as unscientific, feminine, and alternative, are
subjugated healing practices in Dutch society. This is because the field of CAM deals with
topics such as spirituality, knowledge systems that are not considered scientific, and
traditionally feminine aspects of life (Gale, 2014; Pigg, 1996; Shahvisi, 2019). As such, taking
on a postcolonial approach means researching subjects that (have been) subjugated in society
and in particular Dutch medical society (which is also extensively discussed in the theoretical
framework of this thesis). The spiritual, the unscientific, and the feminine are also factors that
are argued to be on the subjugated side of society according to the postcolonial analysis, and
are under-researched (Criado Perez, 2020; Shahvisi, 2019; Ver Beek, 2000).
First off, biomedical health research has excluded women’s bodies and women’s
bodies of colour in particular (Criado Perez, 2020; Shahvisi, 2019). Health researchers prefer
using the ‘simpler’ male body, also conceptualised as ‘the standard person’: a white man,
170cm tall, and 70kg in weight (Criado Perez, 2020), representing the Eurocentric gaze of
biomedicine. Unfortunately resulting in an immense gap in healthcare efficacy for women’s
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bodies and especially the bodies of women of colour. Keshet and Simchai (2014) mention that
women are more dominant as health seekers in CAM practices, as they are also as in
biomedical practices. Women visit biomedicine practitioners more often than men. Even
though numbers vary more widely for male and female CAM usage, and women are more
greatly overrepresented in CAM practices in comparison to biomedical practices (CBS, 2013;
CBS, 2014), one cannot simply assume that the reasons to visit a biomedical practitioner are
the same as the reasons to visit a practitioner of CAM. Keshet and Simchai (2014) also
recognise the essentiality of researching women’s reasons to use CAM practices, regardless
of their involvement in biomedical practices.
Additionally, in a modern world that is made by and for the ‘standard person’, the white
male, subjects such as the non-modern, the indigenous and the feminine are likely to be on
the back burner. This also goes for pseudo-scientific subjects such as non-scientific healing
methods (CAM) and spirituality.
Moreover, Santamaría-Dávila, Cantera-Espinosa, and colleagues (2018) notice a bias
toward (semi-)spiritual women’s movements. They notice that, even though there is a
noticeable rise in neo-pagan spiritual movements among women, very few research studies
have focused on them. A reason mentioned for this is the heterogeneity and overwhelming
diversity of these movements. Another reason mentioned is the “lack of sensitivity in studies
carried out in primarily Western Christian milieus” (Santamaría-Dávila, Cantera-Espinosa, et
al, 2018, 1-2). Also a general invisibility in regard to gender, and hence women’s movements,
is mentioned to be one of the reasons for a literature gap.
Also, in recognising the importance given to spirituality in indigenous societies, Ver
Beek (2000) finds a substantial gap regarding the involvement of spirituality in development
literature and practice. Reasons mentioned for the absence of spirituality in development
theory and practice are, firstly, the fear of imposing or appearing to impose either a religious
or ‘scientific/materialist’ perspective. This scientific/materialistic Northern bias, according to
Ver Beek (2000), influences researchers and development practitioners in their attitude
towards practices that incorporate (semi-) spiritual concepts, including those for healing, and
can sometimes influence the belief system of those involved with such practices. Secondly,
Ver Beek gives as a reason the Northern perspective that dichotomises the sacred and the
secular. This perspective additionally creates a fear among development practitioners of being
accused of using funds improperly for the promotion of religious matters. Ver Beek says that
“This dichotomising perspective holds that decisions about who should treat a sick child, when
and how to plant fields, and whether or not to participate in risky but potentially beneficial
social action are secular and not spiritual matters. People’s beliefs about the sacred, such as
a belief in the ‘Divine’, or in the power of prayer, are private and personal matters and make
many ‘Northerners’ uncomfortable when aired publicly” (2000, 40). In this dichotomisation,
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there lies the danger of explaining social and spiritual phenomena in a reductionistic manner.
A fear of fostering conflict is mentioned by Ver Beek (2000) as a third reason. And lastly, a
lack of preceding models and literature for addressing spirituality could demotivate
researchers as it makes spirituality seem to be a non-legitimate research topic.
As a social scientist, the actual scientific validity of these practices is not of interest.
Interest lies with how the existence of this ‘subculture of healing’ is positioned in society at
large. Seeing this Northern bias present in current so-described pseudo-scientific subjects, I
aim to fill up a gap in academic research on CAM practices and women. Several questions
come to mind, such as: Why is there a recorded rise in involvement in CAM? What motivates
people to become part of this subculture? And why are particularly women interested?
Literature does not present a variety of answers that are necessarily coherent. Additionally,
even though there is an apparent rise in societal interest in both spirituality as well as CAM,
the Dutch academic world seems to only meagrely follow that incremental line. Many studies
seem to lack in-depth insight that goes beyond solely noting the presence of women but
instead also find in-depth understanding as to reasons of their presence. Bearing this in mind,
I am making an attempt at bridging the binaries and the conceptualised worlds connected to
them. Doing so I aim at putting those people/activities/things considered as ‘unacademic’ or
outside of academics on the ‘scientific map’.
Holding on to the feminist notion that ‘the personal is political’ and considering the
socio-political context of the Dutch medical world, I researched whether there is a connection
between people’s individual explanation of their motivations to use CAM practices and
underlying societal structures in which the Dutch medical field is positioned. More specifically,
I wanted to find out whether there is a difference between male and female motivating reasons
to use CAM considering women’s disproportionate representation in the field. While there are
theories present on male and female CAM usage, they are lacking coherence between each
other. Aiming to bring more clarity to this academic gap, I started by looking at push factors,
factors that push people away from biomedical healing practices and towards CAM practices,
and pull factors, factors that inherently pull people towards using CAM. Moreover, I came up
with one leading research question and two sub-questions that guided my attempt at finding
answers:
RQ: To what extent are there underlying societal aspects that connect to people’s CAM
usage and that link to general and gender-specific push- and pull-factors?
1. What are push- and pull factors for people to use or practice Complementary and
Alternative Medicine (CAM)?
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2. Are there fundamental differences between the push- and pull factors for people
identifying as women and those identifying as men or as outside of this cisgender
dichotomy?

Overview of Chapters
I start with a chapter discussing the theoretical framework from which I approached the
research results, after which I explain the research methods I used. Following are two
empirical chapters. In chapter 3 I elaborate upon finding 10 push- and pull factors, answering
sub-research question 1. Similarly, in chapter 4 I discuss a gendered analysis of the previously
found 10 push- and pull factors. Additionally, I elaborate upon three extra pull factors found by
executing a gendered analysis of the initial ten factors. In the discussion I combine the data
with theory, contextualising my findings as well as answering the overarching research
question. I end with a conclusion briefly reiterating the main findings, touching upon the
limitations to this research and suggestions for future research.
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1 - Theoretical Framework
In order to tackle the research questions and to appropriately put CAM-users’ push- and pull
factors into perspective, I have constructed a theoretical framework in which I elaborate upon
the different medical paradigms while highlighting important concepts and processes within
them. As this study investigates people’s experiences regarding the usage of health practices,
it is important to first understand the frameworks in which the different medical paradigms
reside.
I do this by starting with a short description of the global, politico-historical context the
medical field of the Netherlands, explaining that the context is one of medical plurality that is
in fact dominated by biomedical coloniality. This aims to explain why I take on a postcolonial
framework. In doing so, the theoretical framework takes on the postcolonial concept of
binarism to elaborate upon the Dutch medical field. As such, it highlights the conceptualisation
of the Dutch medical plurality as a duality, with on the one hand biomedicine, and on the other
hand the conglomeration of all varieties of Complementary and Alternative medicine.
As part of creating a postcolonial framework, I start off with in-depth insight into the
contextual functioning of either medical paradigm. I do this by presenting an overview of the
societal discourses around the Dutch medical duality, complemented by concepts found in
connection to either paradigm in the literature discussed throughout this chapter. After this, I
continue to highlight literature that concerns itself with push- and pull factors of CAM usage.
Firstly, a postmodern thesis is discussed in connection to these push- and pull factors.
Secondly discussed are push- and pull factors particularly connected to the female gender. In
this, patriarchal facets of biomedicine come to light, as well as a gendered spirituality thesis,
and other literature emphasising the role of women in CAM.
While I discussed five initial theories in the introduction of this thesis, I decided to focus
on three main streams of literature in connection to postmodernism, gendered use of CAM,
and the connection between spirituality and healing practices. I do so because these theories
seem most suitable within the scope of my academic capacity in this thesis. And as such I
leave behind theories on the potential misinterpretation of data sets (there is not a great
amount and variety of data available on CAM usage in the Netherlands), and theories
connected to the economic motivation of becoming CAM practitioners (these are only partially
relevant to my main research questions and appear to be less directly connected to intrinsic
characteristics of either medical paradigm).
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Medical pluralism and the colonial universality of biomedicine
Medical anthropology acknowledges that the existence of medical pluralism. Cant (2020, 31)
refers to medical pluralism as “the coexistence of differing medical traditions and practices
grounded in divergent epistemological positions and based on distinctive worldviews”. Codepending on culture, different conceptualisations of health, illness, and healing can be found
among groups of people, and also within medical systems. Different healing traditions, based
on different cosmologies, ontologies, epistemologies and discourses are the globalised
medical reality that is medical pluralism. In this reality, where there are different medical
regimes, it is interesting to take into account how these regimes conceptualise health, illness
and healing differently, and how this might affect people’s experiences. According to Agdal
(2005, 68), who discusses medical pluralism, “[d]ifferent medical regimes represent different
discourses, which may be described as different frames of understanding related to languages
specific to each regime; specific frames for reasoning and specific fields of practice. There are
no neutral or objective descriptions that simply mirror the empirical body.” These different
discourses in different medical regimes adhere to different interpretations of health and
disease, diagnoses and methods to come to these, and healing techniques considered
appropriate. According to Agdal (2005) there is always a potential gap between the lived
experience of illness and actual classification of disease according to different medical models.
Considering medical plurality, it is interesting to connect the concept of medicalpluralism to the concept of medical systems as cultural systems. Kleinman (1978)
conceptualises medical systems as cultural systems, and argues that also biomedicine has
culture based clinical realities. Other authors also recognise the cultural factor within
respective modes of healing (Kleinman, 1978; Pan, Litscher, 2014; McFerran, 2015; Mou,
2016; Apud, Romani, 2016; Rodd, 2018; Margry, 2018). McFerran (2015) studied the effect of
norms and beliefs on health, and in particular obesity, and concludes that these norms and
beliefs are largely shaped by cultural norms, contexts and lay beliefs. But culture also
influences how medical systems are set up. The WHO (2020) itself upholds a definition of
health that is arguably full of multi-interpretable terms and concepts: “Health is a state of
complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or
infirmity.” In a critical review of the WHO’s definition of health, Larson (1996, 183) speaks
about the complexity of operationalising the definition across cultures: "the WHO definition is
too broad to apply to all cultures, because the definition of health varies from culture to culture.”
Internationally the norm as to what should be considered in health issues seems a reason for
debate. Only very recently the WHO decided to include Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM)
in its global compendium which is a document that “(...) defines the universe of diseases,
disorders, injuries and other related health conditions, listed in a comprehensive, hierarchical
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fashion” (WHO, 2018). Due to the document’s declaration of universality, it can influence how
health research is conducted and additionally what health insurances cover. The inclusion was
globally cricitised due to the unscientific basis on which TCM works, but the WHO justified
their decision to include TCM due to its worldwide application.
This criticism on and questioning of the legitimacy of the many medical practices that
exist around the world is part and parcel of the hegemonic status that biomedicine upholds in
a global medical reality. Medical pluralism does not entail an equal valuing and position of the
different medical paradigms in societies. Cant (2020) explains:
“In principle, the processes of both globalisation and medical pluralism— defined
respectively as the interchange of worldviews, products and ideas, and as the coexistence of multiple health knowledges and practices—should be mutually
reinforcing. In practice, flows of capital, labour and knowledge have served to establish
and strengthen biomedicine’s structural dominance across the globe and,
simultaneously, major biomedical drug companies have coalesced into global firms
with global markets.”
This structural dominance that biomedicine upholds across the globe is partly due to its
assumption of universality, ultimate truthfulness and objectivity. Science and science-backed
Western biomedicine globally uphold a superior status over non-scientific knowledge systems
backing non-biomedical healing practices. Eurocentric thought has spread globally initially
through colonial and imperialist practices and continues to do so through neo-colonial
practices and flows of globalisation (Anderson, 2014). So too the practice of biomedicine and
its presumed inherent universality spread accordingly, partially denying the very existence of
a legitimate medical plurality. Cant (2020, 32) acknowledges the global dominance of
biomedicine, and further mentions that it cannot alone be explained by scientific advancement.
She argues that its dominance is further reaffirmed by “social, cultural, economic and political
(including patriarchal) conditions of biomedical knowledge construction... and, I suggest, our
understanding can be usefully extended through mapping the influence of globalisation and
colonialism.”
An entire study can be devoted in providing examples of the (neo-)coloniality of
biomedicine, both in its external hegemonic power, as well as its internal workings. It has a
hegemonic capacity to de-legitimise non-biomedical practices, and it appropriates CAM
practices in reductionistic manner (Hollenberg, Muzzin, 2010). Hollenburg and Muzzin (2010,
39) recognise the ‘forced universality’ of biomedicine and rather term it as a neo-colonial
practice by saying that:
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Following the tradition of critical medical anthropologists (e.g. Hahn 1995), we agree
that biomedicine cannot be viewed as an impartial body of knowledge. Biomedicine is
clearly rooted in dominant ideological neo-colonial presuppositions, and embedded in
the societal and historical context of colonialism, or the expansion of European powers
into the Indigenous world. Biomedicine, as with other knowledge forms, must be open
to close scrutiny.
Particular fields in biomedicine have been born at the cost of involuntary medical research on
indigenous and marginalised peoples (Shashkevich, 2017). Regarding the internal coloniality
of biomedicine, black and brown women, of all patients, have been found to be less likely to
receive treatment for certain health issues, and as a result have a higher mortality rate in
comparison to white men and women (Shahvisi, 2019). Additionally, black and brown people
are also more frequently at risk of mis-diagnoses due to research and study books providing
insight primarily into white bodies (Mukwende et al., 2020).
Accordingly, academics also argue the importance of researching the greater external
effects of biomedical hegemony in society. For example, Hollenberg and Muzzin (2010, 40)
describe that “‘the universality thesis’ (Harding, 1998, 185) of Euroscience and biomedicine
conversely decreases valuable forms of cognitive knowledge diversity”. When speaking of the
field of development, post-development thinker Arturo Escobar (1995, 2012, 13) also mentions
that “[t]he dominance of this [modern Western] knowledge system has dictated the
marginalization and disqualification of non-Western knowledge systems”. Something similar
seems to have happened with non-biomedical healing systems in non-Western contexts.
Increasingly, through development practices, mainly dominated by modern, neoliberal, cultural
values, parts of the world with still a rich practice in traditional healing have seen these
practices being (partially) replaced by biomedicine. As Pigg (1996) saw when performing
medical anthropological research on modern and traditional communities in Nepal: “An aim of
development in Nepal is to introduce ‘modern medicine’ (also known as ‘biomedicine,’
‘allopathy,’ ‘Western medicine,’ and ‘cosmopolitan medicine’). In the everyday logic of
development practice, ‘modern medicine’ is positioned as the eventual replacement for
existing modes of healing” (Pigg, 1996, 162). Accordingly, in light of the writings of Anderson
(2014), Cant (2020) and Gale ( 2014) among others (e.g. see Hollenburg & Muzzin, 2010;
Mukwende et al., 2020; Shahvisi, 2019; Shashkevich, 2017), this thesis will view biomedicine
as colonial.
Additionally, several academics have made efforts to analyse biomedicine and the
non-biomedicine, or CAM, through a postcolonial lens (Anderson, 2014; Cant, 2020;
Hollenberg & Muzzin, 2010). Hollenberg and Muzzin (2010, 40, emphasis added) explain that
“[a]n anti- or post- colonial perspective is one that begins from the standpoint of marginalised
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peoples, perspectives or knowledges, with the main goal of providing different and often
invisible viewpoints on widely accepted, normalised and dominant perspectives and
knowledges”. Hollenberg and Muzzin (2010) use that analytical lens to rebuke biomedicine’s
frequently unquestioned universality and simultaneously legitimise the presence of other
‘medical regimes’. Right now, the existing discourse around the CAM field is one that portrays
the field as lesser than the field of biomedicine (Cant, 2020; Kovic, 2016). This is because
CAM is made up of a majority of healing practices and knowledge systems that do not fit
conventional scientific frameworks and knowledge systems. It is non-fitting because the
healing practices so far lack scientific legitimacy, their efficacy has not or cannot be proven by
means of the scientific method.
Besides that, CAM is considered traditional, and sometimes even primitive, as
opposed to being modern (Pigg, 1996). This because many long-standing CAM practices are
based on, or partially based on, Traditional Knowledge (TK), or Indigenous Knowledge (IK).
This is also recognised by Hollenberg and Muzzin (2010, 35) who refer to “‘CAM’ as those
medicines and healing practices that often draw on Indigenous medicine, but that are practiced
in non-Indigenous and often Western healthcare settings or systems, and are distinct from
biomedical healthcare practices”. Indigenous medicine in turn comprise of “local medicines
and healing knowledges, originating from an Indigenous community and/or country with an
Indigenous population” (Hollenburg, Muzzin, 2010, 35). Pigg (1996) also recognised the
existence of othering binaries in medical fields while she was doing medical anthropological
research in Nepal. She researched the implementation of biomedical healing methods by
urbanites in Nepal versus the implementation of traditional, in this case Shamanic, healing
methods in rural areas. While doing so she recognised different discourses around these
methods and the people using them. The villagers were stigmatised as the unknowing, naive
and superstitious, primitive and as those that need to be taught, whereas the urbanites would
be viewed as those that know better, the civilised, the modern, the developed. In a more
politically nuanced frame, the non-biomedical practices are often framed in regard to the
savage, undeveloped and based on beliefs side due to their lack of scientific validity. Often
still derogatorily termed as quackery, CAM practices are then by definition delegitimised
disciplines of healing due to their non-fittingness in modern, Western, hegemonic discourses.
It is for the reality of medical pluralism, the coloniality of biomedicine, and the
marginalisation of CAM knowledge systems that this thesis will aim to analyse gathered data
by means of postcolonial analysis. Hollenberg & Muzzin (2010, 53) say: “From an anti-colonial
perspective, CAM represents the ‘other’ multiple and marginalised sciences, with biomedicine
containing some surviving and some extinct colonised Indigenous traditional knowledges (..)
An anti-colonial perspective (..) begins from the standpoint of the marginalised CAM
professions, and thus illuminates the ruling apparatus of biomedicine”. Unique to this study is
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that CAM practices will be researched in the Netherlands, a society known for its historical
connectedness with colonialism. A postcolonial analysis will allow me to focus on
understanding people’s experiences regarding health practices outside of the purely
biomedical dominated Euroscientific framework, acknowledging the reality of medical plurality
also in a colonial place like the Netherlands. It will additionally allow me to understand more
appropriately why people find it necessary to look for medical relief in CAM practices, when
biomedicine holds a (self-proclaimed) superior position within the Dutch field of healthcare. By
doing so, I aim to highlight different experiences and viewpoints on health practices of people
in the Netherlands, while recognising their position within the dominant discourses that exist
around these practices.

A conceptualised medical divide
What do healthcare discourses look like in a medical reality marked by pluralism and
colonialism? The medical world in the Netherlands is plural and a conceptual duality at the
same time, dividing the scientific from the non-scientific healing practices. However, the field
of CAM is mainly an artificial one as the practices vary greatly among each other. The one
thing they all have in common is their exclusion from the framework of Euroscience and the
field of biomedicine, as their definition is based on their ‘otherness’ in regard to biomedicine;
CAM practices are distinguished on the basis of their ‘non-biomedicalness’. The vernacular
term used for CAM is alternative medicine, which emphasises the ‘alternative’ and ‘other’
essence of CAM (Gale, 2014). By referring to any and all non-biomedical practices as
‘alternative’, these practices are indirectly assigned to a non-normative, uncommon and rather
subordinate position and discourse in relation to biomedical practices (Gale, 2014). The
reference essentially ‘others’ CAM. On the other hand, it puts biomedicine in a position where
it sets the ‘norm’. Looking at frequently used synonyms to biomedicine such as Western
medicine, conventional medicine, modern (scientific) medicine, links are made to the Western
world, the modern world, and the scientific world. Referring to it as ‘conventional' discursively
sets biomedicine as the collective norm and holds indirect value judgments that favour
biomedicine. Hereby, regardless of their respective efficacy, the duality of medicine in the
Netherlands is currently such that biomedicine is discursively determined on the ‘good side of
the divide’, whereas CAM is positioned on the ‘bad side’. This dualistic conceptualisation of
medicine further reaffirms the hegemonic position that biomedicine holds from a postcolonial
viewpoint (Gale, 2014).
Looking at the cultural-historic context of development in modernity, those things
deemed as the modern, the Western, the developed, the scientific, are aspects of society that
hold a higher moral position above the aspects of society that are not that (Escobar, 1995,
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2012). This can also be witnessed in healthcare, as portrayed through Pigg’s (1996)
aforementioned research in Nepal. But more than just emphasising the good of the modern,
the developed, the Western, and the scientific, in practice this conception also actively
depreciates the opposite polars to these aspects: the traditional, indigenous, the non-Western,
and the non-scientific, which to a certain extent includes that which is spiritual, intuitive,
emotional, and non-material. From a global historical perspective then, it is unsurprising that
discourses and realities around biomedicine can be paralleled with those around global
Western hegemony.
Postcolonialism describes a discursive framework of binarism in line with Western
imperialism (Ashcroft, Griffiths, Tiffin, 2007). Hence, in further developing a postcolonial
framework it seems relevant, appropriate and necessary to refer to the concept of binarism.
Binarism theorises that in the construction of cultural realities oppositions of extremes are
formed, in which the in-between areas, the interstitial spaces, or the grey zones, become
tabooed or deemed as non-existent. There is often a hierarchy present between these
extremes of differences, in which one is considered better than the other. Binarism refers to a
dualist reality, based in ontological realism, and feeds into structures of inequality (Ashcroft,
Griffiths, Tiffin, 2007). To quote Ashcroft and colleagues:
The binary logic of imperialism is a development of that tendency of Western thought
in general to see the world in terms of binary oppositions that establish a relation of
dominance. A simple distinction between centre/margin; colonizer/colonized;
metropolis/empire; civilized/primitive represents very efficiently the violent hierarchy on
which imperialism is based and which it actively perpetuates. Binary oppositions are
structurally related to one another, and in colonial discourse there may be a variation
of the one underlying binary – colonizer/colonized – that becomes rearticulated in any
particular text in a number of ways, e.g.
colonizer : colonized
white : black
civilized : primitive
advanced : retarded
good : evil
beautiful : ugly
human : bestial
teacher : pupil
doctor : patient
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The binary constructs a scandalous category between the two terms that will be the
domain of taboo, but, equally importantly, the structure can be read downwards as well
as across, so that colonizer, white, human and beautiful are collectively opposed to
colonized, black, bestial and ugly. Clearly, the binary is very important in constructing
ideological meanings in general, and extremely useful in imperial ideology (Ashcroft,
Griffiths, Tiffin, 2007, 19).

The one side of the binary describes what are supposed to be considered positive and
advantageous traits (left) leading to a superiority over the other, negative side (right), often
carefully tucked away behind ‘otherness’. A key factor in Western hegemony is an inherent
and assumed certainty of superiority in terms of culture, knowledge and being. Dualities of
civil/savage, modern/traditional, developed/undeveloped, based on science/based on belief,
white/black, good/bad, etc. are evenly paralleled to these colonial discourses. In essence,
creating binaries is a form of othering, as it is a practice of separating what ‘is’ by determining
what it is not, which frequently also includes assigning the two different poles a status where
one is good and the ‘other’ is bad. Said (1978) specifically elaborated upon the practice of
othering as defining the (good) Occidental by how it is different from the (bad) Oriental; or
respectively the West and everything that is not the West, also referred to as ‘the global South’,
‘the second and third world’, ‘the underdeveloped world’, etc.
Considering the literature discussed in ‘medical pluralism’ and ‘colonial universality
of biomedicine’, in line with binarism theory, I connect biomedicine on one side of the divide,
and CAM practices on the other. Biomedicine is then determined as the scientific, the modern,
the Western and the colonial. CAM on the other hand represents the non-scientific polar, the
traditional or primitive, the non- Western, and the colonised. Gale (2014, 807) expresses her
concern with the many dichotomies present within sociological literature on CAM practices
and urges sociologists to be cautious “not to collude with biomedical dominance in the
reproduction of these binaries but to remain open and critical by being aware of the productive
power of naming and the potential for symbolic violence.” However, she also recognises that
the binary can be useful sociologically as CAM can be considered as a social category within
a system of healthcare marked by power relations.
I choose to focus on medical context to understand individual and personal
motivations for CAM usage. I am inspired to do so, as feminist theory argues that the personal
is political (Goldenberg, 2007; Scheper-Hughes & Lock, 1987). This slogan underlines that
personal experience is connected to larger social and political structures, also (a) system(s)
of power relationships. It emphasises the understanding that the greater social and historical
context are inherently linked to individuals’ experiences. Naomi Goldenberg (2007, 276), a
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feminist theologian, argues that every human arrangement is filled with politics: “every
symbolic, discursive construction - whether of government or of fashion, whether involved with
the application of laws and distribution of weapons or with the organization of household
chores or the selection of foods on our tables”. So too, does the measurable flux of people
involved (or not involved) with CAM, or their reasons to do so, signify something greater than
their particular choice to be involved merely on individual level. As Scheper-Hughes & Lock
(1987, 31) say: “[t]he individual body should be seen as the most immediate, the proximate
terrain where social truths and social contradictions are played out, as well as a locus of
personal and social resistance, creativity, and struggle.” Importance is found in understanding
fluxes in society, as the choice of the individual could signify something greater within society
than the mere observation of the individual choice.

The binary
Then, in order to finalise a postcolonial framework, I present the conceptualised duality of
healthcare in the Netherlands as I see it (table 2). This overview was created after careful
consideration and reviewing of literature regarding the social context of CAM practices and
literature connected to the push- and pull factors related to people’s usage of CAM practices
and women’s usage more in specific. Some of this literature will be discussed further on in this
chapter, and therefore some concepts and their positioning within the table will only become
clear at the end of this chapter. However, for the sake of finishing this contextual analysis, I
present the completed table already at this point of the chapter.
I consider this finalised conceptualisation of binaries present in literature and existing
discourses around medical practices in the Netherlands important, as it can help answer my
main research question: To what extent are there underlying societal aspects that connect to
people’s CAM usage and that link to general and gender-specific push- and pull-factors? The
medical binary as presented in table 2 indicates factors of the discourses in which the medical
regimes in the Netherlands reside. These polarities are over-simplified, and do not present
reality in completeness. I consider all the elements to these binaries as spectrums, and
different medical practices are on different ends on this spectrum. However, going in line with
cultural modernity thinking, they give insight into the hegemonic context in which the different
Dutch medical disciplines are rooted, and can explain part of the hegemonic discourses
around them. This thesis uses the discourses to describe the social reality around each
respective regime in the Netherlands. Analysing the push- and pull factors obtained by
answering sub-questions 1 and 2 can give an indication of the presence and influence of the
binary within people’s personal medical experiences in the Netherlands, answering in turn the
overarching research question of this thesis.
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Table 2
Table of discourses and concepts found in literature
review in relation to medical duality
Biomedicine

CAM

Colonial

Subjugated

The Norm

The Other / The Alternative

Modern

Traditional

Scientific

Unscientific

Realism

Relativism

Scientific Materialism

Vitalist Holism

Non-spiritual

Spiritual/Vitalist

Patriarchal

Less patriarchal

Masculine

Feminine

Epistemological and ontological plurality
In order to truly understand people’s experiences with biomedicine and CAM, it is important to
understand what is at the origin of their consideration of being either scientific or unscientific.
What, in reality, does a scientific and modern biomedicine look like; and what do the nonscientific and traditional CAM look like? I find this rooted in a discussion about different medical
epistemologies and ontologies connected to biomedicine and CAM respectively.
What do these divergent epistemologies and ontologies that are at the foundation of
medical plurality in the Netherlands entail? Starting with biomedicine, in the Netherlands, the
nationally organised Dutch healthcare systems have been built on the basis of a biomedical
conceptualisation of health, illness and healing. Biomedicine, born of realist thinking, is
currently heavily shaped by the approach of Evidence Based Medicine (EBM) which aims to
help clinicians decide for the best possible cure based on scientifically proven, or scientificmaterialist, evidence of the efficacy of a cure. Nowadays it is the method to ensure scientific
legitimacy of medical practices. EBM aims to help clinicians decide for the best possible cure
based on scientifically proven evidence of the efficacy of a cure and gained popularity in formal
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healthcare in the Netherlands during the 80s. According to The Council for Public Health and
Society (RVS, 2017) - an independent advisory body to government and parliament in the
Netherlands - the statistically proven, double-blind tested remedies on large groups of people
signify the EBM formula that has completely penetrated the practice, policy, and financing of
the Dutch biomedical healthcare system. The advantages of such practices are that
subjectivity of doctors gets minimised, under the premise that objectivity can be reached, and
useless or possibly harmful methods are discarded. In short, it aims at ensuring external
validity of biomedical healthcare solutions deemed to have the highest internal validity.
Biomedicine is also known for its symptom treatment, specialising care towards a
position in the body where the illness shows itself. This in opposition to a holistic perspective
where illness is considered a problem of the entire system, instead of a part (Cant, 2020;
Shahvisi, 2019). Cant 2020 says that biomedicine assumes a certain objectivity that “(…) is
shaped by epistemological and ontological premises that visualise the body as an anatomical
atlas: a mechanical, objective and measurable entity/reality”. The pitfall to this is that people
are less likely to receive a personalised care-plan and that their health issues are treated in
too a generalised manner, reducing in turn the individualised internal validity of the treatment.
That is an issue as people’s individual health issues rarely are an exact fit with the statistical
average. Some groups of people such as the elderly or people with very rare health conditions
are generally unable to participate in large scale researches that are required by EBM.
Additionally, some therapies cannot be tested in double-blind manner, and the financing of
these large experiments is often made possible by parties with interests in gaining financially
through the outcome of the research, potentially influencing what is chosen to be researched
(RVS, 2017). The RVS (2017) says it acknowledges the many different realities of healthcare
and wellbeing and that in this reality the search for unambiguous proof is an ‘illusion’ and an
‘unjust simplification’ of what is deemed good healthcare. Instead they argue for contextual
perspectives, and hope for discussions on the power of what they call ‘different genres of good
healthcare’, as well as the need to connect different sources of knowledge to these genres.
While CAM does not fit the conventional, biomedical scientific standards of EBM, it is
not necessarily unscientific. De Vries (2003), Coulter and Willis (2007), and Kovic (2016) shed
light on the underlying assumptions of scientific biomedicine and EBM. This also sheds light
on the epistemological acceptance of what is considered legitimate information in processes
relating to health, illness, and healing. Some authors have perceived issues with the
‘ontological’ differences between the field of biomedicine and CAM. De Vries (2003, 107), for
example, argues that there are metaphysical assumptions underlying the scientific method,
which are culturally determined, noting: “Academic medicine (…) makes explicit that the model
of material science assumes the pre-existence of matter; while most [CAM] methods of healing
are based on the notion of pre-existence of spirit.” These assumptions present ontological
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challenges and a certain incommensurability between medical regimes of biomedicine and
CAM and their intellectual or theoretical paradigms (Coulter & Willis, 2007).
Coulter and Willis (2007) recognise the main point of ontological differentiation
between CAM and biomedicine to be between vitalism (holistic models of CAM) and
materialism (biomedicine). Vitalism2 (also referred to as, f.e., Qi, life force, yin-yang, prana,
etc.) here is a unifying feature among a majority of the differing CAM practices: “the
acceptance of all living organisms as sustained by a vital force that is both different from, and
greater than, physical and chemical forces” (Coulter & Willis, 2017, 216). Vitalism can take on
the extreme shape of the supernatural or, more moderately, the healing power of nature, or
any gradient in between. It emphasises the self-healing power of the body, with the practitioner
merely facilitating the body’s own healing powers. Additionally, CAM generally adheres to a
more holistic approach that allows for the inclusion of alternative sources of knowledge,
particularly gathered from non-scientific belief-systems, spirituality, intuition, feeling and
emotion (Cant, 2020; Siahpush, 1999). These alternative knowledge inputs are, due to their
(partial) meta-physical nature, hard to scientifically research without falling victim to scientificmaterialist reductionism (Ver Beek, 2000; De Vries, 2003). It stands in opposition to
biomedicine’s materialism, where disease is explained sheerly in terms of materialistic forces
(mainly biological) without acknowledging the existence of, the importance of, and the need to
invoke vitalistic forces. Cant (2020, 35) refers to biomedicine as “a corporeal paradigm that
brackets out connections between the body and emotions, the mind or soul.” De Vries (2003)
argues that, as Evidence Based Medicine (EBM) is used as the norm for validating health
practices, the scientific method, on which EBM is based, has to shift its underlying
metaphysical assumptions towards one where the pre-existence of matter is not assumed –
nowadays it is the method to ensure scientific legitimacy. CAM’s efficacy is generally
measured by its clinical legitimacy, or the clinical experience of the accomplishment of desired
results. According to Eastwood (2000, 135), clinical efficacy is “the justification of a treatment
modality because it achieves desirable results in day-to-day practice”.
It is clear that the medical reality in the Netherlands is shaped by different, incommensurable
medical ontologies, influenced by culture, but predominantly forced into modern realist
ontological and epistemological frameworks. Kovic (2016) goes more into depth and explores
how these ontological bases allow for the difference between epistemological bases. In
postmodern manner, he theorises about the different epistemologies between EBM and CAM.
Though not completely extensive, his theory is useful in understanding the different

2

I acknowledge that any written description of Vitalism likely diminishes its very meaning in
reductionistic manner. However, for the sake of attempting to bridge ‘two worlds’, the scientific-material one in
which statements can only hold value in written manner, and the ones that go beyond the material, I cannot
avoid written descriptions and references.
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experiences individuals can have in relation to the respective medical regimes, and why,
perhaps, people find it necessary to use CAM practices beside biomedical practices
regardless of biomedicine’s hegemonic position in society. Kovic (2016) argues that efficacy

Figure 1
Table 3

of CAM has not been proven to be effective from the standpoint of Evidence Based Medicine
(EBM). Though, he argues that to be no less than logical, as the EBM epistemological
framework for evidence finding is different to the CAM epistemological framework. He
additionally argues that the evidence that EBM produces is ‘only one subset’ of the whole set
of evidence, and that CAM evidence is another such subset (see figure 1: the relationship
between EBM and CAM evidence as subsets of all evidence, Kovic, 2016, 10). Whilst not
acknowledging the legitimacy of CAM-e (evidence produced within the epistemological
framework of CAM), he commenced on an endeavour to shed light on the underlying
assumptions foundational to each relative epistemological framework the results of which can
be found in Kovic’s (2016, 12) table 3: main traits of CAM and EBM epistemologies.
Ontologically, Kovic says, EBM assumes an objective physical reality of which one can
only try epistemologically to understand something about: realism. CAM on the other hand
takes up what Kovic deems a hyper-relativist ontological premise: “all conceivable ontological
beliefs are certain”, while they are simultaneously not mutually exclusive. This view goes
beyond the assumption of relativism, which deems that there is no objective truth but a relative
truth based on respective frames of references. “CAM epistemology is also declarative in
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nature: Through the act of declaring a belief as justified, it becomes so.” (Kovic, 2016, 14).
The methodology then, to justify beliefs in CAM, in this case therapeutic and diagnostic
measures, are based on the declaration of the atomistic experience, an inherently authentic
individual experience. This as opposed to EBM which has its basis in critical thinking, applying
the scientific method. Meaning that justification of such beliefs in CAM is based on
individualistic and subjective experiences: “A belief is regarded as justified if the belief holder
honestly feels the belief to be justified.” (Kovic, 2016, 14). This difference is important to
remember when analysing people’s different experiences with the different medical
paradigms.
While Kovic aims to describe the epistemology behind the complete practices of CAM,
I aim to connect this theoretical approach only to a part of all CAM practices, arguing that it
does not cover their full epistemological truth. The concept of the atomistic experience and its
declarative legitimacy is an interesting one. However, it seems too grand a statement to say
that in practice there is a complete absence of hierarchy of beliefs or experiences within the
actual practices of CAM as well as complete absence of humility on the side of the CAM
practitioner and their personal experiences. As is the statement that any beliefs in CAM are
solely conceived through an individual’s thoughts or experiences a lacking one. Many
traditions in CAM hold a vast body of empirical knowledge on which their practices are based
(Hollenberg, Muzzin, 2010). Using more nuanced terms, one can argue that the atomistic
experience holds an esteemed position within CAM practices, while it simultaneously is often
undervalued or ignored in EBM practices. Kovic (2016) sees its importance play out in
knowledge creation for the sake of producing evidence of the efficacy of CAM practices. I
however believe its importance lies elsewhere as it gives the opportunity for clients and
therapists to co-create useful knowledge for the determining of the individualised clinical
picture, diagnosis, and designation of appropriate healing processes.
In light of this thesis, what is interesting about the debate that Kovic (2016) is feeding
is not the actual efficacy or legitimacy of EBM or CAM, or the absolute validity of his theory,
but the concept of atomistic experience as a methodology of justification of therapeutic and
diagnostic measures in healthcare, and how it shapes people’s experiences with healthcare
in the Netherlands. The respective ontologies at the bases of the binary medical field in the
Netherlands can be of influence as to what medical care looks like, how it is executed, and
how people experience it (see table 2 of the binary). These ontological bases are therefore
important to take into account when analysing the gathered data regarding people’s
experiences and dissection of possible push- and pull factors.
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People’s attraction towards CAM
If biomedicine has its successes, and it holds the higher moral norm within society, why do so
many people make use of CAM practices, and do so contently? Literature presents different
hypotheses as to why people are pushed away from biomedicine and towards CAM practices
(push factor), and why they are inherently pulled towards CAM practices (pull factor). In light
of sub-questions 1 and 2, this theoretical framework presents literature that respectively
discusses why people are attracted to CAM practices after which it presents literature that
focuses specifically on women’s attraction to CAM.
Starting with a general attraction, several authors connect the cultural era of
postmodernity to an attraction towards CAM. A number of authors refer to the increased
acceptance of CAM practices in relation to postmodern values and thinking (Coulter & Willis,
2007; O’Callaghan & Jordan, 2003; Siahpush, 1999; Gale, 2014). Postmodernity is a cultural
philosophy criticising some of its preceding cultural era of modernity. Kuntz (2012, 885)
explains that in the era of modernity: “Science attempts to describe the world independently
of belief by seeking universal truths, on the basis of observation, measurement and
experimentation.” On the other hand, regarding postmodernity he says that
The postmodernist school of thought arose to question these assumptions, postulating
that claims about the existence of a real world—the knowledge of which is attainable
as an objective truth—have only been relevant in Western civilization since the
Enlightenment. In recent decades, the movement has begun to question the validity of
claims of scientific truth, whether on the basis of their belonging to larger cultural
frames or through heavy criticism of the scientific method.
With the coming of postmodernist thought work, relativism obtains importance, while the
modern realist idea of ‘one truth’ decreases in legitimacy. In turn, it appears that the normative
stance of what is considered right and wrong, or good and bad, in line with binary thinking,
changes. The decrease of importance of institutionalised religion, as well as an increased
scepticism in science and technology in general are pointed out as signs of such a cultural
change in thinking (Coulter & Willis, 2007; Margry, 2017).
The crumbling of the previously unprecedented sovereignty of science has been noted
by some academics as a reason for the increased acceptance of ‘other’ knowledge practices,
and more in particular also CAM practices (Anderson, 2004; Coulter & Willis, 2007).
Witnessing postmodern influences in society, increasingly acceptive of ontologies and
epistemologies not born out of the normative, scientific-materialist perspective, it appears that
the playgrounds for CAM practices are extending (Coulter & Willis, 2007). In relation to society
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and medicine this trend is also noticed by the Central Bureau of Statistics of the Netherlands
(CBS, 2019). The CBS witnesses an increase in the different CAM practices, and increased
satisfaction and valuation of them, especially among women. Also in policy related
atmospheres such a postmodern switch can be found. For example, the Dutch Council for
Health and Society (RVS) rebukes the sovereignty of one truth in the field of medicine, and
debunks the previously assumed inviolable status of Evidence Based Medicine in the
Netherlands. The RVS (2017) states that “[m]edical decision-making in practice is based on
linking different sources of knowledge together, such as stories, experiences, local data and
(still) evidence. That way of working goes hand in hand with uncertainty and ongoing learning
and improvements”.
Referring back to Kovic (2016) then, relativism and the atomistic experience have a
right of existence within a postmodern framework where this would not be the case in the
realist framework of modernity. Biomedical knowledge creation is mainly grounded in realist
thinking and hypothesised to be undervalued in an up-and-coming postmodern reality. A
postmodern relativist approach allows for the inclusion of non-biomedical knowledge
production and therefore also for knowledge conventionally termed as traditional, backward,
non-scientific or non-western.
According to existing research, there are several push- and pull factors connected to
this postmodern era. Firstly, a pull factor towards CAM practices is a trend in the increase of
social green movements that focus on the environment and the natural, having a stark
preference for organic and non-artificial solutions, including in healthcare (Coulter & Willis,
2007; Shahvisi, 2019; Siahpush, 1999). For this inclusion of nature CAM generally provides a
wider range of possibilities than biomedicine. With a love for nature Siahpush (1999) also
refers to the push factors of anti-science and anti-technology sentiment. Where the universality
of scientific research decreases in legitimacy, clinical legitimacy is seen to be favoured. It is
through clinical legitimacy that CAM practices’ efficacy are determined, and their legitimacy
as healing methods established. Another pull factor is explained by Coulter and Willis (2007)
who say that people are more active in taking responsibility for diagnosis, looking for greater
autonomy in their healing process, and having less faith in and valuing less the biomedical
practitioner’s knowledge. This is also represented in the concepts of rejection of authority and
individual responsibility that Siahpush (1999) speaks of. Additionally, a pull factor is connected
to the concept of Holism, “the belief that health is multi-faceted involving an integration of mind,
body and spirit” including the idea that the body has the natural ability of healing itself
(Siahpush, 1999, 268). In general, other paradigms that conceptualise health, disease and
treatment obtain increased acceptance and hence different CAM methods can be considered
as worthy and legitimate in the postmodern reality.
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Two other main major explanations for increased demand for CAM practices outside
of the postmodern framework have to do with a perceived incapacity of biomedicine to
effectively treat health issues, as well as a dissatisfaction with the doctor-patient experience
in biomedicine. A lack of clinical efficacy and a dissatisfaction with the clinical encounter in
biomedicine are push factors recognised by other authors such as Shahvisi (2017) and Gale
(2014).

Female-specific attraction towards CAM
Several academics have discussed the female-specific attraction towards CAM practices. A
literature review regarding women’s push- and pull factors is discussed below. While going
into this, it is important to simultaneously dive into the socio-historical context of healthcare
specifically in relation to women, completing the binary of socio-political factors that exist
around the medical regimes in the Netherlands (see table 2). Two main points will be
highlighted: biomedicine holds patriarchal facets which function as push factors, away from
biomedicine and towards CAM; and specific facets of CAM function as pull factors particularly
attractive for women. These general push- and pull factors can give insight into why people
make use of CAM practices. However, there is an overrepresentation of women in the field of
CAM, why, and does it signal something bigger than the mere individual choice of a great
group of women?

Push factors - patriarchal biomedicine
In the historical-cultural context of medical Netherlands, there is a clear divide between
scientific and non-scientific practices, respectively legitimate and illegitimate healing methods;
generalised between Euroscientific healing practices and traditional and indigenous healing
knowledge. However, when continuing the binarism framework, one can find additional
dualities in healing society. For example, if medical systems are cultural systems, what
happens when we find that a particular medical regime is built in a cultural era marked by
patriarchy? We find that biomedicine is patriarchal, and particular facets serve in an excluding
and disadvantageous manner towards women (Cant, 2020; Keshet & Simchai, 2014;
Shahvisi, 2019). Shahvisi (2019, 100) mentions racial and gender disparities within what she
terms Scientific Medicine, here referred to as biomedicine:
“Scientific medicine has a chequered history, particularly in relation to its treatment of
women and people of colour in the contexts of theory, research participation, and
clinical consultation. Like other forms of science, medicine is value-laden. Its social
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power renders it prone to reflect the mores of any given era, including the moral
failings.”
By saying this she confirms the colonial and cultural essence of biomedicine, while also
touching upon an added issue, that of gender. Women represent the majority of those involved
in CAM practices, as can be seen in the introduction of this thesis. Several authors have
connected the patriarchal facets of biomedicine as contributing to women’s usage of CAM
practices. Patriarchy is seen as an indirect push factor (Keshet & Simchai 2014; Shahvisi,
2019).
Firstly, regarding practitioners, the role of biomedical doctor has not been always open
to women. Though practices of caring, nurturing, and healing have been recognised as
traditionally female practices (Keshet & Simchai, 2014). Generally in the Netherlands, as has
also been a trend in many other parts of the world, women are overrepresented in the health
and care sector in comparison to men (The European Institute for Gender Equality, 2017).
Additionally, in the Netherlands, according to the ‘emancipation monitor’ of 2018, women are
more often prepared to offer informal help to others. Two out of three women are prepared to
help family members with health issues or are already doing so. Also, women are more often
prepared to give help or already do so, in comparison to men Alejandro Perez and Portegijs
(2018). In addition to this, Van der Aalst (2019) says that 84% of employees in healthcare are
women. However, perhaps contradictory, the first formal, female doctor of biomedicine in
Dutch history was Aletta Jacobs, a renowned feminist, who started practicing medicine only
in the late eighties of the 19th century (Canon van Nederland, 2020). For a long time she was
the only female doctor in a practice initially looked down upon. That however did not mean
that the medical practice became an open environment for women. Much of biomedicine had
been historically dominated by men. However, at the end of 2018, for the first time in history
there were more female general practitioners than men in the Netherlands (CBS, 2020). The
field is starting to become ‘feminised’, as more women start to study and practice biomedicine
(Van der Velden and colleagues, 2008). Regardless, top positions in the biomedical field of
healthcare are still disproportionally filled in by men (Landelijk Netwerk Vrouwelijke
Hoogleraren, 2011).
Regarding female healthcare seekers, Shahvisi (2019) describes well why the practice
of biomedicine, up till date, still is patriarchal in its execution and at most sub-optimal for
women. In a literature study discussing the possible liberatory effects of CAM in regard to
women that are structurally underserved in the patriarchal field of biomedicine. She argues
that women’s health needs are severely undermined in biomedicine and shares in relation to
this the following: “Medicine, as a site of social power, reflects the contours of power in society
at large, and patriarchal values are prevalent in healthcare provision as a structural trend
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which is also mediated through injustices within individual encounters (Govender and PennKekana 2008)” (Shahvisi, 2019, 101).
Shahvisi (2019) sees patriarchal facets of biomedicine to be present fourfold: (1) firstly,
women’s health testimonies are argued to be given less credibility; gender stereotypes about
pain-thresholds and patient credibility are found to shape the judgment of a biomedical
doctor’s implementation of treatment procedures and guidelines that are initially already based
on male-centred research. In a study on irritable bowel syndrome, women’s issues were more
likely to be attributed to psychological and emotional causes. They were consequently more
likely to be offered sedatives and lifestyle advise, rather than undergo physical treatment.
Whereas men, for the exact same health issue, quickly gained access to X-ray imaging of the
colon.
This is part of the reason for Shahvisi’s second point: (2) women receive less adequate
and immediate treatment to voiced health problems, structurally resulting in a delayed start of
treatment as well as higher deathrates among women for certain specific health issues. Black
people and black women in particular suffer most of the negative consequences of
stereotyping affecting patient credibility, resulting in the slowest adequate treatment time and
simultaneously the highest relative death count due to negligence - as opposed to white men.
Women have also mentioned to relatively feel less respected in an encounter with a
biomedical doctor in comparison to men (Shahvisi, 2019).
Hierarchical structures and a lack of autonomy within biomedical clinical encounters
are recognised as a push factor to use CAM practices. Apart from the treatment specific to
women, Shahvisi (2019, 103) mentions that biomedical “doctors are charged with entrenching
the patriarchy of the profession by controlling the information that is legitimate within a medical
interaction in ways that uphold their authority”, referring to an existing hierarchy between
doctor and patient. This hierarchy is recognised as a push factor as people increasingly want
a say in their healing process and autonomy over their bodies (Shahvisi, 2019). Also Keshet
and Simchai (2014, 82) see the social patriarchal structure come forward in biomedicine by
practitioners “dominating interpersonal relationships, controlling the topics that may be
legitimately discussed, dismissing patients’ perspectives, and managing the flow of
information in ways that sustain their authoritative position”.
(3) Thirdly, and another reason that results in her consequential second point: there is
an existing male-bias in biomedicine (Shahvisi, 2019). This results itself in a lack of essential
gender-specific understandings of illnesses. Different illnesses present themselves differently
according to one’s sex, and different drugs have different effects on the male and female
physiology. However, traditionally most health- and drug researches have been centred
around male bodies. Health researchers prefer using the ‘simpler’ male body, also
conceptualised as ‘the standard person’: a white man, 170cm tall, and 70kg in weight (Criado
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Perez, 2020), also very much representative of the Eurocentric gaze of biomedicine.
Unfortunately resulting in an immense gap in healthcare efficacy for (black) women’s bodies.
(4) And lastly, the centralising of the male body, the male-bias, is also witnessed in the fact
that the biomedical field possesses less information about specific women’s health issues
outside of the mere framework of reproduction, a particular facet to female health that so
happens to also directly affect men. Whereas issues of reproduction are well-researched,
women’s issues of comfort, regarding, for example, menopause, menstruation issues as well
as female sexuality and orgasm lack behind. Medically unexplained disorders are also
unsurprisingly higher in women than in men (Shahvisi, 2019).
Continuing the framework of binarism as presented in table 2 then, this thesis
considers biomedicine as on the colonial and patriarchal, male end of the spectrum. On the
other hand, Keshet and Simchai (2014) explain that CAM is seen as feminine and at times as
liberatory in regard to patriarchal healthcare. I would therefore position CAM as the female
and at least less patriarchal side of the binary.

Pull factors for women
The previous section describes a context of patriarchal power dynamics that co-determine
people’s experiences with biomedicine based on their gender. Simultaneously, these
patriarchal factors can also be determined as ‘push-factors’, factors that push people away
from biomedicine and towards CAM. However, besides being ‘disenchanted’ with realist and
patriarchal biomedicine, literature mentions a substantial amount of other reasons to be
actively attracted to CAM, or ‘pull-factors’. Firstly, generally, regardless of gender, CAM
practices are believed to be effective, organic, pure, safe, have little to no side effects, and
are considered more natural than biomedicine (Shahvisi, 2019; Siahpush, 1999). Also the
interaction with the practitioner is sometimes considered more pleasant, and the approach
more personal.
Other literature discussed specifically the relation of CAM usage and women, and with
that pull factors for women. Firstly, on an ideological level, they are believed to support control
over one’s own health, they are non-authoritarian, and enhance the autonomy of the patient
due to their avoidance of paternalism and universalism (Shahvisi, 2019). Shahvisi (2019)
(2019, 104) says that “empowerment and autonomy are repetitive themes in the literature on
women’s engagement with AM” as well as “a commitment to feminism, environmentalism, or
another value-system is most pertinent to AM use" (2019, 103). Keshet and Simchai (2018)
also see women’s empowerment, increased autonomy, and a commitment to value-systems
as pull factors. However, in both studies, the authors argue that CAM are not necessarily the
solution to a lack of female autonomy in patriarchal biomedicine, and are neither empowering
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per se. Though, the facets of this discussion on CAM and women’s search for autonomy and
empowerment in health practices, and more specifically the lack of female autonomy in
biomedicine, are important factors to consider for the part of this thesis where I discuss my
findings in relation to existing literature on the topic.
Secondly, some authors suggest that nature of women is in coherence with CAM
practice and can be considered a pull factor. They suggest that the field of CAM, and ‘healing’
in general, suits women better, either by looking at the past where women were often healers
before the field was made exclusively for men, or as a way to express the inherent qualities of
the feminine in contemporary society (Keshet, Simchai, 2014; Margry, 2018; Rountree, 1997;
Skott-Myhre, 2017). Besides that, traditionally considered female qualities such as caring,
listening, emotional understanding, and talking have argued to be of particular use in CAM
and hence could explain the overwhelming female presence (Keshet, Simchai, 2014; Margry,
2018; Sointu, Woodhead, 2008). In regard to this discussion, this thesis takes on a socialstructuralist approach. On the matter of the overrepresentation of women in healthcare a
social-structuralist approach would imply that those who are identified as women are not
necessarily naturally and biologically drawn to be caretakers but have been socially moulded
into this role throughout (modern) European history.

Women, spirituality, and health practices
Thirdly, some literature sees a connection between women, healing practices, and spirituality
(Coulter & Willis, 2007; Santamaría-Dávila & Cantera-Espinosa, et al, 2018; Sointu &
Woodhead, 2008). In specific, the literature connects women and CAM practices that have
vitalist and/or spiritual facets to them. Therefore, before continuing, I see it necessary to
provide a definition of spirituality from here onward. Different authors connect to different
definitions of spirituality. For example, Walach (2017, 10) deems spirituality as the: “implicit or
explicit relatedness towards a reality beyond the needs of the individual ego, in cognition,
emotion, motivation and action”. On the other hand, Ver Beek (2000, 32) defines spirituality
as “a relationship with the supernatural or spiritual realm that provides meaning and a basis
for personal and communal reflection, decisions, and action.” Turning to Cambridge Dictionary
(2021), then, spirituality is defined as “the quality that involves deep feelings and beliefs of a
religious nature, rather than the physical parts of life”. While there are some connections
between the three definitions, it appears that the abstract concept of spirituality is one that is
hard to clearly define. While the first two are valuable definitions, it appears they imply a certain
directing of this spirituality to the outside, f.e. through action. For this thesis I do not want to
focus on an outer expression of spirituality, but mainly on people’s personal experience of it.
The two definitions do, however, express more clearly the individual connection to spirituality
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than the Cambridge Dictionary one. At the same time, the latter definition emphasises the nonmaterial aspect of spirituality which connects more closely to Coulter and Willis’ (2007)
concept of vitalism. Considering the three definitions, I will define spirituality as follows: the
implicit or explicit relatedness with, or experience of, the supernatural or a spiritual realm that
goes beyond the purely physical aspects of life. This I do, however, in conviction that such an
abstract concept cannot be sufficiently grasped in words to fully cover and express the widely
differing experiences and meanings individuals give to this concept.
Bearing in mind the above definition provided, authors have provided their own
theories connecting women, spirituality, and healing practices. To start off, Coulter and Willis
(2007) have suggested the gendered spirituality thesis, suggesting that the overrepresentation
of women in CAM reflects a search for spiritual meaning in individualist and secular aspirations
of personal wellness. The so-called ‘spiritual vacuum’ is considered a consequence of the
decline in institutionalised religion in many Western countries built on Christian traditions
(Coulter & Willis, 2007). The Western religious landscape is changing substantially, witnessing
a decrease in the practice or strictness of the practices of Christianity and an increase in new
forms of spirituality (Cox, 2009; Rodd, 2018). A significant observation to mention is that
Christianity, in feminist theology, is considered patriarchal (Rountree, 1997). This is seen in
(the lack of) representation of women in religious dogma; their ability to participate as equals;
and the hierarchical setting where the top position is taken by a transcendent masculine divine,
to the masculine religious authority, the common man and lastly the common woman. The
decline in patriarchal and institutionalised religion is argued to be reflected back into the
increased concern of women with wellness in vitalist terms, which is something that can be
found in CAM practices (Coulter & Willis, 2007).
If considering the gendered spirituality thesis, a connection should be found between
health practices and spirituality, and then between spiritual health practices and women. Faith
seems to play an important role in healing practices and hence in CAM. Many healing
practices are based on, or involved with, particular spiritual belief systems, and vice versa, a
substantial amount of spiritual belief systems are greatly interconnected with the healing
sphere (Apud & Romaní, 2016; Foltz, 2000; Mou, 2016; Nederlof & Buis, 2009; Rodd, 2018;
Rountree, 1997). Ver Beek (2000) emphasises the connection between health and spirituality
researching the Lenca people in Honduras. The Lenca people’s traditional health system relies
on midwife healers, mostly women and often spiritual leaders, using treatments including
prayer. Ver Beek recognises that “[a] sick child, dying livestock, or the question of whether to
participate in risky social action are spiritual as well as physical problems, requiring both prayer
and action” (2000, 32). Also in Western religious landscape a number of academics discuss
the rise of streams of spiritualities such as Neo-paganism, New Age, and Ecofeminist
Spirituality, particularly centred around (holistic) well-being, (Sointu & Woodhead, 2008;
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Santamaría-Dávila & Cantera-Espinosa, et al, 2018;). Additionally, Van Dijk (2004) recognises
the connection between health and spirituality. He explains that new forms of healing
incorporating (semi-)spiritual or vitalist healing practices are brought into the Netherlands
through immigrant cultures. Some of the most important ones are Ayurveda, Winti, Islamic
healing practices, and Traditional Chinese Medicine. Van Dijk (2004) emphasises the
importance of taking into account patients’ different cultural backgrounds and belief systems,
and consequently their respective healing practices, as they can add beneficial healing
components to the principles of Western medicine. Also Koenig (2000) recognised the
importance of sensitivity towards the theme of religion and spirituality in medical practices. He
argues that it is beneficial for patients when physicians take into account their patients’
background in faith. A year later, in 2001, he further continues to suggest a more intrinsic
connection between religion/spirituality and health: “the vast majority of research completed
to date indicates that religious beliefs and practices are associated with better mental and
physical health.” Koenig continues by saying that
[m]any of our patients are religious, use religious beliefs to cope with the stress of
medical and psychiatric illness, and often have unmet religious or spiritual needs when
they become physically or mentally ill. It would be sad indeed if clinicians ignored what
might be a readily available, inexpensive, and powerful resource of comfort and
healing.” (Koenig, 2001, 333).
But why do specifically women seem to search for spirituality in health practices?
Sointu and Woodhead (2008), as well as Santamaría-Dávila, Cantera-Espinosa, et al (2018)
point out a connection between health practices, spirituality and women. For example, Sointu
and Woodhead (2008) researched holistic spiritualities which focus attaining a wholeness and
well-being in spirit, mind, and body. They find that there is a strong correlation between female
gender and affinity with holistic spiritualities and related healing practices. After executing two
qualitative studies in the UK on holistic spirituality and health practices they conclude that
“holistic spiritualities align with traditional spheres and representations of femininity, while
simultaneously supporting and encouraging a move away from selfless to expressive
selfhood.” They theorise that traditional female practices, such as caring, nurturing, living life
for the other, can be combined with developing the self, something that modern society forces
every individual to do. Sointu and Woodhead (2008, 271) emphasise: “Trapped in a ‘stalled
gender revolution’ (Hochschild 2003), women - particularly middle-class women - in
contemporary Western societies are forced to negotiate two different modes of selfhood: the
feminized, immanent ‘self for others’ and the masculinized, transcendent “self for itself.” They
argue that this struggle between the two different modes of selfhood points particularly women
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into the direction of holistic spiritual/health practices. Developing the self through the practice
of CAM, as well as earning money by becoming a practitioner, women can connect their
traditional self for the other with the self for the self. Nonetheless, they recognise that there
are men looking for the benefits of spirituality and health practices in connection to well-being,
as well as in connection to challenging traditional representations of masculinity through the
involvement with these practices.
Santamaría-Dávila, Cantera-Espinosa, et al (2018) discuss in their article the origins
and possible psychotherapeutic applications of neo-pagan, neo-shamanic, or psycho-spiritual
women’s movements, all encompassed within the term of ecofeminist spirituality. SantamaríaDávila, Cantera-Espinosa, et al (2018) connect the disappearing of pagan traditions and
spiritual models linked to nature in Europe, to the execution of women often involved in
midwifery and healing, accused of witchcraft, mainly during the 16th to the 18th century.
Simultaneously, they aim to connect contemporary neo-pagan, neo-shamanic, and psychospiritual women’s movements as part of ecofeminist spirituality, to psychotherapy.
Interestingly, besides recognising a historical connection between the female gender,
healing practices and spirituality, Santamaría-Dávila, Cantera-Espinosa, et al (2018) speak of
a ‘spiritual female’ as is done in some streams of ecofeminism. Rather than merely focusing
on women as the human form of a gender, the authors focus on a spiritual female principle,
the ‘Divine Feminine’. They see a connection between healing practices and the spiritual
principle of the Divine Feminine that has a basis in a variety of practices of ecofeminist
spirituality. The model of ecofeminist spirituality, stemming from the ‘Divine Feminine’, is said
to be based in immanence rather than transcendence. They explain that
[t]he model’s ethical paradigm focuses on self-learning and exploration of the self
through the body as well as experience, feelings, and emotions, along with myths and
pagan rituals in communion with nature in all its light and darkness, rather than with a
supra-natural masculinized being. This is a model of spirituality whose most important
feature is its overall healing vocation, of which there are many aspects. (SantamaríaDávila, Cantera-Espinosa et al, 2018, 1).
Lastly they say that “ecofeminist spirituality has had a healing and psychotherapeutic vocation,
and the development of this direction is spreading significantly in Western countries”
(Santamaría-Dávila, Cantera-Espinosa, et al, 2018, 4). This ecofeminist approach could
potentially have an interesting link with Sointu and Woodhead’s (2008) principle of negotiating
selfhood. In both cases, healing and nurturing practices are connected to women, and
additionally, either to the sphere of the ‘traditional feminine’, or the ecofeminist Divine
Feminine.
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To conclude, a search for female empowerment through healing practices, as well as
a connection between women and traditional female characteristics can be considered as pull
factors to CAM usage. Additionally, a search or demand for vitalist/spiritual healing practices
is insinuated to be connected to women and could therefore be considered a gender-specific
pull factor. However, the connections referred to in the previous writing between health
practices, women, spirituality, and a search for filling the gap that the spiritual vacuum might
have left in the Netherlands, encompass a great variety of explanations. These explanations
do not give substantial clarity on the gendered spirituality thesis, and neither do they give an
all-encompassing view and explanation of women’s overrepresentation. It does indicate,
however, that there might be a significant connection between women, healing, and
spirituality.
Considering these pull factors and going back to the observed medical duality as
described in table 2, spirituality and vitalism would conventionally be considered on the CAM
and non-scientific side of the polar. Simultaneously, I see a discourse around CAM as the
practices being considered as female, and potentially female empowering. Therefore, I also
divide the female and empowerment under the CAM binary, as opposed to male and
patriarchal under the biomedicine binary.
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2 - Methodology
We came to realize that they were important co-collaborators in the research process,
and the extent of their collaboration depended on our willingness to view their beliefs
and practices with open minds (Foltz, 2000, 411).
After having explained the research topic and its contemporary and academic urgency the
following will shed light on the research methodology. Issues regarding field description, data
gathering, triangulation, and positionality in the field are touched upon.

The field
The research field consists of users and practitioners of Complementary and Alternative
Medicine (CAM) practices in the Netherlands. In reality it is a complicated matter to specifically
demarcate the field of CAM. Firstly, because it is a highly conceptual field. CAM practices are
deemed so merely because, as per their definition, they are not biomedical practices taught
at a Dutch university. Apart from that, the actual practices defined as such can greatly differ,
and the execution of the same CAM practice between different practitioners can too. The
reason for choosing to research them together as one field however lies in the fact that they
are supposed healing practices that are also strictly non-biomedical, and still most often
executed in a non-biomedical context.
Most of the research took place in CAM practitioner’s offices, through meetings in
public spaces, and online by means of a questionnaire in Google Forms. Of the pre-planned
interactions, the concept of equal representation between genders was taken into account,
resulting in a near-equal participation of men and women in the in-depth interviews. For the
questionnaire and participant observation however a greater number of women were involved
in comparison to men and those identifying as outside of that cis-gendered dichotomy. Due to
the field being quite strongly dominated by middle-aged, middle -to high income, white women,
and the inability to control who voluntarily participates in questionnaires and interviews, there
is a majority of female research participants throughout the study. Additionally, due to matters
of access, part of the research was initiated from my personal network and this presented a
limited number of options in regard to research subjects. These can be considered as
limitations to this research and its representability towards the general public that in truth is
varied, in ethnicity, in gender, in financial welfare, and in ability.
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Research methods
This socio-anthropological research is conducted by using a mixed-methods approach. A
variety of qualitative and quantitative research methods are used. Self-completion
questionnaire, semi-structured interviewing, informal interviews, and participant observation
are the main methods applied. Inspired by Bryman, I used a mixed-methods approach in which
qualitative method upheld priority as a data-gathering approach. This is due to my more
extensive education in qualitative data-gathering, as well as the fact that the quantitative datagathering was non-representative. Quantitative data was obtained prior to qualitative data, as
indication and inspiration for further qualitative research.
Overall, this approach resulted in data of 162 participants from all across the
Netherlands who filled in the questionnaire containing 74 qualitative and quantitative
questions; 14 in-depth interviews consisting of 3 male CAM users, 2 female CAM users, 1
female/genderqueer CAM user, 3 male CAM therapists, and 5 female CAM therapists; and
lastly, participatory observations were made including but not limited to the personal
undergoing of three different CAM sessions, the attendance of a gathering of a federation of
CAM therapists, participation in a Reiki course, several informal and spontaneous interviews,
visiting a traditional healing exposition at the Dutch national museum of ethnology, and other
personal daily observations. These mixed forms of research are meant to add and
complement to each other.
Regarding the ethical concerns of executing research, throughout all parts of this
research, prior to their participation, I explained people what it would mean to participate in
my research and asked to confirm their consent formally. Also, participant’s anonymity has
been ensured throughout all parts of this research.
Initially a semi-quantitative questionnaire (see appendix) was sent out through email,
facebook groups related to the topic as well as the newsletter of Meertens Institute, a research
institute on the diversity in language and culture in the Netherlands of the Royal Netherlands
Academy of Arts and Sciences (KNAW). It furthermore snowballed from person to person, as
it was open for anyone to participate. The sample of participants is not representative of the
general population of the Netherlands. The questionnaire was not conducted in person. The
reason for this was to allow for a larger the number of respondents, ensuring a greater external
validity for the research, whilst simultaneously taking into account personal limitations to time
and resources. N162 participants dispersed over the Netherlands responded, having varying
backgrounds and occupations.
The questionnaire contained questions in connection to motivation, expectation,
experience and need in relation to being involved in CAM, and the ability to exercise this
choice to do so. More specific questions were based upon a short literature review that
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provided different potential explanations for the increase in usage and practice of CAM by
people in Western societies, as well as particularly by women in these societies. Based on six
different articles by Astin (1998); Whiteford (1999); Eastwood (2000), Coulter & Willis (2007);
Sointu & Woodhead (2008); Keshet & Simchai (2014), seven main themes in these potential
explanations were determined for research: philosophical congruence respectively with
biomedicine and CAM, spirituality and the spiritual vacuum, selfhood establishment through
CAM usage, femininity, satisfaction, efficacy, and ability to exercise choice. The questions in
the questionnaire were inspired by the seven themes in order to ensure that these questions
were not based on a random self-selection of themes/in congruence with recent academic
findings. Complementary to multiple choice questions, ample of room was provided to answer
the questions on the same theme in open form, enhancing the likelihood of correct
interpretation of the answers.
Secondly, a total of 14 semi-structured in-depth interviews were conducted, serving as
the focus of the research and as main source of qualitative data. These were held to ensure
greater in-depth insight into complicated and abstract topics and serve as the guiding data to
this research. In-depth insight into the topic can help ensure greater internal validity of the
research due to an enhanced insight into the topic. For these interviews target groups included
CAM users (3 men, 3 women) and CAM therapists (3 men, 5 women) with near-to-equal
representation of men and women. Participants were purposively sampled, much in line with
Bryman’s (2012) ‘maximum variation sampling’. This was done to ensure as much
representation of the widely different CAM practices as was possible within the scope of this
thesis, as well as a gender balance. The reason to interview both participants as well as users
of CAM is that the phenomenon of the increasing popularity of CAM is made up by both users
as well as therapists. Not only the usage of CAM increased, but the practicing of it did too.
Apart from that, therapists have skilled knowledge about their own practices and provide
unique insight into their clientele. Additionally, they are usually also users of CAM practices
themselves.
Some interlocutors presented themselves as volunteers for an in-depth interview, after
having participated in the questionnaire, or meeting me for the first time during participatory
observation (elaborated upon below). Others were specifically targeted in regard to their CAM
practices and geographical location. Variety within the geographical positions of the
interlocutors was chosen to ensure a greater external validity, but was also limited due to
limited financial resources. A variety in regard to the involvement of specific CAM therapies
by CAM therapists was also accomplished, so as to avoid specificity in their answers due to
their specific CAM therapy involvement. Forms of therapy represented in the interviews
include, but are not limited to, Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM), Naturopathy, Bowen,
Kinesiology, Reiki, and Shamanism. The interviews were conducted in person so as to limit
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the room for faulty interpretations, ensure greater depth, to be able to create rapport, and
avoid potential unnecessary technological hindrances. ‘Motivation for using CAM’,
‘experiences using CAM’, ‘the presence of women’, ‘personal worldview and CAM ontology’
and ‘personal identification with spirituality’ were chosen as five main themes for the
interview’s focus. Some questions were structured directly and indirectly around these
themes, but ample space was left for the interview to take its own direction, allowing for greater
depth in the research.
Beside the formally constructed and anticipated forms of interviewing – the
questionnaire and semi-structured in-depth interviews – also a substantial number of informal
interviews have taken place. These usually took place in an unanticipated, coincidental, and
spontaneous manner. Mostly people with a prior interest in the subject were involved, either
through personal experience as a CAM user, as CAM therapist, or as a biomedical expert.
These mainly took place throughout the different processes of writing this thesis, as a natural
follow up on the mentioning of my research subject. They frequently occurred as friendly
conversations on the street, after university related events, or simply as means of becoming
acquainted with one another. No formal data was obtained through these conversations.
However, the conversations led to substantial inspiration and ideas on how to structure the
thesis, and they also helped clearly describe existing discourses around medical practices. In
it, they contributed to my third and last research method, participant observation.
Participant observation, a method frequently used in socio-anthropological research
according to Bryman (2012), was conducted in order to apply personal academic knowledge
on the matter more directly. These observations included a member meeting of Federatie
CAM, a federation aiming to professionalise the field of complementary and alternative
medicine. It also included the undergoing of treatment in Haptotherapy, Reiki, Energetical
Massage, Homeopathy, Osteopathy and Acupuncture. It furthermore involved the attendance
of several self-healing women’s circles, and it entailed a visit to the exposition of ‘Healing
Powers’ in the Museum of Ethnology, Leiden, the Netherlands. These observations allowed
me to obtain a feeling for the field and its subcultures without the interference of ‘third parties’
directly describing them to me. In the first experience with Federation CAM I gained insight in
discourses used among CAM practitioners. Through the therapies I gained a deeper userunderstanding of several therapies, their underlying, foundational ontological frameworks, as
well as the interaction between therapist and CAM user. The museum exposed a brief insight
in a variety of spiritual healing methods and their respective practitioners in the Netherlands.
It also shed light upon the great number of those interested in gaining knowledge on the matter
by visiting the exposition. This was done by observing the movement of the masses, some
witnessable demographic aspects of the visitors, and conversations held between them.
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Mixed Methods - combining quantitative with qualitative research methods
This research adheres to a mixed methods approach. Research activities have resulted in the
obtainment of both quantitative and qualitative data. The obtained quantitative data was used
to inspire and give an indication of external legitimacy of this research, but the data is not
representative, and I do not infer any conclusions based on this data. Qualitative data is the
leading data for the results section and the inherent legitimacy of this research is deduced
from this data. In an attempt to create a more complete view on the matter of CAM usage and
gender, I chose to approach this research by using research methods in a more holistic
manner. As such, I most closely identify my research methods with the ‘completeness’
approach, “the researcher can bring together a more comprehensive account of the area of
enquiry in which he or she is interested if both quantitative and qualitative research are
employed” as defined by Bryman (2012, 633)
Being educated mainly in qualitative methods, the idea was not to extensively analyse
quantitative data, but rather, to complement qualitative in-depth data with more scalable data.
I did this for two main reasons. Firstly, as my research takes on a gendered approach, it was
of great interest to see if I could find structural differences between answers of women, men,
or those identifying as outside this cis-gendered dichotomy, to questions of the self-completion
questionnaire. This type of indicative data could not have been established by using in-depth
interviews and participant observation alone. As such, I think it adds depth to my qualitative
(gendered) findings. And secondly and simultaneously, setting out the self-completion
questionnaire prior to doing in-depth research allowed for obtaining a better grasp of topics
that are connected to CAM practices in a greater part of Dutch society. This helped me ensure
greater relevance in the semi-structured interviews that took place after I obtained the results
of the questionnaire.
Apart from the questionnaire, all research methods are solely built on a qualitative
approach. The questionnaire however is a mixture of both quantitative and qualitative
questions. A considerable number of questions is posed in multiple-choice fashion, either
before or after reformulating the question qualitatively to be fit for open answers. The position,
either before or after the multiple-choice question, was chosen based on whether it was
deemed risky to influence the participant answers by the given multiple-choice options or not.
I chose this combination of quantitative and qualitative questioning as the topic of my thesis
approaches a number of concepts that can be interpreted in a great variety of ways. Therefore,
I used this combined questioning as a certain means to establish triangulation within the
questionnaire itself, and so ensure a greater internal validity of it.
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Positionality
In anthropological research there generally is not the belief that research can be conducted
completely ‘objectively’, or that objective results can actually be acquired. Firstly, information
and meaning can actually be found in subjectivity in regard to the people that are researched;
their (subjective) views on the researched matter are essential in understanding the actual
matter. Another part is that as researcher one cannot completely disconnect from their own
person while conducting the research: in interviews I have essentially made interpretations on
the information that was presented to me; in participant observation only I could make
connections through my own academic and personal interpretation of what I was able to
witness. The former is part of meaning-giving to the researched matter, whereas the latter has
to do with my own positionality.
My own positionality in the field at first sight appears to be rather in line with the general
population of CAM as described in the literature pointed out in the introduction: I am a 27year-old, Dutch, Caucasian looking woman. Based on my appearance and statistics on people
involved in CAM I fit in quite well. Speaking the language of the people helps to understand
nuances in their explanations. Besides my academic interest in the field, I also have a personal
interest and small involvement in CAM practices. I have undergone several healing sessions
in different disciplines including osteopathy, homeopathy, reiki, breathing therapy, and
energetical massage. I have also self-studied natural healing practices such as phytotherapy
and reiki. This involvement had somewhat shaped my way of looking at the field, which is
something I considered when analysing the data. I had to remain as open as possible to new
experiences and interpretations of the field, until the data could explain the field for me. At the
same time this previous experience played to my advantage as I was already familiar with
concepts mentioned by research participants, allowing for a quicker and more elaborate
deepening of the interview. However, a certain ‘softening to the field’ should not stain my
academic analytical judgement bearing in mind the anthropological danger of ‘turning native’.
It is, however, likely, that due to my previous experience I uphold a rather more positive and
open outlook/bias towards CAM practices than is the case for the general non-CAM user.
Additionally, being Dutch gave me an advantage towards the ability to relate to
participants and to move around in the field. However, this familiarity, as with the previous
involvement in CAM, could have also been a disadvantage towards the openness towards the
subject. In it lies the inherent danger to identify and judge certain observations too quickly,
while at the same time this familiarity can render you blind to certain particularities in the data
that you might consider as ‘normal’. This was taken into account seriously when the data was
analysed.
Lastly, I have taken into account the ‘Northern bias’ as described in the introduction by
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Ver Beek (2000). Growing up in a northern country such is the Netherlands and being
educated in line within a scientific/materialistic framework has influenced the shape this
research has taken. At the same time, previous engagement with CAM as well as previous
exposure to worldviews differing from the dominating Western scientific/materialist worldview
has helped soften this bias too. Additionally, my formal academic training is, to a certain extent,
also connected to postcolonial and feminist theories. Furthermore, I have formally and
informally studied different spiritual practices. This should serve to partially counter the
northern bias.
To conclude, my positionality can have affected this research in a variety of ways.
Having used CAM practices myself it is possible I view practices in a more positive light than
the average person, assume to know the meaning of CAM-specific phenomena in full depth,
or give too much weight to my own individual experience with them. At the same time, being
academically educated, I might explain CAM-specific phenomena in too reductionist a
manner. It is therefore advisable to regard the results while considering my personal
positionality in the matter.
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3 - Pull of a postmodern ‘alternative’
The following describes the results of the fieldwork and a preliminary analysis hereof. This
section is guided by main themes found initially in the questionnaire and the in-depth
interviews. Data from informal interviews and participant observation serve as a
complementary factor to the questionnaire and interview data. Wherever quotes of interviews
are used, the names of the research participants are replaced by a pseudonym, so as to
ensure their anonymity. As outlined in the introduction and the theoretical framework,
academic literature describes a variety of push- and pull factors that serve as motivating
factors for people’s usage of and involvement in CAM. This first empirical chapter aims to
answer the first sub-research question: What are push- and pull factors for people to use or
practice Complementary and Alternative Medicine (CAM)? While describing the data I
specifically highlight one of two main variables inherently connected to research participants:
whether they are CAM users [yes or no]. Additionally, graphs and tables containing numerical
data are to be taken into account as indicative rather than actually representative. This is due
to the fact that the questionnaire from which this specific data is gathered is not representative
of the wider general population of the Netherlands (see chapter 2).
This chapter is divided in two. The first half will discuss push-factors: motivating
reasons as to why people are using CAM because they are pushed away from biomedical
practices. The second half will discuss pull-factors: motivating reasons for people to be actively
attracted to CAM practices. The push- and pull factors are to a great extent interconnected
with one another. Participants substantially mention them directly and indirectly as a
phenomenon on their own, but also in relation to other push- and pull factors. For the sake of
organisation I describe them separately here. To start off an initial analysis I first look at
whether the divide in healthcare that is conceptualised in the Netherlands, as discussed in the
theoretical framework of this thesis, is actually also experienced by users and practitioners. I
then continue to look at what makes people experience these health-paradigms differently and
concludingly find 5 push and 5 pull factors for CAM usage.

Demographic and general aspects of data
In this study two-thirds of the questionnaire respondents identify as female. Other
demographic aspects, such as age (36% between the age of 19-45, and a majority of 64%
between 46-85), highest form of education (38% university graduates, 44% university of
applied sciences graduates - respectively the two highest forms of education in the
Netherlands), and self-identification with white ethnicity, are corresponding with other data in
available, yet limited, studies regarding demographic facts of users and practitioners of CAM
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(Sointu & Woodhead, 2008). Respondents’ place of birth showed a good division in origination
within the Netherlands. Research participant’s jobs fundamentally vary, some examples are
shop owner, academic researcher, or social worker. Figure 2 shows that, of the respondents,
83% says to be a user of CAM practices. More than half
of the CAM-using respondents say they nowadays use

Respondents using
CAM

CAM practices more than in the past. 72% of CAM users

CAM user
No CAM

states it is of essential importance to them to make use of
CAM. Of all respondents to the questionnaire, 52% would

17%

first see a physician of biomedicine to take care of their
health, and 31% would first see a practitioner of CAM.
Another

17%

responded

differently,

83%

some strictly

preferred to rely on their own health skills in instances of
primary care, whereas others strictly made use of both

Figure 2

paradigms.

Push factors
Main findings in relation to push factors are: participants experience CAM practices as
inherently different from biomedical practices; participants see biomedicine as being limited in
its capacity to heal, it is experienced as unhelpful, ineffective, or even harmful and unable to
deal with certain diseases; participants explain that they see at the foundation of this inefficacy
biomedicine’s generalising, non-holistic, symptom suppressing approach; respondents
express a certain scepticism and distrust towards biomedicine due to its perceived ambiguous
connection to health industries; and lastly, while being pushed away from biomedicine
because of the abovementioned reasons, respondents are pushed towards CAM as they
express seeing CAM as capable of dealing with these experienced disadvantageous aspects
of biomedicine.

1. Different worlds
To start off an initial analysis I first look at whether the divide in healthcare that is
conceptualised in the Netherlands, as discussed in the theoretical framework of this thesis, is
actually also experienced by users and practitioners. Are the biomedical and non-biomedical
world experienced as substantially different? My findings suggest that the answer is yes. First,
a majority of respondents of the questionnaire that are also CAM users perceive their
biomedical practitioners to be treating them for other issues than CAM practitioners do. More
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than half of the CAM users are convinced of this, whereas only almost 20% strictly disagree
with it and 29% are neutral on the matter.
In in-depth interviews, participants say they often initially go to CAM practices for the
same reason as they would go and see a practitioner of biomedicine, to treat the same health
issues. This is often after they experience that their health issues cannot be sufficiently treated
or cannot be treated the way they wish to by their biomedical practitioner. Gerdi for example
states: “Well, no, I think only when I have the feeling that I wont get any further [with treating
my health issues] at the general practitioner, then I’m like, let’s try it in a different way.”
However, all of them express to see both medical paradigms as differing widely from each
other, and one cannot replace the other. As I elaborate on later when discussing the factors
of ‘clinical efficacy’ and ‘vitalist holism’, participants say they differ in the experiences they
have, as well as in outcome. Generally, they mention that in CAM practices there is more time
and attention available; there is a different outlook on what illness, health and healing is;
results of therapies are different with CAM being experienced as more effective and more
natural; and CAM is used to accomplish long term, holistic health in comparison to biomedicine
which is frequently used as a quick fix for symptoms, surgery, and broken bones. In the end,
CAM users state to be attracted by the different approach of CAM. For example, Daniel states
that: “But, according to me, they [CAM practitioners] really look differently at the issues in your
body [than biomedical practitioners] (…) I think that, because you take the power from nature,
you are going to have to look at things from a different perspective.”
In an organised meeting between CAM practitioners I realised through participant
observation that the differences between the biomedical and CAM fields are highlighted by
those involved in them. Also in in-depth interviews most practitioners stress the importance of
both ‘fields’, emphasising that each has its own power and limitations. Something frequently
reiterated is that CAM is something inherently different to biomedicine, and should not either
be replaced by or replace biomedicine. It is ‘different’, it is ‘complementary’, an ‘addition to’,
and therefore it is its own profession. As CAM practitioners cannot enter the biomedical field,
the practitioners believe also that biomedical doctors should not enter CAM without CAM
education. Concluding, a majority of CAM using respondents and practitioners see CAM
practices as inherently different from biomedical practices, and think neither of the medical
paradigms can replace the other.

2. Disenchantment with Scientific Legitimacy
Interviewed CAM users directly and indirectly express to have a lack of faith in biomedical
practices. One aspect to this general lack of faith in biomedicine starts with a described lack
of faith in its epistemological tradition underlying its approach to dealing with health issues.
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This reflects the postmodern thesis, as described by Coulter and Willis’ (2007). They theorise
that an insurgence of CAM usage is caused by a disenchantment with science that lies at the
basis of biomedicine. In other words, health seekers are said to put less faith in scientific proof
being able to legitimise health practices, their efficacy, and therefore their existence and
usage.
The questionnaire eludes that many participants no longer blindly support science, and
its hegemonic position seems to be of lesser value to them. When asked “I believe that science
has, or can obtain, all the answers to things in life” (from hereon-after the number 1 = disagree,
and the number 5 = agree), opinions were not undivided as can be seen in figure 3. Most nonCAM users agreed with that statement by stating to have faith in science being able to obtain
all answers to things in life. However, a considerable number of the people, 39%, disagrees
with the statement. The majority of CAM users disagree (44% of CAM users). Less people,
28% do not have an opinion on the matter, and 33% actually agrees with the idea that science
has, or can have, the answers to all things in life.

Figure 3

However, to the question “I believe there are things in life that science has no answer to”
people responded in a more agreeing manner (figure 4). The vast majority of 78% of the
respondents believe that science indeed cannot provide answers to everything in life. There
is a significantly observable difference between CAM using respondents and non-CAM using
respondents. Most CAM users strictly agree with the statement (87%), and the majority of
those that disagree are respondents that do not use CAM practices (36%).
Such observations are also reflect in the in-depth interviews. For example, many CAM
practitioners mention in in-depth interviews that science does not have the capacity to answer
all health questions. Additionally, more than half of the CAM using questionnaire respondents
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Figure 4

show that they do not believe scientific evidence of the efficacy of their CAM practices to be
essential in order for them to use them. This is also largely found in the interviews and
participatory observation. For example, Annemarie was clear about how she perceived the
coming to an end of the information/ modernisation era. She believes therefore that
biomedicine as we know it is at the end of its development, and consequently to its capacity
to deal with certain health issues. Also CAM practitioner Arno questions the hegemonic status
of science:
We have accomplished a lot in the past 150 to 200 years. A lot of research has been
done in order to develop new things. But the other side of the medal is that now we
have come to the end of possibilities to invent new things. Look at the pharmaceutical
industry. Medication is very complicated to develop, well yes, on the level of
vaccinations, that is why so much is supplied in vaccination form. But regarding pills
and the like we have reached a saturation in development.
In interviews and throughout participatory observation the general gist is that people do not
believe that biomedicine is capable of curing all diseases (see the following push factor: ‘Lack
of Clinical Efficacy’) but that it is good at certain matters of health. Examples of these are
surgery, the healing of bones, and quick symptom relief. With other health issues, usually
chronic health issues, however, many participants perceive biomedical science as incapable
of healing, and faith in it finding a cure for them is also low. Overall, science is perceived as
limitedly capable of legitimising health practices, and therefore a disenchantment with
scientific legitimacy among research participants can be observed.
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3. Lack of Clinical Efficacy
Interviewed CAM users share that, to a certain extent, they experience a lack of faith in
biomedical practices. Patients have had experiences with biomedicine not solving their health
problems, not acknowledging them, or making them worse. Even though it is generally known
that biomedicine holds scientific legitimacy, of which the participating CAM users are also
aware, interviewed CAM users often describe to experience a lack of clinical legitimacy in
biomedical practices. They most frequently mention that this is due to biomedicine’s
rootedness in non-holistic and generalised approaches to health.
Whether a healing method is experienced as effective, or at least useful, is a major
motivating factor for its usage. When asked about the usefulness versus the harmfulness of
both CAM as well as biomedicine, 47% of the respondents to the questionnaire believed CAM
to be useful as well as harmful, whereas 59% of the people thought biomedicine to be both
useful and harmful (see figure 5 and 6). Fewer respondents believe biomedicine to be only
useful (39%), in comparison to

CAM

CAM (49%). 10% more people

Biomedicine

were convinced of the mere

Useful
Harmful
Both

usefulness of CAM practices than
of biomedical practices. It seems
that

generally,

among

47
%

49
%

the

respondents, a larger amount of
people believes in the (partial)
harmfulness of biomedicine, in
comparison

to

the

4%

Figure 5

39%
59%
2%

Figure 6

(partial)

harmfulness of CAM practices.
Also in in-depth interviews the usefulness and efficacy of biomedicine came to the
table. All participants mention having experienced that biomedicine at some point did not help
get rid of health issues in a satisfactory way. Gerdi speaks about her experience with
biomedicine and her children’s health issues. She mentions that:
Because they were constantly given penicillin, and I thought like, that’s not good. And
look, sometimes you simply need conventional healthcare [biomedicine], that’s just the
truth. But I also truly see it as complementary. And also because they had issues of
which I had heard could be cured by homeopathy.
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Vincent found that his health issue deemed as chronic and unresolvable according to
biomedicine, were in fact resolved through CAM usage. A change in lifestyle made it possible
to stop the usage of expensive and, according to him, unhealthy medicine:
I was suffering from my joints and asthma. And then via-via someone told me to go to
a irisscopist. Well, I started doing some research. Eventually I found one who was
also a chiropractor and a natural healer. And a new world opened up for me.
Because I had taken medication for my lungs for years, for my asthma. And he saw
through my iris that the real problems were in my kidneys and not in my lungs. The
kidneys gave too much uric acid, and that also affected the lungs and my joints. (…)
He assured me that, well he made me see that myself, that I had to take more rest.
So the psychological side, that I had to be more protective over that. The physical
side I had suppressed with medication, which in hindsight wasn’t necessary. Simply
by drinking a lot more water 80% of those issues were resolved.
Geke has had a similar experience, but instead of having a personal wish to stop using
medicine, she says that the medicine prescribed to her issues actually cause sickness in her
body in another way. She additionally believes that she can live fine with her chronic illness
using biomedicine, but in an unhealthier way. According to her, the biomedical medicine
prescribed suppress issues that actually come from an unhealthy lifestyle - something that she
learns about in her CAM visits. But she says that biomedicine does not help her live more
healthily. On the contrary, she believes it helps her continue keeping up with an unhealthy
lifestyle filled with busy-ness, stress, unhealthy foods and unhealthy lifestyle habits, while
dealing with the consequential health issues in a suppressive manner.
On the usage of biomedical drugs, Gabriela, a practitioner of naturopathy, mentions
that she often receives patients wanting to receive help for the side-effects of their biomedical
health treatment. According to her, the non-holistic and generalising approach of biomedical
doctors focuses on treating only specific parts of the body symptomatically, rather than looking
at the body as whole of cause and effect. This allows many patients to continue suppressing
their true health issues, causing the real origin of disease to shift towards another part of the
body and appear as a different health issue. Biomedicine assumes in generalising manner
that all bodies work the same way, as if they are the exact same machine in which a defective
part can be fixed by the same standards and means. Most other research participants have
mentioned to have had similar experiences where the generalised and non-holistic approach
of biomedicine affected their health negatively.
For example, Emma feels like she was labelled with a syndrome, that did not allow her
to look for her personal cause for that syndrome, and hence neither a personal solution to it.
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About this she mentions that biomedical practitioners “… do not ask you how you feel for
example, or about things that could be related to your health issue,” and that they “try to prove
something from the literature. While not really listening to your story, your experience, your
unique experience.”
The generalised, non-holistic, symptoms treatment essence of biomedicine that is
perceived by the research participants is also recognised by other researchers who have
engaged with this topic. For example, Hollenberg and Muzzin (2010, 39) say that: “In the BMP
[biomedical practice], disease is viewed as a consequence of a ‘failure’ in one of the body’s
parts. Treatment usually involves an attempt to ‘fix’ the diseased part of the body (e.g. surgery,
drugs) by addressing symptoms rather than the underlying cause of the disease. Hollenberg
and Muzzin (2010, 39) furthermore state that: “Biomedicine demands relatively uniform and
standardised practices, searches for universal causal laws, (…) and emphasises the
assumptions of objectivity, rationality, replicability, comparability and generalisability.”
Interviewed CAM users generally express having experienced a lack of efficacy using
biomedical practices. Additionally, CAM users and practitioners see the generalising and nonholistic approach of biomedicine as a causal factor to its experienced inefficacy. In relation to
a lack of efficacy participants also mention their general ‘disenchantment with science’,
experiencing illness due to a ‘sick society’ and biomedicine’s connection to that, and lastly a
‘distrust in capitalist biomedicine’. These themes are discussed below, in the similarly named
sub-chapters.

4. A Sick Society
Beside the experienced suppressing, generalising and non-holistic approach of biomedicine,
and a disenchantment with science, questionnaire respondents additionally mention to have
a lack of faith in biomedicine being able to address ‘new diseases’ that come with a fast
changing and ‘sickening society’. 65,5% of the respondents believe that society is an element
that can cause illness. Also, another two thirds of the questionnaire respondents believe that
a ‘sick society’ can manifest as illness in individuals whom are part of that society. This is also
reflected in results from participant observation and in-depth interviews, where the stress of
partaking in society is frequently referred to as something that causes new diseases in people.
Research participants mention that they and CAM users around them experience Dutch
society as a highly modernised, capitalist pressure-society. The consequences of living in such
a society, they mention, is a motivation to use CAM practices as they help relief them.
Examples mentioned by research participants of which CAM can be of help with are burn-out,
balancing private life and work life, keeping up with the workload and working pace, and living
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in a society with a great amount of stimulants. Many CAM practitioners see people come in
with stress-related health issues that are in direct connection to how these people experience
life in society. These health issues are relatively new, unknown, vague, and their origin appear
to be more of an issue with a particular lifestyle. Simultaneously, participants experience
biomedicine as incapable of dealing with these new health issues, and explain it to be a
motivation to use CAM practices.
Both younger and older CAM users declare that CAM has helped them cope with the
stress of balancing work and other non-work-related responsibilities. Two male participants,
one in his twenties and the beginning of his working career and one close to retirement,
admitted that CAM has helped them cope with work-related stress issues. Both are in need of
work in order to financially provide for themselves or their family. And both admit to working in
circumstances that instil stress, fatigue, and require them to “give not a 100%, but 110%” every
single day due to financial insecurity and continued financial responsibilities. In order to
prevent serious illness both searched for refuge at different CAM practices. Their results
included learning how to take on a healthier lifestyle, how to rest properly, and how to adapt
in order to experience certain unchangeable things as less stressful.
Anna mentions the following:
We are living in 24hrs society. We never have rest anymore, we always have our
phones turned on. There is always some noise coming from somewhere. We are busy
with computers, your shop preferably is opened 24/7. With Reiki you can create some
peace within yourself through which you can focus your attention on others.
Humanity, increased quality of life, inner peace, emotional safety, connection with others, and
being less result oriented are related to her description of some of the results of Reiki.
Something that, according to her, due to the 24hrs society is harder to accomplish.
Biomedicine, on the other hand, is seen as incapable of dealing with these new issues,
and sometimes is also witnessed as being part of the culprit. Emma believes that the fast pace
of biomedicine takes away the opportunity to heal oneself in a more natural way, and to learn
from that process. She refers to it as a 'capitalist happening’. She views the type of healing
that biomedicine does as linear, where there is no room for ups and downs, and things only
get better and upward - similarly as the economy in a capitalist state. Believing that people
constantly change, in which sickness is an ensured part of the process, people will stand still
or will be unable to participate in society ‘as usual’. To be sick is to be out of society, or to be
punished for being sick.
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Emma: when you are sick you can no longer participate in that sort of societal system,
in that elevator actually, a capitalist lift. Bayer and Monsanto are the same company,
one creating toxic products that make people sick, the other creates medicine to save
the sick. That way I do see a little how, how a lot in society actually works. We are
constantly driven to follow that linear process, do wry things, and that causes friction
and it hurts, and then we create solutions for that. And to be able to continue to do that
you need to take medicine, or to go for the fast and quick solution. I think that is sick.
And people get rich off of that as well, and others become more and more dependent
on medicine. And self-healing, that grounded-ness, that disappears completely. And
maybe I am a big Marxist, but I do see an expansion in that, of capitalism that overtakes
the human body now as well. Because, yes, capitalism grows continuously.
This ‘capitalist lift’ Emma speaks of signifies a capitalist-culture society where everything
constantly needs to expand and be more efficient. Due to this, insurmountable pressures arise
and a sort of ‘pressure society’ is created. As part of neoliberal, modern culture, Emma sees
the push to generalise people to fit into ‘one perfect standard’, a mould. This pressures people
to perform and to fit the mould. Many healthcare practitioners, both CAM and biomedical,
recognise this and mention that these pressures cause several health issues. Emma explains
that she sees the biomedical healthcare system as part of this pressure society, where quick,
generalised, symptom-relieving measures are provided to the sick, people and their health
and sickness are generalised, and doctors have to operate under the same capitalist work
pressures. She believes the biomedical system helps uphold this pressure society. The
symptomatic-relief approach of biomedicine allows people to continue unhealthy lifestyles into
which they are partially disciplined by the pressure society without recognising one’s individual
(in)capacities, and without solving the actual core of the issue - the pressure society itself and
its manifestation in the individual.
Also Vincent connects the pressure society and medication to his work as behavioural
therapist at a high-school for children with special needs. About that he says: “At school where
I work you have to conform to certain requirements that the inspection sets. And then you
have to accomplish certain goals, while social-emotionally, the part I work most with, gets
subordinated. We just tuck that away with a little pill.” Quick goals are of importance for the
school inspection, meanwhile the long-term successes working with the children’s emotions
are not taken into account and are actually suppressed due to medication usage. Kids have
to “perform, perform, perform”.
Vincent: as a caregiver that is something you encounter frequently, that you are not
working with the person any longer, but you are working with the medication that that
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person is using. I see there are less emotions. And emotions are just part of human
beings. And if you go ahead and blunt those emotions off in the kids just because it is
more pleasant for you when interacting with them, then I think that is a big shame.
There might be other possibilities, and for that I would really like to see the alternative
circuit come in. In the alternative, the emotion does not get suppressed, but gets
acknowledged, and it is used.
In the end he says he ends up working with the medication, rather than with the child with
behavioural challenges. This prevents him from finding solutions and help the child develop
and learn to live with their challenges.
Concludingly, participants mention that many of their health issues are rooted in having
to participate in a sick society in an unhealthy way. At the same time, they view biomedicine
as a symptom of such a society and its means to health as a mere symptom suppressor that
allows for their unhealthy continuation in that sick society – the very cause to their illness in
the first place.

5. Distrust in biomedical capitalism
Besides research participants perceiving the inefficacy of biomedicine and its close relation to
a sick society, they express an extra observed suspicion and scepticism towards the medical
regime due to the immediate healthcare industry behind it. Many believe that profit drives
healthcare industries founded on neoliberal, capitalist principles, and that there is a
cooperation between biomedical practitioners and healthcare industries. This cooperation is
perceived as ambiguous, as it is unclear to many CAM users and practitioners to what extent
profit gain is prioritised over the ethics of healthcare provision. The most prominent example
of that in in-depth interviews is that of Emma:
Bayer and Monsanto are the same company, one creating toxic products that make
people sick, the other creates medicine to save the sick. (…) And people get rich off of
that as well, and others become more and more dependent on medicine. (…) And
maybe I am a big Marxist, but I do see an expansion in that, of capitalism that overtakes
the human body now as well. Because, yes, capitalism grows continuously.
Daniel expresses this fear in regard to a perceived unethical, capitalist, biomedical industry:
In my experience, the medicine you get prescribed never really help entirely. Because
I also see there is an entire pharmaceutical industry behind every form of medication,
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and behind [biomedical] doctors. And I basically assume that we are all kept at a
decent amount of health, but to the extent that we remain dependent on medication so
that we keep buying them.
CAM practitioner Gabriela mentions that in her experience in biomedicine there is a
great pushing force of the pharmaceutical industry. She hears of a lot of experiences of her
clients in the biomedical field, realising that medicine are sometimes too easily prescribed,
consciously and unconsciously, by biomedical doctors. She also expresses how the
prescription of one medicine leads to the prescription of more medicine in order to make up
for unwanted side-effects of the first drug. Other practitioners also mention similar dynamics
in their practices. About the biomedical practitioner, Emma says: “no, no, he has no time. no,
it’s also a capitalistic happening of course. yes, time goes much faster there.”
Many interviewees mention to experience these disadvantageous capitalist facets of
biomedicine, that is perceived as an inherent part of the capitalist pressure-society, through
rushed and fast-paced medical appointments; impersonal connection and unfamiliarity with
the general practitioner; prescription of (expensive) drugs that require the intake of extra drugs
due to initial drug creating side-effects; expensive treatments; dependency on drugs; lack of
learning; lack of efficacy of drugs and treatments; being familiar with doom-stories of unethical
medical practices in research. While this capitalist facet of biomedicine is a push away from it
as a healing paradigm, participants are pulled towards CAM as it is seen as more
disconnected from capitalist dynamics. More on that in the following subchapters.

Pull factors
Acknowledging that the field of CAM is incredibly diverse, are there recurring motivating
factors for CAM usage mentioned by research participants which the varying CAM practices
have in common? What characteristics of CAM have been mentioned to directly attract people
to use them and function as so-called pull-factors? I found five specific themes that serve as
pull factors towards CAM practices.

6. Clinical efficacy
Based on the previous sections it becomes clear that a substantial number of research
participants do not base the efficacy of healthcare practices on their scientific legitimacy. In
in-depth interviews it becomes clear that participants instead trust on the efficacy of CAM
practices in a number of different ways. Firstly, I find that research participants put trust in the
foundation of CAM practices rooted in years (and centuries) of empirical observation. CAM
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practitioners mention to regard this knowledge base as a type of science. Also, many
participants mention being willing to try different practices and determine the efficacy of CAM
practices by the means of their own trial and error with practices, and otherwise determine
efficacy through word of mouth of others’ successes with a particular therapy. Important
factors to (prospective) CAM users appear to be: a non-absolute faith in science in
combination with a lesser essentiality to scientific evidence; and the valuing of clinical efficacy
in healing practices.
When asked whether respondents feel helped by their CAM therapist, 78% of CAM
using respondents agrees to this. Based on the questionnaire alone, one would say that a
majority of CAM users experiences clinical efficacy. During participant observation and
informal interviews the statement ‘it just works’ frequently recurred in relation to why people
use CAM. But this is also confirmed in in-depth interviews, as participants express to feel as
if their health issues are being resolved by CAM practices. Mentioned often is how CAM
practices were capable of curing health issues after biomedicine proved not to be of help. A
great example of this is Boyd’s first experience with CAM healing. As he recalls the happening,
he says:
But then he would pass in front of you with a dowsing rod, and I for example once had
Pfeiffer’s disease. And the general practitioner said we can’t do anything for you. So I
went to [the CAM practitioner] and he said, at 3 o’clock in the afternoon you have to
take in a teaspoon of wheat germ oil. And then you will be healed within two weeks.
And exactly that happened.
Clinical efficacy in and of itself can be considered a pull factor, as people emphasise that they
care about outcome and results of CAM practices, and not necessarily about the explicability
of the road towards there. They also mention to be attracted to CAM purely because ‘it works’.
I further elaborate on participants’ experience of CAM’s clinical efficacy in the following
sections of this chapter. The main themes mentioned as influential factors for experiencing
this are: vitalist holism, the usage of nature, and approaching illness and healing as a learning
process. While these factors together help create an experience of clinical efficacy and can
simultaneously also be considered as pull factors.

7. (Vitalist) holism
The vitalist and holistic nature of CAM appears to be of influence on participant’s experience
of clinical efficacy in CAM practices. Users themselves frequently believe that disease is a
holistic concept revolving around the facets of the mind, the physical and the emotional. An
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additional vitalist component to this holistic concept is found among a number of participants.
Participating CAM practitioners mention to uphold a similar vitalist and holistic
conceptualisation of disease and simultaneously emphasise the holistic aspects of their
practices to be an essential key to their efficacy. A majority of CAM practices contains vitalist
components.
Gerdi, a CAM user, explains how she experiences a more holistic process with CAM
practices. Firstly, she mentions how in a consultation appointment her CAM practitioner
elaborately asks her questions about her general state of being, rather than merely her direct
physical symptom, taking easily up to an hour per appointment. Secondly, she emphasises
holistic nature of her CAM appointments: “like, that you notice that someone is really paying
attention to the issue. But also, the human being is body and mind/spirit, everything. That of
course is more emphasised with the alternative healer [CAM practitioner] than with the
allopathic one [biomedical practitioner].”
Also Willem, while explaining his CAM practice, describes to adhere to a holistic
approach, including vitalist aspects. For example, he explains to take a holistic anamnesis
when taking on patients’ health problems. He mentions to ask questions about a patient’s
physical state of being that do not appear directly connected to the direct physical symptom
of the patient’s illness, but pinpoint towards the state of the body as a whole. However, going
beyond that, he also asks people about their emotional state and their energetical state of
being. This indicates that he works adhering to a holistic approach towards illness. In
conversation he confirms this by stating that: “If people come with a frozen shoulder, they
[biomedical practitioners] will start treating solely that shoulder. And in Chinese perspective
they will look at the balance within the body.”
All interviewed practitioners have explained to work with non-material or semi-material
vitalist concepts. Intuition, feeling, and spiritual insight are examples of such concepts, and
are frequently referred to as important sources of knowledge in regard to life and more
specifically also to wellbeing. To different extents, interlocutors also refer to the importance of
‘energy’ both in more physical as well as spiritual terms, either coming from the body itself, or
as an immaterial source outside of the body. Some of the interviewed CAM practitioners even
base their practices solely on energy, intuition, feeling and spiritual insight. CAM users explain
that this vitalist holistic approach is a contributing factor to feeling heard; to be seen for their
individual uniqueness in regard to health issues and treatment; have their personal way of life
considered in health matters, also in the grander context of society at large; have learned
about themselves, their way of life, and about health in general. For CAM users these
immaterial factors are usually not the sole reason for visiting CAM practitioners, but they are
an extra motivator.
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Beside finding direct links to holistic and vitalist aspects in CAM, I found a few themes
that were specifically mentioned in relation to this vitalist holism: the ontological interpretation
of health, illness, and healing; and the role of emotion, feeling, intuition, and (vitalist-)spirituality
in CAM practices. The following headers give insight into how CAM users and practitioners
experience this multitude of vitalist-holistic themes. I first elaborate mainly upon the
questionnaire results in header 7.1 as general introduction to sub-chapter 7.2 and 7.3 in which
I expand upon the findings by going into depth with results of interviews and insights of
participant observation.

7.1 Health, Illness, Healing
Firstly, I asked all the participants of the questionnaire what elements they believe contribute
to health (figure 7), which ones they believe are involved in illness (figure 8), and ultimately,
what elements they include in healing (figure 9). I also gave them the opportunity to answer
these questions in their own words. Together with the indirect description of these three
concepts in in-depth interviews and through participant observation, the following elaborates
on research participants’ views on illness, healing and health.
When looking at the results of the questionnaire, it appears that non-material aspects
play a role among questionnaire respondents in regard to illness, healing and health. Except
for purely physical elements, questionnaire respondents also include mental, emotional,
social, spiritual and societal aspects in their consideration of health (figure 7). In qualitative
data these elements also recur in people’s statements. In addition to that, qualitative data
shows that being able to function as usual or as necessary, and being in a state of balance,
are also part of participants’ conception of health.

Figure 7
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Questionnaire respondents also indicate to include the social environment, society, energetic
blockages, a spiritual believe that lessons need to be learned through illness, and in small
numbers also karma and God, as potential elements that can cause illness (figure 8). These
elements are also recurring in qualitative data. Participants in in-depth interviews additionally
mention to consider the following elements as part of illness: unbalancedness; nonfunctioning; and ‘niet lekker in je vel zitten’ which encompasses a general and abstract feeling
of being unwell that is not limited to the physical and frequently refers to one’s mental and
emotional state of being.
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Figure 8

In regard to healing, self-healing is most often included as a concept involved in healing
by respondents of the questionnaire (figure 9). Mental healing, personal effort on the side of
the patient, improved social factors, nature, the healing on vitalist energetic level, society and

Figure 9
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to a lesser extent also the accomplishment of spiritual learnings, prayers, karma and God are
mentioned too. Participants frequently mention nature as playing an important role in healing.
In in-depth interviews, interviewees also touch upon these elements as being involved in
healing. They additionally mention that healing also includes a substantial learning process
about the self, one’s lifestyle, how to deal with societal pressures including stress from work
but also things one cannot control such as the general misery and bad events that are present
in the world.
When asked, CAM using
questionnaire respondents explain
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Figure 10

depth interviews these elements have been frequently mentioned. The fact that these
elements are present and considered legitimate in CAM practices is a contributing motivating
factor for people to use CAM. Simultaneously, the absence or lack of integration of these
elements is mentioned to be considered a push factor, away from biomedicine and towards
CAM. This is also confirmed in in-depth interviews. Nearly all of the fourteen interlocutors of
in-depth interviews describe to uphold a view on health based in vitalist holism, as do the
questionnaire respondents. This is elaborated upon in sub-chapters 7.2 and 7.3 where I
discuss interview participants’ view on health that goes beyond the physical focus of
biomedicine.

7.2 The extra-physical
Emotion, mental state of being, feeling and intuition appear to be important to CAM users, and
many research participants mention these elements in connection to their experience with
CAM therapies. Daniel states that what attracts him in CAM practices is their capacity to help
him feel good, and that is exactly where he positions the legitimacy of these practices: “as
long as it feels good I will support it. Well, results are of course also very important, but with
me that goes together with my feelings. If I feel good then I think the results are good.” Also
Vincent mentions that “I notice that the situation of my body has to do with how I feel. When I
feel happy then I have less issues with my body.” He continues to state that “CAM have made
me more conscious about my feelings. (…) My education made me think about, well, what
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emotions can do to your body. And CAM circuit can help you get a balance in that. Regular
circuit [biomedicine] can only dull you for that, or desensitise you.”
Many clients also state having started with CAM practices after they experienced a
certain unclear feeling of being unwell. They mention that it is hard to describe what feels
wrong and there are no particular physical and material cues to point at, leaving their issues
to be termed solely as vague complaints. A consequential experience is that biomedical
practitioners cannot help them. Interlocutors admit that this is a reason for them to seek help
in alternative spheres. Frank explains how he started using CAM therapy as a kid because he
was no longer the outgoing, happy little child that he used to be. Without having particular and
clear health issues to point at, he still felt that CAM therapy helped him feel better in himself
again.
Additionally, the patient’s feelings are also essential to creating a full diagnosis and
treatment plan, and are a cue for clinical efficacy. For example, Willem mentions that:
I regularly have clients I work with that lie on the table, and I put in needles, and they
subsequently burst out in tears all emotional. That's possible. Because it is connected
to each other, yes. You trigger a certain emotion, you open up something. And at the
moment that it flows again retained emotions can come up that people commonly
suppress.
Other practitioners also mention the emotionality that comes around the corner when people
are being treated. In many CAM practices emotions are also cues for one’s health status, and
an indication on how to improve that status. Feeling and intuition are also important for CAM
therapists because they use their sense of feeling and intuition to diagnose and treat correctly
and appropriate to the individual patient. Willem says that the execution of TCM allowed him
to enhance his capacity to ‘feel, be intuitive’:
It did increase my feeling yes. (…) When I put in an acupuncture needle, I just put a
needle. (…) and I put the needle on a specific position because I knew that the point I
needed to be was there. (…) But I didn’t feel what I was puncturing. And now I position
a needle and it might very well be that I take it out again and put it in again two
millimetres further down, because my feeling says that that was not the right point. So
yes, the feeling changes, you get a better feeling for what you are doing.
The same goes for CAM practitioners using Bowen, reiki, shamanism, kinesiology,
naturopathy, and more. All practitioners included in this study emphasise the importance of
using their own senses and intuition in order to execute their practices, and also agree that
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their ability to feel and practice intuitively enhanced over time. Through participant observation
it also becomes clear that it is inherent to certain CAM practices that, the more you practice it,
the more you become engrained in the intuitive aspect of the practice. Gabriela, a naturopath,
mentions that
“[p]ersonal experience is very important in this. If you've personally witnessed positive
results with a specific herb you are more motivated to use it again. And sometimes that
is indeed almost intuitive, that you think to yourself 'you need this’, and then of course
I still first substantiate that feeling, I won't do that purely intuitively. I am still following
my protocol (…) But usually it eventually is correct, that my first feeling was right.”
Also, some CAM users argue that their intuition draws them to certain practices, or that
they use it somehow to define whether a practice is good for them or not. Simultaneously,
multiple CAM practitioners mention to believe that prospective clients find them based on the
guidance of their own intuition. Substantially mentioned by CAM users is also a certain
deepening of their feelings and understanding of their emotions due to CAM usage. They learn
to recognise their feelings and listen to their bodies as well as their intuition. This is also
confirmed by participant observation.
Through participant observation it becomes clear that in CAM practices an emphasis
is put on the patient’s feeling and an indirect referral to their intuition, and that physical
betterment follows after that. In my several experiences with different CAM practices and
practitioners, emphasis was always put on my personal feeling and intuition in relation to
different parts of the healing processes: from anamneses to the actual execution of a health
plan. This is because I felt that the practitioners considered my personal experience, and
emotions/feelings/intuition connected to that, as true insight and direct clue into the general
issues at hand. As such, I see that these are elements deliberately used in CAM practices in
order to establish health. This is something that interlocutors mention to be missing in
biomedicine. Their presence in CAM is a push factor towards CAM practices.

7.3 Spirituality
Also spirituality, here defined as ‘the implicit or explicit relatedness with, or experience of, the
supernatural or a spiritual realm that goes beyond the purely physical aspects of life’ is a
recurring theme in the interviews. The vitalist framework in which many CAM practices are
situated allows for the usage of concepts that are also frequently mentioned in (semi-) spiritual
environments. Participant observation shows that examples of such concepts mentioned in
CAM practices are ‘the soul’; ‘energy’ of a place, environment, object, person, animal, or the
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Self; ‘chakras’ as centres of energy in the body; ‘aura’, mainly of a body; ’synchronicity’ as a
non-coincidental occurrence of something; the general ‘spirit’ of a person; ’intuition’; the ‘Self’;
(spiritual) ‘guides’ that support the individual in life; and ‘spiritual messages’ as a source of
information. These concepts are connected to health, illness and healing by a substantial
number of CAM practitioners and users. Important to note is that, what in common language
is termed as spirituality, in actuality could be more appropriately termed as vitalism. The
degree of variety within what people term as spiritual is great, I realised this also through indepth interviews. For example, not all participants that define themselves as spiritual would
go as far as acknowledging for example the possibility of conversing with the dead or the
existence of a divine being such as a God. For many their spirituality is connected to
phenomena that have not been proven to exist by Euroscience. The level as to which a
practitioner incorporates these concepts in their
practice, or a user gives value to them, varies
heavily.
Of all questionnaire respondents, 111
people identify as being (somewhat) spiritual,
corresponding to 68% (see figure 11). Among
the CAM users 103 of 134 identify as being
spiritual, corresponding to 77% of CAM users.
And among non-CAM using individuals only
26% of the respondents identify as spiritual. The
majority of CAM practitioners identifies as being
spiritual.
Additionally, 66% of the respondents
that identify as spiritual would argue that their

Figure 11

spirituality helps them remain and become
healthy (figure 12). When posed with the
question whether their spirituality influences
their usage of CAM practices, a majority of 60%
of the questionnaire respondents said it did.
Vice versa, 59% of those identifying as spiritual
argue that their CAM usage influences their
spirituality. 29% of the CAM using respondents
mentions becoming more spiritual after initially
using CAM. Additionally, 41% stated that their
usage of CAM helps them to feel spiritually

Figure 12
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fulfilled. Lastly, a majority of 48% of participating CAM users states to have become more
spiritual after using CAM.
Also, in all but one of the in-depth interviews, both practitioners as well as users of
CAM argued that CAM usage influences their spirituality, and their spirituality influences their
CAM usage. When going into depth about the mutual influencing of CAM and spirituality,
however, it seemed a complicated topic to talk about for participants and equally complicated
to justify their answering. Participants mention becoming acquainted with semi-spiritual
concepts mentioned above such as the soul, chakras and energy, through CAM practices.
Frequently mentioned in in-depth interviews is the connection of spiritual imbalances
as illness in the body. Physical discomfort is experienced as a signal that some matters require
healing on emotional and/or mental level and/or spiritual level. Through healing, many
participants come into contact with spiritual elements, sometimes for the first time. Learning
about one’s own spirituality is therefore also experienced as a consequence of seeking help
in CAM practices. For example, Emma states that:
What I certainly see now with haptotherapy is, that my view on the world is completely
changed actually. And eh, what a human being is, and how you relate to others. And
then, if I think about spirituality, if I speak about energy fields, and yeah, I had never
thought about that myself before. But it did completely change my view on life actually,
and on who I am.
On the connection between CAM and spirituality she says: “yeah, that is really well connected.
I have learned more about how I can be spiritual, or what that is in my life. But I have also
looked more at CAM practices because I became more spiritual.” The believe that illness might
have a (semi-)spiritual or vitalist cause often initiates a process of learning about oneself: in
practical sense, and in more spiritual sense. Practically this often concerns how one’s
(balanced or not) lifestyle affects their health. Spiritually this relates more to learning about the
Self, one’s subconscious mental and emotional patterns that might affect one’s life negatively.
Most of the participant therapists explain that life-lessons are connected to the experience of
illness. For example, CAM practitioner Boyd says:
Because, as we walk here on the earth, we have all chosen for the learning school that
is this earth. And that learning school is one of duality. (…) You cannot know what day
is if you don’t also know what night is. It is in the opposition that we can know things.
(…) Illness, health, illness is unpleasant, and health is more pleasant. But the one isn’t
better than the other because you know that you need it at that moment in order to
develop yourself through it.”
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Additionally, many CAM practitioners mention that their clients come to them because
they are looking for a purpose in life, whether that be a spiritual one or not. But in the process
of it they are ‘searching’ and very much open to be answered in spiritual/vitalist terms. Chiara
mentions that people are looking for understanding, meaning of life, connection. After the
diminishing of the church and the entering of era of individuality people feel an inner-need to
find her. Additionally, Arno says that:
People are looking for themselves. Have lost the connection to their own planet.
Religion has diminished its grip on people and now they are looking for meaning in life.
People easily become a slave-wage. Many people find meaning in life through trauma.
Shamanism can give meaning to live and connection to nature.
At least half of the practitioners include spiritual insight to determine diagnoses and
execute healing methods. Annemarie argues that “Sickness has an energetic story, energetic
purpose behind it. All forms of healing are therefore involved in that energetic story. If one
wants to call that spiritual, then all healing is spiritual, and all sickness is spiritual. Spirituality
and healing/sickness can therefore, according to her, not be seen as separate.” Some
practitioners state to receive information through spiritual guides, angels, or simply sense
information through their clairaudience or clairvoyance. Others mention to be spiritually guided
through their intuition. In their ontological perception and ‘organisation’ of the world some CAM
practitioners also establish a connection between the paradigm of spirituality and the paradigm
of CAM practices; they belong to their same categorisation. This will be elaborated upon in
chapter 2, heading ‘The ontological pull’. Other practitioners do not use practices exclusively
definable as spiritual, and some even strictly reject it in fear of being connected to practices
too far away from realist perception and secular society. At the same time, to a certain extent,
all participants make use of vitalist practices, practices that might be considered as semispiritual. Also, in in-depth interviews, none of those CAM practitioners strictly rejected
spirituality.
Participant observation shows that there is a certain need among CAM users to be
guided and taught about semi-spiritual concepts. A certain dynamic of interaction between
spiritual concepts and health can be observed. For example, in therapy sessions or CAM
courses I find that illness and health are frequently connected to (semi-)spiritual concepts such
as (in)balance in one’s ‘energy’, affected ‘aura’, blocked ‘chakras’, or ‘a message of the soul’.
An example of this could be that people believe disease to be indicated or caused by a blocked
chakra or a problem in the aura. This could explain that people already personally involved
with a vitalist perspective on health, illness and healing are motivated to find help from a
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spiritually inclined CAM practice. Relatively, a greater freedom to talk about spiritual, healthrelated subjects, is experienced with CAM in comparison to biomedicine. Also, it is more likely
that advice can be provided in line with an individual’s (spiritual) worldview. As such, I found
that, in case the CAM practitioner has not yet brought up any vitalist or spiritual concept in
their healing practice, they would engage in such a topic with devotion if I would bring it up
myself.
Additionally, it is worth mentioning that for many practitioners, the road towards
becoming a practitioner was somehow (semi-)spiritual. Often after personal, physical, mental,
or financial struggle, or a combination of those, they came across the option of becoming a
CAM practitioner. Losing a job, struggling to find purpose in life, or serious physical
complications, are mentioned as such struggles. Once initiated into the practice, many refer
to it as ‘a coming home’, a ‘calling’, or as their ‘soul purpose’.
Concludingly, spirituality is a recurring subject in some CAM practices. Both users as
well as practitioners make use of it to differing extents, but not all do. For those identifying as
spiritual it can be considered a pull factor. Practitioners use it to aid in their diagnosis and
healing practice, and generally find their road towards becoming a CAM practitioner somewhat
spiritual. Meanwhile CAM users use it in differing ways: some look for spiritual insight in life or
in relation to health issues; some change their views on health, illness and healing after
making use of CAM into one that includes more spiritual aspects; and lastly, some believe in
a spiritual reason behind illness and look for help accordingly.
In conclusion to the subchapter of vitalist holism, the vitalist-holistic aspects of CAM can be
considered as pull factors to CAM users. CAM users explain to seek help on different levels:
physical, mental, emotional and even vitalist/spiritual. Emotion, feelings and intuition are
elements deliberately and consciously used in CAM practices and are elements that
interlocutors mention to be missing in biomedicine. The presence of this holistic approach,
incorporating multiple elements in relation to health, can therefore be considered as a pull
factor. The inclusion of spirituality into this holistic approach is also considered a pull factor to
those open towards it. Some practitioners use vitalist-spiritual approaches to aid in their
diagnosis and healing practice, while CAM users connect to it in differing ways. This is well in
line with what other research regarding the postmodern thesis (Coulter & Willis, 2007;
Siahpush, 1999)
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8. Love for nature, fear of the modern
In the questionnaire, almost two/thirds of all respondents answered that it is important for them
to use as many natural healing products and processes on their road to health (figure 13). It
is clear from the graph that non-CAM users, of all respondents, find the usage of natural
products the least important.

Figure 11

Among in-depth interview participants, for some, the main pull-factor to using certain CAM
practices is their perceived foundation in nature. Generally, CAM users in this research
express to give high importance to remaining as close as possible to nature regarding healing
processes. Most interlocutors describe CAM as being in close connection to nature and
encompassing natural healing. They specifically mention to believe that nature heals and are
sceptical of anything that is supposed or advertised to heal but does not appear natural. Even
though in reality nature can be toxic and harmful, in the research it is rarely perceived as such.
Instead, a commonly shared and undivided belief that nature/natural is better is observed;
there is a certain (blind) faith in nature and/or natural ways of doing things.
What is considered ‘natural’ by those who refer to the natural essence of CAM as being
a motivating reason to use CAM? Based on the research and factors mentioned in connection
to nature, the following elements have been established as an example of what could be a
‘natural’ means of healing: nature-based medicine; self-care such as moving the body,
drinking more water, resting, and generally making diet or lifestyle changes; touch; listening
to the self and learning about the self; insight into personal habits; energy transferral; and soul
alignment.
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Additionally, some research participants inherently believe that only nature can truly
heal, resolve disease and connect a more vitalist/spiritual perception to the relation of nature
and health. For example, Daniel, having experienced bad consequences of taking synthetic
medical drugs, says he favours natural medicine: “Because I reacted best on those [naturebased medicine], or the least bad, I mean for my body, also in regard to side-effects and all.
And I am, I assume that most solutions and power come from nature. Because she is always
able to repair itself.” Also Emma connects the self-healing powers of nature and human’s
inherent part of nature to each other, as a reason to use natural healing processes:
… because I believe that because we are natural beings, we are nature. And then I
think that a natural solution has to be sufficient. And we have to be able to heal
ourselves. And that’s also possible for example by eating plants or something. But that
has to be sufficient. Because we are not machines.
Additionally, practitioner Chiara mentions that:
A lack of interconnection between humans and between the natural has caused many
people to become depressed, and burned-out. We believe everything is
manufacturable. And that is an enormous issue that leads to many physical issues.
Because we can pull, execute and want to accomplish. But it is just not possible, you
have to follow the nature, literally follow nature.
Gabriela shares how she views healing through nature to be spiritual to a certain extent:
The study of nature is also spiritual. How does a plant grow, observation, where would
the healing powers of a plant be situated? Quickweed for example has a lot of little
buds. And they in turn are used against, for example, swollen glands. That is an
example. So it is more than this compound is present in these herbs, and those cause
this and that. That insight I also find somehow spiritual, and actually I think this way of
looking is also spiritual.
At the same time, most participants would acknowledge the efficacy of biomedical
healing techniques in very urgent cases. These modernised healing techniques are
considered to be mechanised to a greater extent than the majority of CAM practices, to be
making use of artificial drugs, and to be significantly less natural. The majority of CAM users
say they would consider their usage in light of urgent need of symptomatic relief of a disease
or the requirement of surgical interventions. Vincent explained how he switched to a family
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doctor practicing both biomedicine as well as homeopathy. He says that “if it [healing] had to
happen fast, then you’d take regular medicine. But if you'd have time for it than we’d choose
for homeopathy.” The reason for taking homeopathy was to use as many natural things as
possible for healing, to remain “closer to the self, and closer to your own body”. For many that
choose a similar approach as Vincent a distinction is made between the inherent need to
resolve health issues and merely relieving health issues.
With this quest for nature a fear or a certain rejection towards technology can be
witnessed. One of the in-depth interview participants Gerdi said she would rather first see a
CAM practitioner instead of a biomedical practitioner, in order to avoid the overwhelming
impressiveness of the expected procedure in the hospital. She connected this feeling of
overwhelm to the heavy machinery, relatively drastic measures taken, and the general inability
to comprehend what is happening in relatively complicated biomedical processes. This is not
to say that CAM practices do not make use of technological devices; rather, the extent to
which CAM is mechanised is perceived to be substantially lower in comparison to biomedicine.
Also, many interviewees explain being scared of taking biomedical medicine, for
reasons explained also in the sub-chapter ‘lack of clinical efficacy’. Emma explains that: “also
in the usage of medicine in conventional medicine, I actually find that horrible too. Because
medicine generalise me of course. And yeah, maybe also because I have a certain fear for
technology that’s inside of me. They chemicals, and I just find that hard.” An important factor
in the love for nature is the previously discussed underlying fear relating to a general distrust
towards the medical and pharmaceutical industry. A mixture of on the one hand the complexity
of biomedicine; a lack of explanation toward the patient; and a consequential
incomprehensibility, and on the other hand a scepticism towards the biomedical field and the
industry driving it, have caused a certain fear and incertitude towards it.
Concludingly, a majority of CAM users is pulled towards CAM due to its seemingly
closer connection to nature. The safety of nature, the inherent belief that nature heals, and the
distrust to that what is not natural are all important factors that make up this pull factor.

9. Lack of capitalist connection
Where interviewees experience biomedicine to be too closely connected to capitalist
structures, inducing scepticism and fear towards their practices, they do not perceive this close
connection between capitalism and CAM practices. For example, after describing his
suspicions towards the biomedical industry, Daniel explains that he does not feel this suspicion
towards CAM practices due to him perceiving CAM as rooted in nature:
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Well, I feel that they [CAM practices] have that less. Because it still rooted in the power
of nature. And eh, well, maybe they could still make you dependent on certain
products. But eh, if something is purely natural and you are cured with that, that can
never be bad for your body.
Participant observation and informal interviews show that clients view that the personalised
approach of many CAM practitioners induces trust. They experience that payment is more
often for consultancy, or physical treatment in the moment, and less so for products. Some
participants have witnessed CAM practitioners offering non-charged efforts, or considering
people’s personal financial situations when charging them. Also, as elaborated upon before,
participants experience a willingness on the side of CAM practitioners to inform and teach
patients, in order for them to not return and become independent of their practice.
Aside from that, many of the interviewed CAM practitioners mention that they do not
actually advertise their practices. An example of that is Anna, who says:
I have a Facebook page and a website because my husband likes that, he’s more of
a technical person let’s say. But other than that, I do not really advertise, you also did
not see a sign at of the practice at the door.
Neither does she, nor other practitioners, necessarily aspire to run a big business as it does
not fit the nature of their practices: “I do Reiki incidentally, it is not a very busy practice because
personal attention is the highest priority. And I cannot assure that if I receive too many people
in one day.” Many practitioners also emphasise that they have a vitalist-spiritual idea that fate
brings them the number of clients they need in order to survive financially. In reality, most
interviewed practitioners have other jobs to secure themselves financially.
As participants are pushed away from what they perceive as capitalist factors of
biomedicine, they are pulled towards CAM practices as they perceive them to be more
disconnected from this capitalism. A perceived rootedness of CAM in nature, its personal
approach, and deemed non-fittingness for big business, are facets contributing to CAM’s
perceived disconnection from capitalist structures.

10.Healing as a cooperative learning process
CAM users commonly mention one side effect of using CAM practices to be learning. In the
questionnaire several questions in connection to a potential learning process while using CAM
were posed: one in regard to one’s goal or purpose in life; on gaining self-awareness or self-
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knowledge; on learning about how to take care of oneself; and one on learning about the
concepts of health, illness and healing.
Figure

14

shows

percentages of CAM users stating
that CAM has helped them learn
about

self-knowledge,

self-care

and their goal in life. In addition to
those questions, a question was
posed asking whether CAM-using
respondents’ conceptualisation of
sickness, health, and healing has
changed

after

using

CAM

practices. A significant number of
questionnaire respondents states
to experience a variety of learning
processes when making use of
CAM.

However,

not

all

Figure 12

respondents feel connected to all
learning themes.
When looking at this in-depth, using interviews and participant observation, a
connection can be found between CAM usage, and learning in the form of increased selfknowledge and self-care, and learning about health, illness and health concepts. The
connection between learning (in the form of self-knowledge, self-care, and learning about
heath, illness and healing) and CAM practices is found in in-depth interviews. Firstly,
mentioned often by research participants, directly or indirectly, is the fact that the CAM
therapist is a vessel, a facilitator of learning to become healthy, and that the patient remains
the ultimate owner of this learning process. Boyd refers to his part in helping his patients
navigating ‘the learning school of the earth’:
No you think, this person has attracted that, and he wants to consciously or
unconsciously develop through this. He comes here for a reason, and I am allowed to
help guide this in the right tracks and support it. And if I do not know the solution, I
send him to a colleague or the general practitioner. Because nobody has the key to all
wisdom, and there are many roads that lead to Rome.
He sees it such that the CAM practitioner facilitates the means to heal, and the client is the
owner of this learning process and in need of implementing these facilitated means.
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Gabriela, a practitioner of naturopathy, mentions the following on the matter:
The goal is that someone eventually learns about what is wrong. That’s the difference with
conventional care that prescribes some medicine and says here you go, goodbye. For me
it is important that someone knows what is happening, and understands what has been
happening, the issues of sickness. Surely part is symptomatic, in order to cause relief. And
the other fifty percent is about the actual cause of sickness and looking together at what
is actually happening. Why does your body give off a response that results in a certain
issue, what issue does it want to raise to consciousness? What socio-mental imbalances
partake in your life which you can partially shift your own response to, in order for your
body to not have to psychosomatically force you to deal with the original issue. The
sickness is more of a signal than something that you need to suppress. And the goal is
that people start understanding it better and therefore gain more control over their own
health. Instead of becoming dependent on me, that’s exactly what I do not want. But that
differs per naturopath.
Gabriela further mentions that due to this, the process becomes holistic and highly
personalised, one of co-creation between patient and practitioner. Many CAM practitioners
agree that, if there is no learning involved on the side of the patient, there will not be a
resolution in the form of healing but merely a relief of symptom that requires the patient to
return for their help. The CAM practitioners interviewed all show willingness to teach their
patients, with as ultimate goal to have them become independent of their help. And, due to
the relative simplicity of means, or their ‘natural ’essence, they see the possibility for patients
to become independent of their help as likely. All CAM practitioners emphasise that, with the
patient’s willingness, CAM teaches patients how take care of themselves.
Also, CAM users express to be learning through CAM practices. They directly state
that they get to know their own body, and that knowing themselves frequently is the beginning
of their healing process. For example, Vincent mentioned wanting to let go of his biomedical
medication as he believed there might be other ways of dealing with his presumed chronic
health issues other than symptom suppression. After visiting a CAM practitioner, he found that
listening to his own body and getting to know himself and his body better was the only effective
solution to getting rid of his presumed chronic health issues. Interviewees that use CAM
mention that they feel more in power of their own healing process. Concludingly, a drive to cocreate a learning process towards health and a certain future independence is perceived by
practitioner as well as users. In a certain sense, self-care and self-knowledge is taught to
participants, as is also indicated by the questionnaire respondents.
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However, the opposite of that has also been noticed by practitioners and users of CAM
in regard to biomedicine. Most interviewees do not feel listened to, do not get thorough
explanation nor examination of their health issue, and get told what to do: the doctor knows
and shall not be questioned, as also Gerdi mentioned. Though, many interviewees also remark
that with younger biomedical doctors this is less of an issue. However, due to the fast-paced,
one-directional process at the biomedical practitioner, participants experience the process as
one that is generalised, does not fit to individual needs, and does not enlighten the patient on
origination or prevention of their health issues. Emma mentions that biomedicine frequently
takes away the possibility for her to learn from a state of illness:
You become sick in one way or another. And that means that actually something needs
to change in your patterns. Because, apparently it is not good for your mind, or for your
body. And, in order to change that pattern, you need to learn what goes wrong, and
secondly you need to learn how to do things differently. (…) And I think CAM can help
you be open towards that, to learn about what is actually causing this illness. And I
think that with biomedicine you do not go through that learning process at all. Actually,
they immediately search for a solution. But it can allow you to continue your pattern
throughout your life. And then you just keep hitting a wall. You don't grow. You don't
learn. With biomedicine there usually is no space to actually talk about anything else
than that very specific health issue. There just does not seem to be any space. And
then I also don’t know how I could learn from that.
Also Geke notes that, biomedicine does not help her live more healthily, on the contrary, it
helps her continue keeping up with an unhealthy lifestyle filled with busy-ness, stress,
unhealthy foods and generally unhealthy habits. Gabriela, a CAM practitioner explains that in
her practice people specifically enjoy being explained why certain medicine are prescribed
and what the medicine exactly does. She notices that these explanations are frequently
missing when her patients visit biomedical doctors:
Sometimes I was simply explaining things about a regular [biomedical] diagnosis that
a [biomedical] doctor had determined, because I also gained basic medical knowledge
in my higher education. And then I noticed that people really profited off of this, but that
that had not been explained by their own [biomedical] doctor. Here people want to
understand things themselves.
Instead regarding CAM, Geke says “with alternative healing practices I notice that every
therapist really specifically asks me about certain things. I am being forced to think really
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deeply about myself.” She feels that with CAM she truly learns about this unhealthy lifestyle,
how it makes her sick, and how to change it.
Whereas learning about the self is not completely disconnected from learning about a
personal goal in life, I did not find any direct references to people using CAM and learning
about their life goal. Some CAM practitioners, especially those using more vitalist/spiritual
methods explain that a great number of people comes to them for help and guidance in relation
to the big questions in life, such as: what is the purpose of life; which road am I supposed to
take, etc. And though practitioners state this, CAM using research participants have not stated
this explicitly.
In interviews and participant observation it becomes clear that most participants to a
certain extent are surprised or unfamiliar with the process of learning about their illness, health
and healing through using CAM. To most people, having the CAM practitioner go beyond the
purely physical and symptomatic aspect of their health issues is a new experience in
healthcare altogether. It opens them up to a conceptualisation of health, illness and healing
that goes beyond the purely physical, as is also touched upon in the sub-chapter regarding
vitalist holism. This could be a contributing factor as to why 50% of CAM using respondents
to the questionnaire admit to having a different conceptualisation about health, illness and
healing after having made use of CAM.
Concludingly, a pull factor towards CAM is the learning process that CAM users
experience. CAM using research participants mention that they learn about themselves and
the true cause of their illness, and how they themselves are co-responsible and hence capable
changing that cause. They also mention that a lack of learning in the biomedical process is a
push factor away from biomedicine and towards CAM practices. Participants admit, while
using CAM, that they have learnt about their own health, illness, and healing.

Conclusion
The main differences observed by interviewees and questionnaire respondents, respectively
in biomedicine and CAM, are generalised care of the material body in biomedicine versus
individualised care by means of a holistic view on illness; the treatment of symptoms versus
determination and solving of the core of health issues; a purely physical outlook on health
versus a vitalist outlook on health; usage of technological and artificial medicine versus usage
of the healing power of nature; and the involvement of learning processes. All these aspects
connected to CAM are in line with postmodern explanations of what attracts people to CAM.
Authors such as Coulter & Willis (2007), as well as Siahpush (1999) and Gale (2014) reflect
on these same findings, as they explain CAM usage by means of a postmodern thesis.
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The pull factor of clinical efficacy regards the demand for CAM practices as they are
perceived to be effective where biomedicine is not or is perceived as detrimental or harmful.
Additionally, in interviews and participant observation it is shown that people perceive CAM to
have greater efficacy in consideration to diseases frequently unresolved by biomedicine, and
are capable of resolving the core cause of health issues, rather than to suppress the symptoms
in biomedical standard. Simultaneously, a push-factor towards CAM practices is the perceived
decrease in faith in biomedical practices; scientific legitimacy of practices has a decreased
regard among participants and no longer seems to uphold a hegemonic position in the eyes
of many of the research participants. At the same time, people seem to value the clinical
efficacy of a practice more so than its lack of scientific legitimacy. Also these factors are in line
with with work of authors connecting a postmodern explanation to people’s CAM usage
(Coulter & Willis, 2007; Siahpush, 1999; Gale ,2014)
Push- and pull factors connected to neoliberal and capitalist facets of biomedicine and
society at large, however, do not necessarily find a direct connection to any of the literature
presented before. A greater in-depth analysis is provided in the discussion section of this
thesis.
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4 - The feminine
In this chapter I describe observations of how CAM stands in relation to gender and vice versa,
based on participant observation, in-depth interviews, and the questionnaire, while organising
my findings into recurring themes. While doing so, I aim to answer sub-research question 2:
Are there fundamental differences between the push- and pull factors for people identifying as
women and those identifying as men or as outside of this cisgender dichotomy? For this we
look back at the results as described in Chapter 3 and make a gendered analysis on the
themes described there. While describing the data, I highlight the participant’s gender [male,
female, other].
I deduce that in this thesis 1) the researched CAM field consist of a greater physical
presence of women, something that is also recognised in other Dutch national studies
(Centraal Bureau Statistiek, 2014); 2) there exist gendered differences within the ten pushand pull factors found in Chapter 3; and 3) there are three extra pull factors to be found after
the executing a gendered analysis, which appear to specifically attract women towards CAM
practices while they appear to be relatively unattractive to men.

Presence of women in this study
Both participant observation as well as the questionnaire show that a great number of
voluntarily participants of this research are female; two-thirds of the respondents of the
questionnaire identify as female. In an event chosen for participant observation, all participants
were female with one exception. Other participatory events included a mixture of men and
women. In in-depth interviews people were specifically chosen to create a near equal number
of male and female participants: 8 women and 6 men. Among the male respondents 73% are
users of CAM, whereas among the female
respondents 88% are CAM users (see figure
15). One third of the respondents are
practitioners, of which a rough 70% are
female. Among questionnaire respondents,
61% of the CAM practitioners says their
colleagues are usually female, the other 49%
says they are usually both male and female.
In response to the question whether their
clients are usually male, female, or both, 50%

Figure 13
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responds with female, and the other 50% with both male and female.
This shows that also the respondents to the questionnaire often deal with a majority of
women in CAM. When looking for verification of this observation in in-depth interviews and at
participatory events, people confirmed that the majority of those involved in CAM identify as
female. These findings are in line with national research performed on CAM practices
(Centraal Bureau Statistiek, 2014). At the same time, participating CAM practitioners also
mention that male clientele is gradually increasing in numbers. Some practitioners believe this
to be in relation to an increasing openness of men towards CAM practices, as well as an
increased acceptance of men participating in traditionally viewed female activities. This topic
will be discussed in the headings ‘Openness, and CAM as feminine’.
Regarding the question Who do you first go to for health issues? 40.2% of the CAMusing women respond they would first see a CAM practitioner, as opposed to 32.4% of the
CAM-using men (see table 4). Male participants are less likely to first visit a CAM practitioner,
and instead are more likely to first want to visit a practitioner of biomedicine. In in-depth
interviews I did not find a specific reason to support a theory that male CAM users are more
reluctant to make use of CAM practices for primary care in comparison to female participants.
Table 4

CAM practitioner

BIOm practitioner

Women

40.2%

42.3%

Men

32.4%

43.2%

Push factors
Among the push factors found in chapter 3 I found three factors to appear to hold a gendered
difference between them. The push factors ‘sick society’ and ‘distrust in biomedical capitalism’
are not further elaborated upon as I did not obtain any significant gendered data to make an
analysis on them.

1. Different worlds
Chapter 3 highlights how research participants view the fields of CAM and biomedicine as
inherently different. Almost 10% more of the female questionnaire respondents believes that
biomedicine helps with different issues than CAM does. Through in-depth interviews it
becomes clear that most practitioners believe a substantial number of men to experience CAM
differently from women. Where women are generally looking for different things in CAM than
in biomedicine, research participants express that men are mainly looking for a similar physical
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experience in CAM as they are finding in biomedicine. CAM users and practitioners both
emphasise that men look for the same quick solutions for physical issues in CAM, frequently
approaching their healing with rationality. At the same time they state that women approach
practices less rationally and with more openness to the mental, emotional, and sometimes
spiritual aspects of practices. Female CAM users themselves also confess to look for a holistic,
beyond-physical, approach, something they experience as unattainable in biomedical
practices, whereas some men mention to be deterred by such an approach at times. For
detailed descriptions of these declarations, see the headings ‘Holistic Vitalism’ and ‘Openness
to the non-rational’. The rest of this chapter further explains how and to what extent men and
women experience CAM practices differently from biomedical practices.

2. Disenchantment with Scientific Legitimacy
The general perception on the legitimacy of science, and the role of science in legitimising
CAM practices, has been recognised in chapter 3 as a push factor. The vast majority of
respondents believe that science does not have the capacity to answer all health questions.
This section shows that female participants appear to have less faith in science backing health
practices in comparison to men.
Looking at figure 16, we can state that among all respondents to the questionnaire,
female CAM users appear to have the least faith in science to give legitimacy to health
practices. With the lowest percentage of 22% they starkly oppose male, non-CAM using
respondents, who appear to have the most faith in scientific with 86%. Also noteworthy, among
CAM users, almost 15% less women have faith in science in comparison to male CAM users.

Figure 14
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Additionally, less CAM-using female-respondents find it a requirement that their CAM practice
is backed up by scientific evidence (see table 5). Only 18% of women participants see
scientific evidence as an absolute requirement to use CAM practices in comparison to 26% of
men. Additionally, more female respondents mention that it is not a requirement in comparison
to men.
Table 5

Is scientific evidence of CAM efficacy necessary for the usage of CAM practice?
Yes

No

Neutral

Women

18%

67%

16%

Men

26%

53%

21%

In in-depth interviews both men and women bring up the question of whether or not they have
faith in biomedicine. Many emphasise the need of a cooperation between the scientific and
the non-scientific, and consequently underline the complementarity of two fields that are
inherently different.
In nearly all of fourteen interviews participants explain that they recognise the
limitations to science and biomedicine. Biomedicine is frequently seen as generally incapable
of dealing with certain chronic or vague health issues. In this research, some of the specific
health issues mentioned are: eczema, bronchitis, asthma, a general feeling of being unwell,
burnout, chronic fatigue syndrome, and menstrual and menopausal health issues. In relation
to the latter, biomedicine is also perceived as failing to understand and relieve female specific
issues such as menopause or menstruation pain. This is something Annemarie recognises
while describing the type of patients that come to visit her: “… they are usually a little older,
elder ladies. But that is of course also typical, because they usually are faced with all sorts of
vague complaints where they cannot find solutions for elsewhere.” Also other CAM
practitioners mention that they connect the biology of womanhood to experiencing physical
discomfort or pain, and see that as a contributing factor as to why women use CAM.
Emma even specifically mentions the failings of science and biomedicine in relation to
women due to its inherent sexist foundation and exclusion of female bodies and bodies of
people of colour:
And also in biomedicine, lately it is found that conventional healthcare is actually
entirely based on a male body. Tested on men, and yes, that also makes me pretty
fearful actually. Then I think, thankfully I am white and Western, at least I have luck
with that. Because they are of course white and Western men. But yeah, I find that
pretty bad.
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Whereas not many other female CAM users seemed to be informed about the sexism present
in biomedical science, it is possible that women indirectly experienced the consequences of
this and therefore found refuge in CAM practices. The fact that many health issues specifically
connected to women’s bodies have not been given a lot of attention, as Shahvisi (2019)
explains, could be an indirect factor as to why women have drawn to CAM.
Another factor to be taken into account is that part of this disenchantment towards
science can be an indirect consequence of a mentioned openness of women towards
ontologies that fall outside of the spectrum of scientific frameworks. These ontologies
regarding healing practices go beyond what is scientifically explainable. At the same time,
research participants generally view men as being relatively less willing to engage in those
practices that are perceived as very unscientific or vague. This is further explained under the
header ‘Openness to the non-rational’.
A certain lack of faith in the legitimacy of science to deal with health issues, and more
specifically in women’s health, appears to be a push factor for some research participants.
Specifically among women, this decreased faith can additionally have to do with what research
participants perceive as a certain openness of women in relation to different bodies of
knowledge.

3. Lack of Clinical Efficacy
Building on to this, in chapter 3 we find out that participants are pulled towards CAM because
of the clinical legitimacy they experience in CAM practices. But at the same time, they say to
be pushed away from biomedicine due to an experienced lack of clinical legitimacy. Looking
at the general perspective of the questionnaire respondents, female respondents are relatively
more positive regarding the usefulness of CAM in comparison to men (52% vs. 42%) (see
figure 17, 18). Simultaneously, they appear less positive about the usefulness of biomedicine
(34% vs. 48.%). On the other hand, 10% of male respondents believe CAM to be harmful in
comparison to 2% of the female respondents. However, they are also relatively more negative
about biomedicine: 4% of the men consider biomedicine harmful in comparison to 1% of the
women.
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Figure 15

Figure 18

These results did not necessarily reflect back in in-depth interviews or participant
observation. Interviewed CAM users generally express having experienced a lack of efficacy
using biomedical practices. Additionally, CAM users and practitioners see the generalising
and non-holistic approach of biomedicine as a causal factor to its experienced inefficacy.
However, in-depth interviews I did not find a stark difference between genders in their referral
to usefulness of either CAM or biomedical practices. Nearly all participants mention to have
not been helped properly, or even made feel worse, after receiving biomedical care. Though,
there was one female participant who referred to her experience with female related
healthcare practices in biomedicine. She specifically mentioned that her female health issues
could not be solved by biomedicine, and biomedical treatment in fact made her generally more
unwell. Emma:
And before that I had gone to the gynaecologist, and there I heard about all these
syndromes. And he said, if you will start taking the pill it [menstrual cycle] will regulate
itself. And I did that, but I actually only felt really bad because of it. I felt my body
change, that I became really sad. (…) And then I thought, yeah I see that conventional
healthcare [biomedicine] just makes me feel worse than I actually am. I did not have
that big of a problem with irregular menstruation, but by taking those pills I actually
became even more sick I feel. And yeah, so I really wanted to find something else, and
I thought homeopathy could help me with this.
In the previous section, disenchantment with scientific legitimacy, it is theorised that sexist
structures present in biomedicine can be part of the reason that women have less faith in
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scientific legitimacy, especially in its relation to female specific health issues. According to the
questionnaire, women generally also state to experience biomedicine as being less useful
than men. The greater inefficacy of biomedicine experienced by women could be influenced
by patriarchal facets of biomedicine because of, for instance, the lack of research towards
female related health issues, lack of research towards the response of women’s bodies in
relation to biomedical treatments, as well as sexist encounters within biomedical doctor-patient
settings (Shahvisi, 2019).

Pull factors
The following discusses the gendered analysis of the five pull factors discovered in chapter 3,
and additionally discusses the three extra pull factors found after doing a gendered analysis:
‘Openness to the non-rational’, ‘CAM as soft and effeminate’, and ‘The ontological pull’.

4. Clinical efficacy
As discussed in chapter 3, where respondents show a certain lack of faith in scientific
legitimacy underlying healing practices, clinical efficacy is found as an important measure for
the efficacy of healing practices among research participants. Research participants express
to experience clinical efficacy through CAM’s usage of vitalist holism, nature, and the approach
of using illness and healing as a cooperative learning process. These themes are researched
and elaborated upon in separate headings.
Looking at clinical efficacy as a pull factor and concept in itself, in the questionnaire a
question was asked in relation to the experienced efficacy of CAM. People could either agree
or disagree with the statement: I feel helped by the CAM therapist. A much greater amount of
female CAM users agree to this statement (87%) in relation to male CAM users (57%).
However, when looking at the results of in-depth interviews, such a difference between male
and female participants could not be found. Male participants did not necessarily share a
lesser sense of satisfaction with the results of their CAM practices. A number of reasons could
be found for this discrepancy between types of data. For instance, the questionnaire is nonrepresentative, and simultaneously I only spoke in depth with six men, which again is not
representative of the greater population in the Netherlands. Also, content wise, there could be
a difference between how male and female participants experience feeling helped in particular.
For example, a difference between men and women can be found when looking at the
detected components that influence/shape the bigger concept of clinical efficacy. The first one
touched upon is the search for (vitalist) holistic aspects in health practices divided in subdivisions of the mental, the emotional and the sensitive; spirituality; and openness to the non-
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rational. Additionally, the demand for nature, and the approach of using illness and healing as
a cooperative learning process makes up the grander concept of clinical efficacy. The following
sub-chapters describe these components in-depth, further elaborating upon the indirect,
gendered experience of clinical efficacy.

5. (Vitalist) Holism
As explained in chapter 3, CAM users look for help on more levels than purely the physical
level. Emotion, feelings, mental state of being, intuition, and spirituality are elements
deliberately used in CAM practices and are elements that interlocutors mention to be missing
in biomedicine (see table 6). The incorporation of these elements in CAM practices in chapter
3 were found to be a pull factor.
Table 6

Levels of healing through CAM:

Women

Men

Physical only

22%

41%

Also emotional

62%

43%

Also mental

66%

54%

Also spiritual

25%

35 %

When zooming into the data, we can find a difference between male and female respondents.
Nearly everyone included the wish for physical healing in their answer. In the table, the row
‘physical only’ concerns answers of CAM users that were strictly interested in physical healing.
The other three rows include data of people that answered to be – beside physical healing also interested in emotional and/or mental and/or spiritual healing. An interesting thing to note
is the fact that less female respondents are only interested in physical healing (22%) in
comparison to male respondents (41%); that is almost twice as little. This suggests that 78%
of female questionnaire respondents look towards CAM for healing beyond purely physical
means, as opposed to 59% of male respondents. It could indicate that female respondents
are more interested in healing on emotional and mental levels, apart from healing physically,
in comparison to their male counterparts. Men on the other hand more frequently mention to
also look for healing on spiritual levels in comparison to women.
Meanwhile, these results are somewhat reflected by the results of in-depth interviews.
Looking at these, there appears to be a difference between the fourteen male and female
respondents. Female interviewees appear to have a certain direct and outspoken affection
with the emotional, mental, and sometimes spiritual aspects of health and CAM practices.
Male interviewees, however, are less outspoken about their affection or appear to struggle
with these extra-physical aspects of CAM. I elaborate upon these general findings in
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connection to vitalist holism in three different sub-sections: the mental, the emotional and the
sensitive; spirituality; and openness to the non-rational.

5.1 The mental, the emotional, the sensitive
As discussed in chapter 3, mental state of being, emotions, feeling and intuition are part of
CAM practices – both on the side of the user as well as the practitioner. These extra-physical
aspects of healing are mentioned to be an attractive as well as a deterring factor in relation to
CAM practices.
In in-depth interviews several women refer to how CAM incorporates their mental state
of being. Interesting to note is that nearly all women connect this mental state of being to being
heard or being seen. Emma mentions the relation between mental state and physical state in
CAM, the interconnectedness of mind and body. “Well that mainly someone was listening to
me. It went much further than my menstruation that did not flow systematically. (…) it went far
beyond that. My mental state was a great topic of discussion, and relationships I have, and
history.” Gerdi also directly connects health issues to a mental state of being:
“Well maybe because they [CAM] go a bit further, a little deeper. (…) Things are
sometimes buried really deeply, also mentally, they are repressed. People sometimes
have psychological problems that can show themselves in physical issues. (…)
unprocessed sadness or something like that. (…) no but those things can eventually
also express themselves into physical issues.”
Similarly to Emma, Gerdi continues to explain that having her mental health situation
acknowledged is half of the work towards health: “well yes, even if it is just the mental level,
that you then feel seen and heard, and that there is attention for you. That is sometimes
already half of the work. Like, someone is acknowledging that and paying attention to it.” Also
Geke describes how CAM practices help her deal with the mental and emotional stresses that
come with living in a society in which painful things happen. Many female interviewees
specifically address how helpful it is to be heard, to be seen, to be able to express their stories
in front of CAM practitioners. Geke furthermore states:
“When I go the practitioner of foot reflexology, she treats my body, literally. And during
the conversation I also have the feeling that I’m being treated. In the physical but also
during the conversation that is happening in the execution of the healing treatment.
(…) And when I go to the homeopath, she also asks me very literally where in my body
the pain is situated. But she also asks me about the mental part.”
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Also male interviewees refer to their mental state of being, and how CAM practices
help them with it. They, however, less frequently directly connect their mental state of being
to their physical wellbeing. Among the 6 CAM using interview participants, men more
frequently mention being comfortable in their own skin in relation to CAM practices. When they
refer to their mental and emotional state of being in that way it is more often related to it
inhibiting them to fulfil their professional duties. Daniel, Frank, and Vincent all specifically
express experiencing help from CAM so that they can continue with their work duties. This
contrasts to the previous women as they more clearly state to experience mental help in order
to cope with health issues and a general feeling of wellbeing.
Some interview participants mention that the mental and emotional aspects treated in
CAM practices can be a deterrent to CAM usage for some. Many users and practitioners alike
mention that they were required to have a certain attitude of emotional openness to use CAM.
At the same time that required a certain ability to overcome shame that can be connected to
expressing emotions or expressing emotionally. On the matter Harriet says the following:
It is, I think, and that has to do with the fact that people feel really deeply touched. That
because of that, so unknown, a little frightening maybe, that there are only few people
that can talk about that, or even want to talk about that. Like, they notice that it is good,
and it works well for them, but that they rather keep that part to themselves.
To some participants, this emotionality in CAM practices explains the smaller number of men
willing to be involved in CAM. In regard to that, Annemarie elaborates on how men are not
used to expressing emotions as easily as women: “Look, men are of course naturally not used
to expressing their emotions as much. Protecting the vulnerable emotion that is within you. If
you just do not openly express it, it is of course still a bit a men’s society (…) then you protect
it.”
Some practitioners go as far as saying that certain CAM practices require a specific
kind of attention that is also capable of dealing with emotions. A male audio therapist who
cooperates with his wife mentions that he lets his wife deal with the emotional part of his job,
arguing that she, and women in general, are “better with the tears”.
Thinking about the overrepresentation of women in CAM, male CAM practitioner
Willem also mentions “that men are more raised to eh, a man can’t cry, don’t complain, and
eh, has to solve it all himself, and I am not allowed to squeak, otherwise I’m just a wimp, or
something like that.” Men are also said to and admit to ignoring smaller health problems for
as long as they can, or to toughen them out. Asking for help is perceived as something that
men appear not to like. Harriet: “if you go to a therapist and say that you need help. I think that
that is a boundary over which a lot of men still need to step.
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Anna, a female practitioner, says that in her practice men stick more to the rational
side of things and less often get into emotional depth:
Men very often treat it very technical, very abstract. I come for this muscle, I suffer from
it at this moment, that has to be solved at this moment. Women are a lot more, but I
actually also feel this, and I also feel that, and have a particular emotion connected to
that. And men much less often have an emotion with that. At least according to me,
that is how I experience it. (…) It is not eh, if a woman you are treating is stressed, or
does not sleep well, she can easily start crying during treatment. Men actually never
do that. You can see that they have to repress an emotion, but if you do not go further
into that and you leave it for what it is, then nothing really comes out of them.
Meanwhile, women let this go much more easily.
Another male practitioner explains his view on the matter, underlining that he sees men
approach his practice from a very cognitive and ratio-based perspective.
Arno: …older men are usually a little more rational. But that is also changing a little
now. I do sound therapy and then, eh, women generally feel more like that does
something to my body, and eh, I feel this and that. And men, some men they truly eh
(…) yeah they talk from their heads actually, cognitive.
Another mentioned reason for this is that women biologically are forced to think about
and feel their body because they are confronted with female specific health discomforts and
illnesses. Participants argue that this also allows them to have greater sensitivity towards their
own bodies, which can be helpful in experiencing the holistic part of CAM practices fully. Male
CAM practitioner Boyd says on that, that:
Well, and women have a lot more interaction with their bodies. Because of
menstruation and childbearing. Most men do not have a clue about what their bodies
do, because when they're healthy they do not notice a thing from it. And they do not
have a monthly menstruation. And a lot of women have issues with that.
At the same time, both male CAM practitioners as well as male CAM users argue to be less
sensitive in comparison to their female peers. They also believe to be less eager to carry a
certain sensitivity out. For example, female practitioner Anna mentions the following: “My
husband is a technician, and if something is wrong with him and I say okay shall I help you for
a bit, then he says that doesn’t work for me anyways, I don’t feel all of that”.
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Generally, participants experience a certain depth involving mental and emotional
aspects when participating in CAM practices. Research participants argue that men are less
comfortable with these aspects in CAM as they are less familiar with and generally less
sensitive to noticing them. Also, men are considered to less easily ask for help and are less
likely to want to receive mental and emotional help. They are witnessed to being more strictly
focused on the rational and physical aspects of healing. Women on the other hand are seen
as being naturally more familiar with this sensitivity towards their own bodies, and also express
to enjoy the mental and emotional depth that CAM brings. The mental and emotional depth of
CAM practices, as well as a sensitivity used in CAM, can be seen as a reason for women to
be pulled towards CAM, while it appears to be a reason for men to be less involved in them.

5.2 Spirituality
As discussed in chapter 3, spirituality is a factor that plays an important role in regard to
people’s health, as well as in regard to their usage of vitalist-holistic CAM practices. Looking
at it from a gendered perspective, it appears that female participants generally identify more
frequently as spiritual in
comparison to the male
participants when looking
within groups of CAM users
and non-CAM users (see
figure 19). When looking at
both groups with a gendered
perspective, more women
identify as spiritual in both of
the groups. Interesting to
note is that the difference
between men and women is
greater in the group of nonCAM users.

Figure 19

When looking at the connection between spirituality and health, both male and female
CAM using questionnaire respondents mention with an approximate 66% that their spirituality
helps them remain in health. Also, an approximate 60% of the CAM using, spiritual
respondents of the questionnaire agree that their spirituality influences their CAM usage, and
their CAM usage influences their spirituality. Female respondents on average agree almost
5% more on this subject than male respondents.
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In an attempt to find out how, I posed two questions. The first is in regard to a proposed
statement I became more spiritual by using CAM practices, with which the majority of the CAM
using respondents disagree (figure 20). Women however do agree more than men with a 28%
versus 19% agreement rate. With the second statement, CAM usage helps me feel spiritually
fulfilled, a majority of 60%
disagrees. Looking at it with a
gendered

perspective,

however, with 47% nearly half
of the women do agree to this
statement, whereas only 22%
of men agree. In in-depth
interviews
CAM

users

several

female

mention

their

spirituality helps their healing
processes and find meaning in
illness, the male CAM users
were

less

adamant

on

Figure 20

connecting their spirituality to healing.
As also discussed in chapter 3, in in-depth interviews it becomes clear that some
participants come to CAM to learn about spiritual concepts such as the soul, ‘their self’ and
how to stay centred in it, their purpose or the purpose in life, energy maintenance. One female
participant Emma specifically mentions in that regard that:
What I certainly see now with haptotherapy is, that my view on the world is completely
changed actually. And eh, what a human being is, and how you relate to others. And
then, if I think about spirituality, if I speak about energy fields, and yeah, I had never
thought about that myself before. But it did completely change my view on life actually,
and on who I am.
CAM practitioners often mention that their clientele is searching for something. Sometimes
answers, sometimes themselves, sometimes a connection with something higher than
themselves.
Regarding a difference between female and male CAM users, most men come across
as in knowing and accepting of the fact that there is a spiritual aspect to CAM practices and
their own existence. They do not, however, wish to engage too far in practices that appear
overly spiritual. For example, on discussing the power of CAM practices and the healing
capacity of nature that they appeal to, Daniel says:
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And maybe that has also something to do with a different world, or a piece of
spirituality. So I am absolutely open towards that, but in that I would never want to dive in too
deep. (…) So yes, with me it’s always like, I stand firmly with my two feet on the ground, but I
am also open towards things, as long as it does not become too floaty/woolly/vague. Because
both feet off of the floor and that’s where it really stops for me.
A little along the lines of Daniel’s focus on groundedness, CAM user Vincent, who identifies
himself as a spiritual layman, mentions his focus on the tangibility of things: “It undoubtedly
will have an influence on my body, because the whole world has influence on you. That eh,
yeah, does lean towards spiritualism. But eh, yeah it has to remain tangible for me. Up till now
at least.”
Some also specifically emphasise to be repelled by practices too deeply involved with
spiritual and even the more moderate vitalist practices. On the other hand, most women come
across as convinced of the importance and advantage of spiritual aspects in CAM practices.
Like Emma, they appear to actually embrace spiritual and vitalist aspects of certain CAM
practices. Whereas both genders acknowledge the existence of spiritual aspects in CAM,
there appears to be a different extent as to which men and women wish to engage with these
aspects. This is further elaborated upon in the next gender-specific pull factor, ‘openness to
the non-rational’.

5.3 Openness to the non-rational
Figure 21 shows questionnaire respondents’ answers regarding their self-identification with
spirituality, versus their faith in science to resolve health issues. Particular to see is that female
CAM-users appear to have the least
faith in science, and the highest
self-identification with spirituality.
Meanwhile, in two contradicting
gradients, it seems that male, nonCAM using respondents least selfidentify with being spiritual while
simultaneously holding the most
faith in science.
Research participants say
that people that use CAM have an

Figure 21

‘open’ attitude towards trying new things, and in this case specifically health practices that
they are unfamiliar with. They describe them as being capable of letting go of the frameworks
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they are used to and comfortable with and explore what is unknown to them. More importantly,
CAM users themselves specifically refer to their own ‘openness’ towards CAM. At the same
time, due to the nature of CAM and its basis outside of scientific frameworks, it can be
experienced as vague, woolly, or irrational. While literature does not provide a specific
definition of the rational, several authors connect rationality to the scientific, and as opposed
to emotional decision making (Cant, 2019; Keshet & Simchai, 2014). Research participants
mention that this non-rationality, to different degrees, can be a repelling factor for CAM usage.
Nearly every single participant emphasises the openness unique to women as well as
their genuine search to an alternative. Starting with Emma, who says, “but I have the feeling
that women are much more attracted to [CAM], that they are open towards it, and eh, are truly
looking for an alternative”. Willem thinks there are more women involved in CAM because
“women are more opened towards the alternative, and look more at which help they can
actually get.” Female CAM user Geke explains her own stance on CAM practices:
First of all, I am asked, and I also want that, to have a certain openness, eh, of looking
at certain causes of my illness or disbalance. With that I look at, I have learned to look
at nutrition, I have learned to look at stress factors, I have learned to accept certain
things. And that is also what goes beyond.
Users and practitioners, both male and female, mention that men appear les open and
express more often than women to be repelled by the vagueness and woolliness of CAM.
Regarding the usage of kinesiology, Boyd says that:
“A lot more women are open towards this in comparison to men. Yes, men they think
it’s just vague, they look at it very critically, until they get on the treatment table and
experience themselves that indeed their body can say yes and no (…) That I think, yes
boy, not everything is rationally explicable, there are also processes in your body that
happen without your knowledge.”
When asked why he sees such a difference between women, Boyd answers “Because Yin
dominates there, and with men more the Yang, the harsh, the scientific that requires things to
be black and white.”
Male CAM user Frank mentions that he has used certain CAM practices but would
never use others on the basis of their ‘woolliness’, or his unfamiliarity with it. He simultaneously
thinks those are a better fit for what he deems “hippie, woolly women”. Vincent also explains
how he prefers to remain closer to therapies more closely related to biomedical practices. He
extends that sentiment towards more male CAM users: “Well I think that men do not as quickly
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make use of colour therapy (…) and that has nothing to do with colour therapy itself, but, well,
yeah that you stay closer to the conventional.” Also male CAM practitioner Willem believes
that men more easily look for help with biomedical healthcare. Daniel also mentions the
relative openness of women in comparison to the relative unwillingness of men in relation to
CAM: “Because men are still more often a little reticent, and are just like, no, I won’t go to such
a vague/woolly person. Or something like, I know myself what is right for me, I don’t need
anyone else for that.” Also Harriet, a practitioner of Bowen sees this happening. She believes
men are already reluctant to ask for help, but help from a practice that is completely unknown
to them is even less likely to happen: “And then if you say you will go and use physiotherapy,
people still know that. But Bowen, what is that? Weird stuff”.
Perhaps part of the relative closedness or reticence of men towards CAM practices is
based in a particular ‘unmasculine’ discourse connected to CAM. Research participants
explain that a certain softness, femininity, non-rationality, and unfamiliarity of CAM is viewed
as the opposite of toughness or ‘coolness’ (more on the softness and femininity of CAM
underneath the header CAM as soft and effeminate). Harriet mentions a certain taboo around
men going to CAM practitioners. “Well, men and women, I think that women come in more
easily. I think that for men that is still often a sort of a taboo. Even though I do get more men
nowadays.” In conversation the practices are also opposed to being tough and cool. For
example, Annemarie mentions that: “In football, car races, in the ‘men’s world’ where men
search for each other and do ‘men’s stuff’. There it is not cool or tough to go and cry, even
though you sometimes see it, but not that often.” Another example is that of male CAM user
Frank, who tells the following about his friend that plays rugby:
He’s a pretty tough guy, but he does a lot of meditation and stuff like that. I kind of like
that the, look, in terms of woolliness and vagueness he is pretty intense. But he also
has a tough side, and that I find a nice mix. Look, with someone like that I find it nice
to talk about [using CAM] (…). And look, with girls I have seen using it before, pffff, I
just really don’t feel like listening to such an exaggerated vague and woolly story you
know? And I think that maybe, feeling wise, with a lady that really carries it out with all
sorts of gemstones and hippie clothes, that I think, mwa, no, I don’t need to talk to her.
I don’t feel the need to talk to her about that.
To conclude the holistic vitalism sub-chapter, interviewees consider men more rational and
less opened towards CAM practices. They view women as more open, curious, less technical
and more willing and capable of going beyond the rational in their experiences with CAM
practices. The recurring theme of rationality in literature expresses that some CAM users
frame their usage in terms of rationality, which they see as opposed to emotional decision
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making, and in line with science (Cant, 2019; Keshet & Simchai, 2014). Simultaneously, they
see that the consideration of CAM emotional, non-rational and non-scientific is a repelling
factor to some people for CAM usage. In this research, this shows itself in a varied willingness
and capability of research participants to be involved in the extra-physical aspects of CAM that
make up CAMs vitalist holistic approach. The mental and emotional depth of CAM practices,
as well as a certain sensitivity used in CAM, can be seen as a reason for women to be pulled
towards CAM, while it appears to be a reason for men to be less involved in them or in
particular practices that are more disconnected from a grounded, physical, biomedical-like
approach. And, whereas both genders acknowledge the existence of spiritual aspects in CAM,
there appears to be a different extent as to which male and female research participants wish
to engage with these aspects. In general, it appears that female participants are attracted by
the vitalist holistic aspects of CAM. They appear to be relatively more open towards fully
experiencing those aspects in CAM usage in comparison to male participants. Male, CAM
using participants, while stating to be open towards spiritual and inexplicable aspects of CAM,
explain to be fairly reticent and reluctant to experience those, perhaps irrational, aspects of
CAM that are seen as too woolly and vague.

6. Love for nature, fear of modern.
In chapter 3, I discussed participants’ perception of the importance of using natural products
as much as possible in their healing process as possible. While overall almost two/thirds of
the questionnaire respondents answered that it was important to them, generally, more female
respondents report to find it important in comparison to male respondents. Among CAM users
however, there is not a great difference between male and female respondents (see figure
22). 76% of the women find it important
as opposed to 70% of the men. More
CAM using men state to not find it of
importance to use as many natural
products as possible (8%) in comparison
to women (5%). This relatively small
difference between men and women is
also reflective of the results in in-depth
interviews where the usage of nature is
highlighted by both men and women.
Some women however do state that they
search in CAM for a less rigorous and
impressive approach to healing. With it

Figure 22
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they aim to avoid surgical interventions as well as an overwhelming technological experience.
However, beyond this, a stark difference between the male and female participants of in-depth
interviews is not found.

7. Healing as a learning process
A theme discussed in chapter 3 is the process of learning; learning through illness and by
means of healing through CAM. Looking at figure 23 constructed with data from the
questionnaire, it can be seen that generally female CAM using respondents appear to identify
more with a variety of learning processes through using CAM practices. Regarding the
question Does CAM help you take better care of yourself? two/thirds of CAM users agree.
Female respondents agree
more than male respondents,
with a respective 72% versus
57%. Also, a majority of CAM
users agrees to viewing the
concepts of health and illness
differently after having made
use of CAM practices. 57% of
the

female

respondents

agrees with this. Also a
majority of men agree to this
statement but with a lesser
percentage: 32%.

Figure 23

Without diving into all different, abovementioned, possible instances of learning that
take place within CAM practices, I look at whether and how (different processes) of learning
are mentioned in in-depth interviews and through participant observation. In the interviews
many women express the need to learn from their sickness. Female CAM user Emma
expresses that she experiences CAM actively helps her being open towards finding her
personal patterns that cause her health issues. The same goes for female CAM user Geke.
She additionally states that: “[b]ecause with alternative healing practices (CAM) I notice with
every single therapist that they really explicitly ask me very specific things. I am being forced
to really think about myself deeply.” Out of all six CAM-using interview participants, two female
participants actively emphasise how CAM helps them to be open towards considering and
learning about different aspects of themselves and their life as causes to their illness. In that
sense, this learning process stands in connection to learning about the self, learning about
self-care, as well as learning about a different way to conceptualise illness. Other participants
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also acknowledge to learn about how to treat their body better, but most do not explicitly
emphasise the learning process that CAM involves them in and how that is of added value to
them.
A stark difference between male and female CAM using interview participants in
relation to learning is not found. For example, no male participants actively mentioned to not
learn in some way through CAM practices. The theme of learning is found in nearly all
interviews. Though, some participants mention to witness men more often looking for a quick
fix, without looking much further into learning about their body, themselves, or healing
practices in general. For example, Geke says: “men in general are more focused on the
temporary, like I have a sore toe, so I have to get rid of that. Help me with that sore toe, and
give me something for it, so I can continue.” Also Anna says: “[m]en usually treat it really
technical, very abstract. I come fort his muscle, I suffer from that in this moment, and that has
to be fixed now.”
According to the questionnaire there is a difference between male and female CAM
users’ opinion on learning through CAM usage. Generally, it appears that female CAM users
are more focused on going through a conscious learning process, they emphasise this more
strictly in interviews and also state to learn more in the questionnaire. They consider learning
as an advantage to CAM practices, as well as to its efficacy – it is a pull factor to use CAM.
While male participants also state to learn through CAM, they mention it specifically as an
outcome of CAM practices and appear to have their focus more on end-results, their health,
rather than the process of learning towards health. However, it is safe to conclude that both
male and female research participants acknowledge and appreciate a factor of learning in the
usage of CAM practices.

8. CAM as the soft and effeminate
Having discussed all the push- and pull factors previously found and discussed in chapter 3, I
found another two themes. These were not discussed or asked questions about in the
questionnaire but do appear to be pull factors and they are, as pull factors, specifically linked
to the gendered component of my research. Firstly, analysing recurring discourses in in-depth
interviews and participant observation, I find that the field of CAM is frequently perceived as
gendered, female to be specific. This gives insight into what people perceive to be typically
male or typically feminine, as well as how they experience CAM. Certain traditionally viewed
female characteristics are, in varying degrees, ascribed to different CAM practices by nearly
all research participants. Some participants show an attraction to their experience of these
feminine characteristics of CAM, and some of those in favour of traditionally masculine
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characteristics in healthcare show an aversion towards these feminine characteristics of the
field.
Firstly, observing the field, I can see that the field of CAM is considerably different
from biomedicine, as also already described through the results presented in chapter one. By
means of participant observation a general observation about CAM can be made: there is a
general difference in the ambience of the field underlining its considered softness, warmth and
femininity. For example, during visits to CAM practitioners participating in in-depth interviews
I found that most practices were at home or attached to the home. These home offices were
dressed up with gemstones, feathers, sometimes with spiritual references such as statues,
candles, blankets, beautifying accessories, colours, and in general the environments were
made to look cosy, peaceful, and comfortable. Even though there is also a significant effort
made into making the environment look more professional, in this case, more like the office of
a biomedical doctor. These environmental differences are significant in the sense that they
create a particular atmosphere that could be experienced as more personal, warm, and
homelike.
Secondly, also in relation to the human interaction between practitioner and client
there seems to be a difference. Again, the warmth, or a certain informality of the interaction
can be highlighted. Beside an increased patient-therapist time and a consequential possibility
to a deepened personal interaction, undergoing several different therapies I experienced
multiple exchanges of hugs and gifts, personal questions, and trust in the shape of lending out
objects. Practitioners often put effort into ensuring the patient’s comfort through questions
such as: “Are you comfortable? Is the temperature fine? How do you feel?” etc. Many
consultations start with tea and small talk. As such, a majority of my visits to CAM practitioners
resembled visiting the local hairdresser more than they resembled visiting the general
practitioner. I also experienced a heightened personal engagement in the sense that multiple
practitioners would offer their services partially free of charge or invest their own time in my
person (as a client and not a researcher) in some way. Therapist-client interaction therefore
also tends to not strictly feel transactional, as also touched upon in the sub-chapter 9. ‘Lack
of capitalist connection’ in Chapter 3.
I see this consideration of warmth also coming back by analysing in-depth interviews.
Interviewees express to see that the field of CAM as soft, its practices as well as its foundation.
Practitioners refer to the field, its healing practices, and underlying empirical foundations as
‘softer’ than biomedicine. Simultaneously interviewees identify or describe CAM users as ‘soft’
people. For example, CAM user Emma says:
CAM users to me are soft people that also have a certain dissatisfaction with how
things go. With things in general, society. And that do not just accept that. Often
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involved in nature, with that connection as well. But I think mainly the soft part, and I
think that is what scares many people. Like, if I use alternative medicine then I’m a
‘softy’.
About CAM itself, Emma says:
It [CAM] almost feels a bit feminine. Someone literally comes really close to you and
you talk a lot about bodily experiences, or sexuality is also a recurring subject. A lot of
subjects that I think in regular medicine are a bit of taboo. (…) and as a man of course
you are not allowed to show your emotions.
A Reiki practitioner who strictly does not believe in an essential difference between men and
women, does make a connection between the capacity to heal and the capacity to be soft.
About it she mentions:
Look, Jesus was of course also a man, and his disciples too. So it is possible. To be
soft, to heal, to be healing others, and to make contact with the energetic world. I have
also met plenty of men that were and are really good in that. In that sense there is no
difference, they are equally soft, and equally warm, yes.
This softness according to her is a catalysing factor for the usage of CAM practices, and
something she believes women since centuries to have a strong predisposition for/have been
culturally conditioned to be/have a firm acquaintance with. Regardless of that, she also
believes men to become more familiarised and engrained in these soft and warm aspects of
life.
Where the physical elements of sickness, health and healing are frequently connected
to discourses of rationality and science, the elements of emotionality, mentality and spirituality
are also connected to non-scientific, the non-rational, and the soft discourses. In in-depth
interviews, multiple CAM practitioners mention that they believe women to be more open to
the non-rational parts of life and healing that CAM present more specifically. They also believe
that women are more capable of letting go of having to have everything be scientifically
explainable, as opposed to men who struggle with this more. Women are also mentioned to
be more familiar with these non-rational parts of life, being the caretaker, the homemaker, the
emotional. It is believed that traditional gender roles have helped women to be familiar with
this part of CAM. On the other hand, participants believe that men have been socially coerced
to withhold emotions, both from the outside world and also inwardly towards themselves. They
have also not been allowed to appear ‘weak’, soft, or vulnerable, something that participants
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see connected to emotionality, spirituality, and speaking about feelings and in turn
characteristic of CAM. Most interlocutors and CAM practitioners in specific see this as a
contributing reason as to why men are less willing to participate in their CAM practices, but
also less easily capable of being submerged in their CAM practice once they do decide to
participate.
In conclusion, this softness and connection to femininity, as is also touched upon in
subchapter ‘Openness to the non-rational’, is said to be something that is deterring to some
and men in particular. Meanwhile, the softness and effeminate character of CAM is connected
to traditional female characteristics. This, to some research participants, becomes a point of
argument as to why women are more likely to become involved, either as user or as
practitioner.

9. The ontological pull
The second theme I deduce from in-depth interviews, not discussed in chapter 3, is that of
what I call the ontological pull. Certain traditional CAM knowledge systems ontologically order
the traditional female gender, softness, holism, vitalism/spirituality, and CAM knowledge
systems in the same category. Alternatively, they also connect the traditional masculine to
biomedicine and science in general. To many CAM practitioners, directly or indirectly, this
explains why women are pulled towards CAM, and men simultaneously have been more
reticent towards it.
Beside the discussion of the perceived femininity of the field, many CAM practitioners
also uphold their own ontological interpretation as to why women are more involved in CAM.
While using different words, depending on practice-related discourses, similar explanations
based in traditional CAM knowledge systems are given by different CAM practitioners. They
have in common that they have determined a certain female essence, aspect, or energy, in
the same ontological categorisation as CAM practices.
For instance, in a semi-structured phone interview a practitioner of Reiki and
Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) explained that she sees, in accordance with TCM
tradition, CAM as Yin energy: the female pole of the yin-yang symbolism. Recognising that
gender is a social construct, that it is not necessarily limited to a two-fold division of male and
female but comprises a spectrum, so are the feminine - yin - and masculine - yang - energies
not strictly connected to their respective material, human genders. In this way, she connects
Yin – a female energetic essence, and in practice an energy frequently connected to the
traditional European interpretation of the female gender – and CAM to each other.
Also Boyd mentions something along the lines of the previous practitioner. He sees it
fit to categorise science as Yang, and the sciences behind CAM – in his case what he terms
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as Chinese science – as Yin. He argues it to be much softer. “That Western conventional
science is Yang, and the Chinese science, is Yin, it is much softer. It is also where acupuncture
was founded.” On the question why he believes women to be so well presented in CAM, he
argues that they are much more open in general and open towards CAM, more so than men.
That openness to him is “because Yin dominates there [with women], and with men more the
Yang, the harsh, the scientific that requires things to be black and white.” He continues to say
that, in opposition of biomedicine and Yang – where the measuring of things is very important,
and discernment into dichotomies is essential for knowledge creation – Yin is more about
feeling, and sensing, and less about knowing.
In line with the Yin/Yang distinction, a most prominent example of an ontological
categorisation of women with CAM is that of Gabriela, a naturopath. The naturopath
elaborated upon people’s motivation to use CAM, the over-representation of women, a
connection with spirituality, and a connection to society at large. Her explanation was founded
on what she referred to as ‘a means of creating order’, a means of making sense of the world
and health more specifically, as a science. This means she refers to is the ‘four nature-qualities
template’, a template directly descending from Hippocrates ‘four temperament theory’ and
used in naturopathy (Elling & Van Asseldonk, 2006) . In this discursive template, ‘dry’, ‘liquid’,
‘warm ’and ‘cold’, are ascertained forces in nature that are argued to facilitate an expression
of nature through language (Tenhagen & Koenders, 2016). Additionally, four ‘temperaments’
are connected to these combinations of elements and nature qualities.
In short, Gabriela explains how naturopathy and CAM practices in general are situated
in the ‘liquid’ principle that includes, incorporates and allows for emotionality, chaos, and
ultimately also spirituality. Individualised and holistic care fits in this category too. The liquid
principle is also connected to the ‘feminine essence’, not exclusively connected to women.
Whereas science, and hence science-based biomedicine, are connected to the masculine dry
principle that excludes, focuses, and uses rationality. This in turn aligns with their analytical,
generalised and specialised, non-holistic care that is characteristic of biomedical care.
Having these temperaments connected to respectively the essential feminine (coldwet) and essential masculine (warm-dry), as with Yin and Yang, these feminine and masculine
essence are not necessarily connected to actual sex/gender. Gabriela and other practitioners
that relate to these energetic essences theorise that the reason why there are so many women
involved in CAM practices is partially due to the social construction of society that disciplines
women to be engaged more with activities and characteristics related to that feminine
essence. And the opposite holds true for men. Practitioners also recognise that men open for
these socially constructed female activities and characteristics seem to be more open to
engaging with CAM. Gabriela says:
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Originally, in the past, it were most often women that picked herbs and were dealing
with health, whom prepared food. So in that you might also see a parallel, that
emancipation of women as it has happened here a lot, where women start behaving
like men. We can do exactly the same things. While now the tendency is more that
women start realising that they harbour a very strong, different type of energy, and
they realise more and more that it is also allowed to be here. To that I see that CAM
connects really well. And you also see that with men that different energy also has
more right to exist. Because of course, that other [feminine] energy is part of everyone,
to be soft, and emotional, and not always know exactly what you want. So in that I see
a form of emancipation. And you see also that within biomedicine this is also taken up
slowly. So that finally someone is looking at food. Dieticians are almost always women,
and of course, in the past in tribes it was most often women that prepared the food.
On a societal level, according to Gabriela, things we value in our Dutch modern society
are connected to the characteristics of the warm-dry combination, or the choleric. The
paradigms of science, biomedicine, the masculine principle, the rational, the individualist,
systems of hierarchy, and capitalist pressure-society are also situated in these paradigms.
Instead, she says, the cold-wet combination, or the phlegmatic, as polar-opposite of the warmdry choleric, that values the non-rational, feminine principle, inclusive and holistic, spiritual,
non-generalised aspects, is not equally valued in Dutch society. Also, many practitioners
recognise, whether using discourses of naturopathy, TCM or another, that the characteristics
connected to this polar-opposite phlegmatic do help uphold structures of our modern societies,
marked by neoliberalism and capitalism, and vice versa. And they consequentially argue that,
frequently, reasons their clients have health issues and seek for help with them, is because
they suffer from these dynamics of Dutch society.
In short, CAM, that what participants deem as feminine, a feminine essence,
alternative knowledge systems, and spirituality are all elements categorised in the similar
ontological categorisations of different traditional CAM knowledge systems. Simultaneously,
these elements are viewed to be undervalued in Dutch society. On the other hand, traditionally
European masculine aspects and science are part of a different ontological category also
fitting the biomedical paradigm. These are historically valued aspects of Dutch society. Some
CAM practitioners hence see the uprising of CAM practices as an uprising of a suppressed
feminine energy within Dutch society.
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Conclusion
Within the ten previously found push- and pull factors, I see that there are some differences
between men and women that could potentially be connected to the (indirect) experiencing of
patriarchal facets of biomedicine, and a certain women’s consequential lack of good
experiences with biomedicine. These potential connections are most prominent in the factors
‘disenchantment with scientific legitimacy’, ‘lack of clinical efficacy’, and ‘healing as
cooperative learning process’. These are also factors recognised by Shahvisi (2019).
Beside that, I generally observe a different experience of clinical efficacy between CAM
users, based on whether they are open to/acquainted with/comfortable with more vitalist
aspects and the holistic nature of CAM practices. In this we see that women are generally
considered to be more easily drawn into the vitalist holistic aspects of healing, (incorporation
of emotions, feelings, intuition, mental and spiritual aspects), whereas men are seen to be
relatively more reluctant to this. Men are also seen as focusing more on the physical and
rational aspects of CAM therapies. This is possibly due to the traditional and/or social coercion
of women to relate to feminine discourses surrounding health, and men to refrain from
connecting to those, as is also argued in other studies by Cant and Watts (2019) and Keshet
and Simchai (2014).
Though women appear to be more directly and intentionally interested in spirituality, I
do not find a direct link to Coulter and Willis (2007) gendered spirituality thesis. Women do not
directly express to be looking at CAM to find purpose or meaning in their lives consequential
to an experienced loss in institutionalised religion. Neither do I find any reason to connect
indirect descriptions of their experiences with CAM usage in connection to an active search
for holistic wellness to make up for a loss in institutional religion. Though it appears that male
participants are generally less directly intentionally connected to the spiritual aspects of CAM
practices, they do not deny their own (partial) spiritual self-identification with spirituality and
the potential significance of spiritual aspects of CAM. In that sense, Coulter and Willis (2007)
gendered spirituality thesis holds no connection to the results of my research either.
Where there appear no differences between men and women it seems that people’s
non-gendered connection to push- and pull factors is mainly guided by influences of
postmodernity, as well as a certain shared disapproval of capitalist intervention in medical
healthcare practices.
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5 - Discussion
Problem statement
Several hypotheses exist on the reason as to why people make use of CAM practices. While
both sociological and anthropological studies have been executed on the topic, few have dealt
with the particular medical landscape of the Netherlands. Also, while acknowledging an
overrepresentation of women in the field, studies on the Netherlands explicitly addressing the
topic of gender within CAM usage have been rather limited. In order to overcome this gap in
academic knowledge, a research question and two guiding sub-questions were developed:
RQ: To what extent are there underlying societal aspects that connect to people’s CAM
usage and that link to general and gender-specific push- and pull-factors?
1. What are push- and pull factors for people to use or practice Complementary and
Alternative Medicine (CAM)?

2. Are there fundamental differences between the push- and pull factors for people
identifying as women and those identifying as men or as outside of this cisgender
dichotomy?

I start with discussing sub-questions 1 and 2, in order to discuss the overarching research
question after.

Sub-questions 1 and 2: Push- and pull factors
Based on the results as discussed in chapter three, sub-question one can be answered: what
are push- and pull factors for people using or practicing Complementary and Alternative
Medicine? In chapter three I found five push and five pull factors. The results in chapter four
answer sub-question two: Are there fundamental differences between the push- and pull
factors for people identifying as women and those identifying as men or as outside of this
cisgender dichotomy? The results are displayed below in table 7. Largely, while doing a
gendered analysis on the collected data, I found the same push- and pull factors present. In
most push- and pull factors I found some differences in how women and men experience
them. However, to some factors I could not find a significant gendered difference, these are
coloured in grey in table 7. In addition, I found extra pull factors in relation to gender influencing
people’s usage of CAM, these are coloured in yellow in table 7. While these factors can be
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differentiated from one another, in reality most are somehow interconnected and not
completely independent from each other.

Table 7
PUSH FACTORS

PULL FACTORS

1

Different worlds

6

Clinical Efficacy

2

Disenchantment with Scientific Legitimacy

7

(Vitalist) Holism

3

Lack of Clinical Efficacy

8

Love for Nature, Fear of the Modern

4

Sick Society

9

Lack of Capitalist Connection

5

Distrust in Biomedical Capitalism

10

Healing as Cooperative Learning Process

11

Openness to the Non-Rational

12

CAM as Soft and Effeminate

13

Ontological Pull

Push factors
The following briefly repeats the findings of sub-questions 1 and 2, and discusses these results
in connection to literature. For the sake of organisation and overview, the push- and pull factor
subheadings are marked with S-Q1, being indicative of a discussion of results of sub-question
1, and S-Q2, as indicative of the same for sub-question 2.

1. Different worlds
S-Q1: This pull factor relates to respondents’ experiences of CAM and biomedicine as being
two different worlds that provide profoundly different experiences in healthcare. A majority of
CAM using respondents and practitioners see CAM practices as inherently different from
biomedical practices and think neither of the medical paradigms can replace the other. Most
CAM using questionnaire respondents perceive their biomedical practitioners to be treating
them for other issues than CAM practitioners. Generally mentioned is that CAM practices
create more time and attention for the patient; they have a different outlook on what illness,
health and healing is; results of therapies are different with CAM generally being experienced
as more effective and more natural; and CAM is used to accomplish long term, holistic results
as opposed to biomedicine which is said to be mainly used as a quick fix for symptoms,
surgery, and broken bones. In this, the results of my research reflect previous studies on CAM
(Gale, 2014; Siahpush, 1999). Shahvisi (2019, 103) recognises that “[CAM] is likely to be a
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considered decision amid multiple options, rather than a last resort. This suggests that patients
are preferentially seeking [CAM] where [biomedicine] is accessible.” So, where research
participants see CAM practices as different and as an option in and of itself, Coulter and Willis
(2007) ascribe this openness towards their different approach to healing to the cultural shift
towards postmodernity. Also other authors attribute the elements that research participants
refer to as making both fields of healthcare differ from one other to their underlying postmodern
belief systems (Gale, 2014; Siahpush, 1999).
S-Q2: Almost 10% more of the female questionnaire respondents believes that
biomedicine helps with different issues than CAM does. Even though all in-depth participants
recognise the difference of CAM as a healing paradigm, through those interviews it becomes
clear that most practitioners believe a substantial number of men to experience CAM
differently from women. Where women are generally looking for different things in CAM than
in biomedicine, men are said to be mainly looking for a similar physical experience in CAM as
they are finding in biomedicine. This is also recognised in studies by Cant and Watts (2019),
Keshet and Simchai (2014). This becomes more clear while analysing the other push- and
pull factors , in which I find that women more so than men tend to look for the personal,
emotional, mental, and vitalist/spiritual factors that CAM has to offer. This in contrast to men
who are said to tend to avoid those parts of CAM and legitimise their CAM usage through
frameworks of rationality and scientific explanation.

2. Disenchantment with Scientific Legitimacy
S-Q1: The push factor ‘disenchantment with scientific legitimacy’ concerns the decreased faith
in science behind biomedicine that is supposed to ensure the practice’s legitimacy and is also
recognised by other authors such as Coulter & Willis (2007), Shahvisi (2019) and Siahpush
(1999). Among research participants, science is perceived as limitedly capable of legitimising
health practices, and therefore a disenchantment with scientific legitimacy among them can
be observed. Specifically CAM using respondents have less faith in science in comparison to
their non-CAM using counterparts. Additionally, a majority of CAM users express not to find it
of essential importance that the efficacy of CAM practices they make use of can be
scientifically explained. This inessentiality and lack of faith in scientific biomedicine to battle
health issues is also widely demonstrated in previous studies linking postmodern belief
systems to people’s usage of CAM (Coulter & Willis, 2007; Siahpush 1999; Shahvisi 2019).
S-Q2: In general, according to the questionnaire, women mention to have less faith in
science being able to deal with health issues in comparison to men. They also find it less
necessary to have science backing their CAM practices. Cant and Watts (2019) confirm this
by stating that a positive view in relation to science is correlated with scepticism towards CAM
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practices, and that men are more likely to hold such a view. However, in in-depth interviews,
all participants, both male and female, show a certain lack of faith in the capacity of science
to deal with all health issues. There are few particular differences in their statements, other
than the (in)direct reference of some female participants to certain sexist facets of biomedicine
as a reason for their own CAM usage or their clients’ CAM usage. It is mentioned that a lot of
vague health issues not dealt with by biomedicine are specifically related to being women. At
the same time, people experience CAM treating these female-related health issues. Shahvisi
(2019, 101) highlights literature describing this issue : “Recent research suggests that doctors’
failure to understand medically unexplained symptoms may relate to medicine’s inability to
accommodate physical abnormalities whose origins lie in the social stressors associated with
being a woman (Herrman 2017). Others understand medically unexplained disorders to be
the contemporary version of hysteria, a trivializing catch-all for the underfunded, underresearched health conditions which affect women (Jutel 2014).” Also mentioned is the lack of
women’s representation in biomedical research (Shahvisi, 2019) which I see instils fear
towards biomedicine in some research participants aware of this issue. While both genders
express their belief that science is limited, women additionally express reasons that are
specifically related to being women. This is also echoed by Cant (2020), Keshet and Simchai
(2014) and Shahvisi (1999) whom all recognise that sexist factors of biomedicine are reasons
for women to make use of CAM practices.

3. Lack of Clinical Efficacy
S-Q1: The push factor ‘lack of clinical efficacy’ deals with participants’ experiences of a lack
of clinical efficacy in biomedical practices. This finding is echoed in other research, such as
by Gale (2014) and Shahvisi (2019) who recognise the lack of clinical efficacy a push factor,
away from biomedicine and towards CAM practices. Respondents to the questionnaire state
to believe biomedicine to be less useful in comparison to CAM. A larger number of
respondents also believe in the (partial) harmfulness of biomedicine. In interviews it becomes
clear however, how many people have bad experiences with the efficacy of biomedicine.
Interviewed CAM users share their lack of faith in biomedical practices. Patients blame this
lack of faith in biomedicine on the medical paradigm not solving their health problems, not
acknowledging them, or even making them worse. Even though biomedicine has scientific
legitimacy, interviewed CAM users often describe a lack of efficacy in clinical encounters with
biomedicine, which is, according to them, rooted in its non-holistic and generalised approach
of biomedicine. Some authors such as Siahpush (1999) do not connect this lack of clinical
efficacy in biomedicine to the postmodern thesis. However, seeing that dissatisfaction is
partially rooted in non-holism and the generalising approach of biomedicine, I do see this in
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line with the postmodern thesis that Siahpush (1999) himself describes. Additionally, in this
research, research participants see in connection to this lack of clinical efficacy the capitalist
facets that mark biomedical practices, as well as the role of biomedicine in allowing people to
participate in a society that makes them sick (see ‘sick society’ and ‘distrust in capitalist
biomedicine’). This is something I do not see reflected back in research reviewed for this
thesis.
S-Q2: Female respondents to the questionnaire express to see CAM as more useful
than male respondents. They are also less positive about the usefulness of biomedicine than
men, as is also found by Shahvisi (2019). However, in in-depth interviews both men and
women specifically refer to their bad experiences with biomedicine, its lack of efficacy, as well
as how biomedical treatment made them feel sicker instead of better. But, as also recognised
in ‘disenchantment with scientific legitimacy’, some women express to actively not feel helped
with certain female specific health issues, as is also recognised by Shahvisi (2019). Medically
unexplained disorders are also higher in women than in men (Shahvisi, 2019). This is partially
due to the patriarchal facets still present in today’s biomedicine. The gender-specific
understanding of illness that has long been at the basis of biomedical practice, and still is,
could hence potentially be an influencing factor as to why female respondents express to
experience a higher lack of clinical efficacy with biomedicine.

4. Sick Society
S-Q1: The ‘sick society’ push factor focuses on how research participants experience health
issues as a symptom of a sick society and see biomedicine as an inherent part and product of
that society. Participants express a lack of faith in biomedicine being able to address new
diseases that come with a fast changing and a ‘sickening society’. The majority of
questionnaire respondents believe that society is an element that can cause illness and state
that a ‘sick society’ can manifest as illness in individuals part of that society. In participant
observation and in-depth interviews participants mention that many of their health issues are
rooted in the stress of having to participate in a sick society in an unhealthy way. At the same
time, they view biomedicine as a symptom of such a society and its means to health as a mere
symptom suppressor that allows for their unhealthy continuation in that sick society – the very
cause to their illness in the first place. The symptom suppressing nature of biomedicine is
recognised in other literature, as well as its inadequacy of treating long-term health issues and
biomedically inexplicable health symptoms (Shahvisi, 2019).
Though I have not found a direct reference to sick societies and disease
symptomisation in the individual, I did find a direct connection between the profiting of
biomedicine off of issues whose origin extends purely biological physical issues. Kennedy
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(2015, 224) explains how medicalisation is “the process in which biomedicine expands beyond
its medical jurisdiction in transforming personal and social issues into illnesses”. It does so in
order to facilitate the “further expansion of the pharmaceutical industry (..) and an ideological
support mechanism for the capitalist state, transforming social disease into a combination of
individual pathology and biological lesion” Kennedy (2015, 224). This factor adds to the
general distrust of people in biomedicine, as can also be seen in the next push factor ‘Distrust
in Biomedical Capitalism’.
Both men and women express to experience health issues as a consequence of living
in Dutch society, and both see biomedicine as part of the problem rather than the solution. As
such, I see no gendered differences. While this particular push factor is not covered by authors
theorising about postmodern in connection to CAM, I believe that it could fit well in such a
postmodern explanation. Neo-liberal values are arguably part and parcel of modernity, and
where authors such as Siahpush (1999) and Coulter and Willis (2007) argue that
postmodernity brings with it certain shift in values and ideology, also in regard to healthcare,
sympathies against neo-liberal and capitalist values would not be odd in a postmodern reality.
However, this particular connection to this push factor would require extra investigation.

5. Distrust in Biomedical Capitalism
S-Q1: Unsurprising when understanding the push factor of ‘sick society’, research participants
express to experience a certain distrust in the capitalist facets that are an integral part of
contemporary biomedical practices. This capitalist distrust is greatly recurring throughout
people’s testimonies but does not appear to have any connection to gender as I did not find
any differences between genders in my results. Kennedy (2015, 230) recognises the presence
of capitalist tendencies in biomedicine by stating that “the process of medicalisation offers a
means for the state to throw an ideological blanket over the capitalist causes of maladies and
individualise responsibility for them, while also expanding the profitable frontiers of the
pharmaceutical industry”. Research participants express that this perceived capitalism in
biomedicine pulls them away from the medical paradigm and toward CAM practices. They
view CAM as more disconnected from capitalist dynamics. Many believe that profit drives
healthcare industries founded on neoliberal, capitalist principles, and that there is a
cooperation between biomedical practitioners and healthcare industries. This cooperation is
perceived as ambiguous, as it is unclear to many CAM users and practitioners to what extent
profit gain is prioritised over the ethics of healthcare provision. People perceive this capitalist
facet to be part and parcel to their experience of a lack of clinical legitimacy in biomedicine.
While it might be a legitimate fear to have, in the scope of this thesis I have not found
research that directly connects biomedical capitalism to an increase of people’s usage of CAM.
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However, as with the previous push factor ‘sick society’, I do see that this distrust in biomedical
capitalism could potentially fit in a re-evaluated postmodern theory. Again, this would require
extra research.

Pull factors
Apart from push factors, I have identified five general pull factors and three pull factors after
executing a gendered analysis.

6. Clinical Efficacy
S-Q1: One of the most recurring motivators for CAM usage is participants’ confession that “it
just works”. A great majority of questionnaire respondents expressed to feel helped by their
CAM therapist. This is reflected also in Eastwood’s work (2000) who describes this ‘working’
as experiencing clinical efficacy in CAM practices. And, though people express to experience
efficacy and state it is a direct pull factor to make use of CAM practices, few authors write
about it as a factor in and of itself. Siahpush (1999), while theorising about the postmodern
causes of CAM popularity, does not acknowledge the efficacy of CAM to be a direct pull factor.
But considering the connections participants make to what they believe creates their
experience of clinical efficacy, I do see it connected to the postmodern thesis. When speaking
of their experience of clinical efficacy, people point to the incorporation of (vitalist) holistic
aspects, nature in CAM practices, and the increased cooperation and learning present in CAM
practices, as reasons for this experience. These results are factors that are also recognised
by Coulter and Willis (2007), Gale (2014) and Siahpush (1999) in their research on the usage
of CAM. Therefore, I see the pull factor of ‘clinical efficacy’ as being in line with the postmodern
thesis.
S-Q2: Looking at it from a gendered perspective, female questionnaire respondents
express in a substantially more convincing matter to feel helped by their CAM therapist than
male questionnaire respondents, potentially indicating that women experience greater clinical
efficacy in CAM than men. However, in in-depth interviews all participants express to
experience clinical efficacy, and in that sense, I did not note a difference. However, there is a
difference in the way men and women relate to the components that make up their experience
of clinical efficacy. For example, women emphasise the client-therapist interaction and being
heard. This is also reflected in research done by Keshet and Simchai (2014) and Shahvisi
(2019), who argue that women look for healthcare in CAM due to patriarchal facets of
biomedicine. Apart from that, men and women differently relate to their search for (vitalist)
holistic aspects in health practices, as is also recognised by Cant and Watts (2019), and the
approach of using illness and healing as a cooperative learning process which is not
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recognised in other literature. These factors, all also recognised as postmodern factors
(Coulter & Willis, 2007; Gale, 2014; Siahpush, 1999), can be seen in the following pull factors
headings 7, 10, and 11.

7. (Vitalist) Holism
S-Q1: One of the most widely recurring pull factors is that of holism, also including vitalist
aspects. This vitalist holism that is experienced in CAM practices expresses itself in alternative
ontological views on health, illness and healing, and therefore empirically including that what
is beyond the mere physical: emotional, mental, sensory, intuitive, vitalist and spiritual aspects.
Both a majority of questionnaire respondents as well as all in-depth participants express their
preference for and beneficial experiences with holistic approaches to health. CAMs (vitalist)
holistic nature is also recognised by other authors to be a pull factor, and at the same time
seen as part of a shifting cultural paradigm towards postmodernity (Cant & Watts, 2019; Cant,
2020; Gale, 2014; Shahvisi, 2019; Siahpush, 1999). Biomedicine generally has a specialised
focus, excluding the possibility to undergo holistic treatment. Vitalist and holistic aspects are
given space in healthcare due to people’s (postmodern) relativist approach to healthcare. This
relativist approach allows for the consideration of people’s atomistic experience to be
considered as legitimate information in clinical encounters, as is also discussed by Kovic
(2016). This legitimacy of the atomistic experience in turn creates room for people to cooperate
in their healing process (see ‘healing as a cooperative learning process), and incorporate
different types of information which they personally deem as valid. This is indicative of a less
hierarchical therapist-patient encounter, something that is recognised as increased patient
autonomy and a pull factor in the postmodern thesis (Coulter & Willis, 2007, Shahvisi, 2019;
Siahpush, 1999), as well as in literature that connects patriarchal facets of biomedicine and
potentially empowering facets of CAM to increased usage of CAM (Keshet & Simchai, 2014;
Shahvisi, 2019). This is in opposition to the less flexible and realist approach in which
biomedicine is rooted, which assumes a universal truth in healing over other knowledge
systems and hence personal patient experiences contradicting to that truth.
Beside a specific request for a holistic approach, most questionnaire respondents selfidentify as spiritual and express to belief that there is a connection between their spirituality
and their health. A majority believes their spirituality helps them remain in a state of health.
Also, nearly all in-depth interview participants self-identify as spiritual and see a connection
between it and their health. In literature, the connection between health and faith/spirituality is
also found (Apud & Romaní, 2016; Foltz, 2000; Koenig, 2000; Mou, 2016; Nederlof & Buis,
2009; Rodd, 2018; Rountree, 1997; Ver Beek 2000). People that claim to use CAM practices
in the Netherlands also self-identify more frequently as being spiritual in comparison to non-
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CAM users, as is also found by Margry (2017). CAM users use spirituality in differing ways:
some look for spiritual insight in life or in relation to health issues; some change their views on
health, illness and healing after making use of CAM into one that includes more spiritual
aspects; and lastly, some believe in a spiritual reason behind illness and look for help
accordingly. In practice, it turns out that many spiritual references are references to vitalist
aspects of health. Vitalist aspects to healing are considered indications of underlying
postmodern beliefs, according to Coulter & Willis (2007). In general, the relativist approach
unique to postmodernism can be seen as a facilitating factor for people’s usage and
involvement of spirituality in CAM. CAM practitioners additionally state that people come to
them for spiritual guidance and insight. While Coulter & Willis (2007) and Gale (2014) see this
standing in connection to the decrease of institutionalised religion, I do not see a clear causal
relationship to this on the basis of my results.
S-Q2: Female questionnaire respondents express more often than men to be looking for
health elements in CAM practices that go beyond the physical element. In in-depth interviews
women appear to have a certain affection with the emotional, mental, and spiritual aspects of
health and CAM practices. They are also seen as more comfortable and familiar with the nonrational, and effeminate sensitivity, emotionality, and spirituality of CAM. Men on the other
hand appear to struggle with these extra-physical and non-rational aspects of CAM, preferring
a more rational approach towards healing. These gendered differences are echoed in
research executed by Cant and Watts (2019), as well as Keshet and Simchai (2014). They
argue that this is due to a feminine discourse connected to these aspects of CAM, and explain
that men are less connected to these aspects as they clash with discourses around hegemonic
or traditional masculinity. Furthermore, Shahvisi (2019) sees that in certain parts of biomedical
treatment, women’s issues are more likely to be attributed to psychological and emotional
causes, whereas this is not the case for their male counterparts. Instead, women were offered
lifestyle advice and sedatives. A reason for female participants’ search for beyond-physical
healthcare and their emphasis on learning about unhealthy lifestyle habits (see ‘healing as
cooperative learning process’) might hence be partially rooted in such patriarchal facets of
biomedicine.
Regarding spirituality, both genders acknowledge the existence of spiritual aspects in
CAM, however, there appears to be a different extent as to which men and women wish to
engage with these aspects. Men appear to be aware and relatively reticent towards
spiritual/vitalist aspects in CAM, sometimes even specifically repelled by them. Seeing that
spirituality is in opposition to physicality, as well as to rationality when thinking in realist
frameworks, these findings are again in line with findings of Cant and Watts (2019) and Keshet
and Simchai (2014).
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On the other hand, women appear relatively more convinced of the importance and
advantage of spiritual aspects in CAM practices. This is also reflected in other studies where
they see women overrepresented in streams of spiritualities such as Neo-paganism, New Age,
and Ecofeminist Spirituality, particularly centred around (holistic) well-being (Keshet &
Simchai, 2014; Santamaría-Dávila & Cantera-Espinosa, et al, 2018; Sointu & Woodhead,
2008). Also Shahvisi (2019, 104) explains that “[w]omen’s dominance as users and serviceproviders within [CAM] can be contextualized within a broader trend of women’s greater
interest in spirituality and the holistic milieu.” Considering that both biomedicine is considered
patriarchal (Cant and Watts 2019; Cant 2020; Shahvisi, 2019) as well as institutionalised
religion (Rountree, 1997), it might not be a coincidence that an overrepresentation of women
can be found at a point of intersection between health and faith practices considered less to
non-patriarchal. However, thinking of Coulter and Willis (2007) gendered spirituality thesis, I
again do not see a causal connection between a loss of meaning-giving to life in a society with
less institutionalised religion, and an increase in female demand to holistic wellness practices.
Additionally, in this research it appears that women’s attraction to vitalist, holistic, and
spiritual essence of CAM practices and men’s relative reticence towards them is partially due
women’s relative openness and a discourse that considers CAM as effeminate. These factors
are further explained in pull factor 11: ‘Openness to the non-rational’, and pull factor 12: ‘CAM
as soft and effeminate’. Also CAM practices have their own explanation as to why women are
attracted to the vitalist, holistic, and spiritual aspects of CAM, see pull factor 13: ‘The
ontological pull’.

8. Love for Nature, Fear of the Modern
S-Q1: One of the most important recurring factors for CAM usage is research participants’
believe that CAM is rooted in nature and that nature is ultimately beneficial. While favouring
natural healing processes, participants also express fearing that what is unnatural and
technological in healing practices. Postmodern theses regarding CAM usage reflect these
findings and shed light upon this love for nature and fear of modern and technical solutions in
healthcare (Coulter & Willis, 2007; Gale, 2014; O’Callaghan & Jordan, 2003; Shahvisi, 2019;
Siahpush, 1999). Both in the questionnaire as well in in-depth interviews people’s perception
regarding the safety of nature, the inherent belief that nature heals and that it is self-healing,
and the distrust to that what is not natural becomes clear. Additionally, O’Callaghan and
Jordan (2003) find that an increase in the technological focus of biomedicine makes it harder
for patients to obtain a sense of understanding in regard to their healing processes, leaving
them feeling less in control over their health issues and healing process. They see this lack of
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autonomy and control as a result of modernised healing processes as part of postmodern
belief systems motivating people to use CAM.
In the questionnaire, women express more dominantly than men to find nature in healing
methods of importance. However, this discrepancy between men and women is relatively
small, and is not clearly found within the 14 in-depth interviews either. This small discrepancy
could be connected to the non-representativeness of the questionnaire, as it could be due to
the relatively low number of in-depth participants. However, I see no reason to suspect a
gendered difference in this pull factor to CAM, and rather see it as confirmative of the
postmodern explanations (Coulter & Willis, 2007; Gale, 2014; O’Callaghan & Jordan, 2003;
Shahvisi, 2019; Siahpush, 1999).

9. Lack of Capitalist Connection
S-Q1: Building on the love of nature and fear of the modern, people express to be attracted to
CAM due to its perceived disconnectedness with capitalism. While biomedicine is seen as
inherently connected to capitalist structures, CAM is experienced as relatively unentangled
with these structures. This is expressed by some participants to enhance their satisfaction and
faith in CAM practices. A perceived rootedness of CAM in nature, its personal approach, and
deemed non-fittingness for big business, are facets contributing to CAM’s perceived
disconnection from capitalist structures. Kennedy (2009) sees that also CAM is increasingly
connected to the capitalist process of medicalisation and appropriated by biomedical
practices. However, in this research, most participants actively express to experience CAM as
distanced from capitalist facets. On this subject I have no specific gendered data, both male
and female participants have expressed to experience a lack of capitalist connection in their
experiences with CAM. As such, I do not see any clear connections to the literature or previous
studies that have been reviewed for this thesis. Considering it a pull factor that CAM is
relatively disconnected from capitalist structures however might be in some way connected to
postmodern theses, as I also theorised in the push factors ‘sick society’ and ‘distrust in
biomedical capitalism’. However, in order to make any statements on that extra research
would be required.

10. Healing as Cooperative Learning Process
S-Q1: Research participants clearly express their wish to learn through their healing and heal
through learning. They are pulled towards CAM as they feel it focuses on illness and healing
as part of a larger learning process. CAM practitioners on the other hand express their
willingness to teach their patients, as well as see their learning as an essential part to their
healing. Both CAM users and practitioners see the process towards healing as a cooperative
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one where there is a mutual exchange of information. Kovic (2016) explains how the atomistic
experience grants CAM to incorporate different sources of information. So too do CAM
practitioners and users alike explain that the patient holds key information and is ultimately
part and a cocreator of the healing process. Rather than the strict and hierarchical doctorpatient relationship in biomedicine, there seems to be a more egalitarian relationship between
the therapist and the patient in CAM practices. Shahvisi (2019, 103) recognises this in her
study, and explains that “[CAM usage] is a way of expressing resistance to the dominant
biomedical paradigm, within which doctors are charged with entrenching the patriarchy of the
profession by controlling the information that is legitimate within a medical interaction in ways
that uphold their authority”. In it she sees the wish for people to take control over their own
healing process, as well as a certain autonomy in it. Also Keshet and Simchai (2014) express
that a certain power imbalance between practitioner and patient existing within clinical
encounters in biomedicine is flattened in CAM encounters where people express to feel as an
active partner in a cooperation. Siahpush (1999) and O’Callaghan and Jordan (2003) connect
this process of cooperation and learning to a rejection of medical authorities and with that
increased patient autonomy, as well as a viewpoint that individuals are responsible for their
health and healing. In doing so, they connect the pull factor of learning to the general
postmodern thesis.
RQ2: in the questionnaire, more women express learning to be a factor in CAM usage
in comparison to men. While learning is a recurring factor in most in-depth interviews, CAM
practitioners explain to witness men more often to look for quick solutions, quick fixes, whereas
women are relatively more focused on understanding, in-depth insight, and the actual process
towards learning. Also, female CAM users explicitly explain about their road towards healing
and how it helped them gain better health after learning about themselves. They additionally
mention that inherent to their wish to use CAM practices is their expectation to learn from their
illness. All the while male CAM users did not explicitly talk about that road, the adaptation, and
the learning process as a wish in and of itself. They rather are perceived as wanting a ‘quick
fix’. Also Keshet and Simchai (2014, 81) see this result returning and mention that people
involved in CAM “perceive women to be ‘innate healers,’ [are] more apt to listen to their
patients, more holistically minded, and [are] more interested in preventive rather than curative
approaches to healthcare. Men were perceived as more likely to be attracted to conventional
medicine owing to an innate desire to ‘fix’ problems as quickly and efficiently as possible.”
Judging by Keshet and Simchai (2014) and Shahvisi (2019), women actively wishing
to learn and participate in egalitarian interpersonal clinical experiences may be indirectly
connected to their experiences with patriarchal facets of biomedicine. Also, in in-depth
interviews, all female CAM users explain that ‘being heard’ is a very important factor to
experiencing their CAM treatments as positive and effective. This is something that Shahvisi
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(2019) mentions to be limited in patriarchal biomedicine, where women’s health testimonies
are structurally given less credibility, and they relatively feel less respected in encounters with
biomedical practitioners in comparison to men. These results are also reflected in Keshet and
Simchai’s study (2014) which specifically mentions that women desire to be heard and feel
that their perceptions are of importance, and as such feel drawn to CAM practices. In it, they
see a connection between CAM practitioners’ commitment to egalitarian relationships and
women’s wish and experience to obtain greater authority over their bodies through CAM
practices (Keshet & Simchai, 2014). Considering the hierarchical and patriarchal facets
inherent to biomedicine, that also stain doctor-patient interactions, disproportionally treating
women unfavourably, the results of this pull factor might indicate that women seek for more
egalitarian health practices and autonomy in healing processes. This is, of course, not to say
that men do not wish for greater autonomy and learning in their healing processes. Neither
does it implicate that they do not experience the hierarchical and patriarchal forces present
within biomedicine.

Female specific pull factors
After executing the gendered analysis, I found three more pull factors that appear to be
specifically related to participant’s association of CAM as being feminine, as well as to a
difference in CAM usage on the basis of participant’s gender. These pull factors are: a certain
openness to the non-rational; a consideration of CAM as soft and effeminate; and an
ontological pull.

11.Openness to the Non-Rational
S-Q1 and 2: Judging mainly by data acquired through in-depth interviews, openness to nonrational aspects of health is seen as an attractive factor to CAM usage. Additionally, those that
make use of CAM consider a certain openness as essential to CAM usage. Both CAM users
as well as CAM practitioners mention a certain openness necessary to make use of CAM
practices and the non-rational aspects that it brings with it. Remarkabel to note is that,
throughout all interviews, specifically women were praised for their openness as key to their
participation in CAM. This generalised openness of women towards (vitalist) holistic aspects
of CAM that go beyond the mere physical focus of healthcare is also reflected upon in
subheading ‘vitalist holism’. Mental, emotional, sensitivity and sometimes also certain spiritual
aspects are included in that. As such, the generalised results of this thesis are in line with what
Cant and Watts (2019) and Keshet and Simchai (2014) say. Cant and Watts (2019, 47) share
that: “it has been suggested that the epistemologies of CAM, with their focus on empathy,
subjectivity, and interpersonal relations, are closely aligned to modes of thinking historically
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associated with femininity, which were displaced with the emergence of modern science
(Bordo, 2003; Cant & Watts, 2012)”. Men on the other hand appear to be relatively less open
towards these aspects, and sometimes even explain that to be a reason for them to not make
use of certain CAM practices. For example, Keshet & Simchai (2014, 83) explain that, where
women appear to be empowered by the femininity of the field “men distance themselves from
feminine-coded components of CAM such as emotions, and frame their CAM use in terms of
science and rationality.” Several CAM practitioners additionally state to witness men
approaching their health practices with greater rationality, having a hard time to let go of the
need to rationally explain the workings of the practice.
However, men are found to partake in CAM practices that are further removed from a
likeness to biomedicine that is mainly focused on physical aspects of health. And rather than
it being a divide between men and women per se, this appears to be a divide between the
traditional conceptualisation of what is considered feminine and what is considered masculine.
I theorise that this discrepancy between men and women, as found in my research, is due to
gender stereotyping because of which women are more familiar with the ‘non-rational and
feminine’ aspects of CAM, and men less so. Participating practitioners and users alike see an
increase of male clients, echoed by Cant and Watts (2019) who see this as a challenging of
hegemonic masculinity.

12.CAM as Soft and Effeminate
S-Q1 and 2: Mainly in in-depth interviews it becomes clear that there is a discourse around
CAM practices as them being soft and feminine – that is, the traditional conceptualisation of
what is feminine. Keshet & Simchai (2014, 81) state “Although CAM practices are neither
inherently feminine nor masculine, nor are they specifically intended to be practiced by women
or by men or to treat exclusively women or men, they are constructed in CAM discourse and
conceptualized by practitioners as ‘soft’ and ‘feminine’ alternatives to the ‘hard’ scientific
practices of biomedicine”. Research participants’ consideration of CAM as being soft and
feminine is a pull factor to some, as it is also clearly a deterring factor to others. Other studies
find that the aspects of CAM experienced as traditionally feminine can be a repelling factor to
men (Keshet & Simchai, 2014; Cant, 2019). This can also be witnessed through the pull factor
‘openness to the non-rational’. Some authors also suggest that the field of CAM, and ‘healing’
in general, suits women better, either by looking at the past where women were often healers
before the field was made to be exclusively for men, or as a way to express the inherent
qualities of the feminine in contemporary society (Keshet & Simchai, 2014; Margry, 2018;
Rountree, 1997; Skott-Myhre, 2017). Besides that, research participants argue that
traditionally considered female qualities such as caring, listening, emotional understanding,
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and talking are of particular use in CAM and hence could explain the overwhelming female
presence. This argument is also reflected in studies by Keshet and Simchai (2014), Margry,
(2018), and Sointu and Woodhead (2008). Keshet and Simchai (2014, 81) state “that the main
characteristics of the realm of CAM and holistic spirituality readily tap into femininity: notions
of normative caring, communication, gentleness, ‘natural’ remedies, touch, and release of
emotions are generally associated with, represented by, and even experienced through
purportedly ‘feminine’ qualities.”
Also Sointu and Woodhead (2008) find that there is a strong correlation between
female gender and affinity with holistic spiritualities and related healing practices. After
executing two qualitative studies in the UK on holistic spirituality and health practices they
conclude that “holistic spiritualities align with traditional spheres and representations of
femininity, while simultaneously supporting and encouraging a move away from selfless to
expressive selfhood” (Sointu & Woodhead (2008, 259). However, Sointu and Woodhead
(2008) furthermore recognise that there are men looking for the benefits of spirituality and
health practices in connection to well-being, as well as in connection to challenging traditional
representations of masculinity through the involvement with these practices. In line with the
latter, Cant and Watts (2019) researched men’s motivation for CAM usage and related this to
different forms of masculinity. Some aspects of their CAM usage is in line with what they term
as hegemonic masculinity, a form of masculinity associated with rationality, decisiveness and
phallic heterosexuality: “the desire for instrumental control, a focus on problem-solving, the
above-noted preference for mechanical modalities, a greater likelihood of exclusive use of
CAM. Together, these perhaps reflect characteristics of decisiveness and instrumental
rationality, and contrast with evidence that the emotional and relationship dimensions of CAM
have a stronger appeal for women. Moreover, when men did use CAM for emotionally driven
reasons, they were less inclined to share this with their significant others, enabling them to
preserve the integrity of their public performance of masculinity” (Cant & Watts, 2019, 58).
This could explain the relative physical and rational approach of male participants of this
research, and the consideration of men as such by other research participants. It is therefore
also very plausible that the traditionally feminine characteristics of CAM are a deterring factor
for men aiming to adhere to traditional forms of masculinity, explaining why research
participants experience the field as feminine and simultaneously see a majority of women in
it.

13.The Ontological Pull
S-Q1 and 2: The ontological pull is a pull factor described by several CAM practitioners, who
see CAM, a feminine essence in line with traditional female characteristics, and vitalist and
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spiritual practices to fit the same order within their ontological categorisation of the world. To
many CAM practitioners, directly or indirectly, this explains why women are pulled towards
CAM, and men simultaneously have been more reticent towards it. CAM, that what
participants deem as feminine, a feminine essence, and spirituality are all elements
categorised in the similar ontological categorisations of different traditional CAM knowledge
systems. Simultaneously, these elements are viewed to be undervalued in Dutch society. On
the other hand, traditionally European masculine aspects are part of a different ontological
category also fitting the biomedical paradigm, science, hierarchy, and even neoliberal
capitalist practices. These are historically valued aspects of Dutch society. Some practitioners
see the uprising of CAM practices as an uprising of a suppressed feminine energy within Dutch
society. In literature, also Santamaría-Dávila, Cantera-Espinosa, et al (2018) speak of a
‘spiritual female’ as is done in some streams of ecofeminism. They see a connection between
healing practices and the spiritual principle of the Divine Feminine. However, as this borders
pseudo-science, I have not found a direct connection to academic literature expressing the
same. It could be of interest to research potential links and similarities between academic
literature on the matter and CAM knowledge systems.

Overarching Research Question: Societal aspects
By discussing the results of sub-questions 1 and 2 the overarching research question ‘To what
extent are there underlying societal aspects that connect to people’s CAM usage and that link
to general and gender-specific push- and pull-factors?’ can be answered. I do this by
connecting the results of sub-question 1 and 2 to the theoretical framework I have previously
established.
In the theoretical framework outlined in this thesis, a certain theoretical lens is created
from which to make a social analysis regarding the position of biomedicine and CAM practices.
Seeing that CAM is a social category as Gale (2014) terms it, I wonder whether there is a
connection between the societal position of biomedicine and CAM and people’s push- and pull
factors? I answer this question by looking at whether the push- and pull factors indicate the
presence of discourses that mark the medical duality of the Netherlands as presented in table
8. A postcolonialist approach aims at shedding light on colonial narratives that have shaped
the Dutch medical field marked by dualism. And as such, table 8 represents discourses found
in relation to postcolonial binarism, where biomedicine and factors that biomedicine is
connected to uphold a superior position over CAM practices and the concepts they are
connected to.
The same table can be found in the theoretical framework, based on scientific literature
found in relation to biomedicine’s colonial disposition. This one, however, is complemented
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with discourses I found when analysing people’s statements in relation to the push- and pull
factors I found in sub-questions 1 and 2. The table is non-extensive, and I do not intend on
arguing that these concepts are strictly connected to either the biomedical or the CAM
paradigm. Neither are these concepts strictly disconnected from one another; they interlink,
intertwine, and influence each other.

Table 8
Binary
Biomedicine

CAM

Colonial

Subjugated

Modernity

Postmodernity

The Norm

The Other / The Alternative

Modern

Traditional

Technological

Natural

Capitalist

Less capitalist

Scientific

Unscientific

Scientific Legitimacy

Clinical Legitimacy

Realism

Relativism

Lack of Clinical Efficacy

Clinical Efficacy

Generalised reality

Atomistic Experience

Scientific Materialism

Vitalist Holism

Masculine

Feminine

Patriarchal

Less patriarchal

Hierarchical: therapist vs patient

Cooperative Learning: therapist with patient

Ontological male

Ontological female

Multiple authors have multiple theories as to what can explain the boom in CAM practices, of
which the postmodern thesis and the connection of women and holistic (spiritual) healing
practices were most outstanding. Analysing the 13 push and pull factors, I found a majority of
them aligns with the thesis that postmodern belief systems are at the base of people’s
motivating reasons to use CAM practices, reaffirming the postmodern thesis. In this
postmodern approach to healthcare, I see a people’s demand for paradigms/ elements/
factors/ processes/ and parts of healthcare that have been globally obscured in the light of
biomedical colonial discourses and forces. So too in the Netherlands.
For instance, with the consideration that the biomedical paradigm and the CAM
paradigm are two different worlds that bring their own inherent value, as well as with the pull
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of ‘(vitalist) holism’, I see a demand for a different ontology in regard to health, for the nonscientific, for that what goes beyond the rational and physical, for the vitalist and for spirituality.
In a modern society guided by scientific-materialism and realism, the presence of the vitalist
holism pull factor indicates there is a demand for engaging with that what goes beyond that
realism: that what is not purely physical and rational. It furthermore indicates that there is a
need to address things from a holistic perspective that acknowledges the interconnectedness
of things in life. In general, it signifies a relativist approach and a certain openness towards
the inclusion of different forms and sources of information in regard to healthcare, putting a
greater emphasis on patients’ input. This can also be witnessed in the pull factor ‘openness
to the non-rational’. That openness and inclusion of the non-rational is also present in the
pull factor ‘healing as a cooperative learning process’, where cooperation in healing is
emphasised contrary to the hierarchical biomedical process where the biomedical doctor is
portrayed as the holder of health and knowledge. In this search for the cooperative learning
process, we can see that people look for a greater sense of autonomy in their healing
processes as well as a flattening of the hierarchy between therapist-patient, toward a more
egalitarian relationship.
This inclusion of a vitalist, holistic, cooperative, and learning approach to healing, I see
made possible by a decreased legitimacy of scientific universality. The validity of science and
its ontological realist assumption that there is one truth and one means to obtain that truth, the
scientific method, appears to have shifted to one supported by ontological relativism. I
moreover see this shift towards a postmodern supported ontological relativism present in the
push factor of ‘disenchantment with scientific legitimacy’. This decreased faith in science,
combined with a relativist openness, creates an acceptance of different ontologies and ways
of knowledge production where people look back at traditional and indigenous knowledge
systems present in CAM for wisdom and learning in regard to health.
The push away from biomedicine is greatly determined by the lack of clinical efficacy
people experience in this medical paradigm. And simultaneously, the pull towards CAM is
greatly due to people’s experience of clinical efficacy. Most push- and pull factors play a role
in ensuring either people’s experience of clinical efficacy or lack hereof, and very likely so do
a multitude of other factors that have not been registered in this research. But I see the
disenchantment with scientific legitimacy as an enabling factor as to why people have started
accepting the relatively informal measure of healthcare validity that is clinical efficacy.
In the push factor sick society I see people being tired with the modern capitalist
development of society and the illness-inducing pressures on the individual that they see
coming with that. People see biomedicine as a factor upholding a system that allows for
sickness in society and illness symptomising in the people part of that society. This is
reinforced by their perception of biomedicine as ingrained within capitalist structures. In
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addition to this, the impressiveness, the costliness and highly modernised and technologised
procedures are looked upon with fear and distrust. Their distrust in biomedical capitalism
stems from people’s experience of the lack of efficacy and efficiency in healing, the experience
of side-effects from healing procedures, while at the same time having to take on more
impressive, costly procedures. People instead express to long for more natural solutions,
going back to the wisdom of natural healing and away from the harms they perceive modern
technological solutions to bring. This love for nature draws people to CAM, as they perceive
it to be more natural. Simultaneously, they perceive CAM as relatively disconnected from
capitalist structures and modern technology.
With this relativist openness that the postmodern paradigm brings, I perceive an
increased acceptance of openly and formally engaging with what are considered traditionally
feminine aspects of healthcare. I see the private paradigms of healthcare, the emotional, the
mental, the vitalist and/or spiritual given importance in CAM practices, while these facets and
the medical paradigm itself are simultaneously discursively considered as being feminine.
Analysing the pull factors ‘(vitalist) holism’, ‘openness to the non-rational’, and ‘CAM as soft
and effeminate’ I see that women are at the forefront of wanting to engage in the femininity
of CAM. Meanwhile, men are generally seen as being unfamiliar with and having more trouble
to embrace the feminine parts of what is vitalist holistic health, with some experiencing it as
potentially threatening their sense of masculinity. This is resulted back in the data, where men
in smaller numbers express to want to engage in non-rational aspects of health in comparison
to women, and also mention to be averted by these aspects of CAM practices at times.
Interestingly, looking at ‘the ontological pull’, CAM knowledge systems ontologically position
women, or the traditional feminine essence, with vitalist holistic health practices. They
simultaneously position the traditional male essence with science, biomedicine, and modern
practices and structures including the capitalist patriarchal society.
While not all push- and pull factors individually connect to postmodern explanations of
people’s demand for CAM usage, I do see a majority of them in connection to it. Those that
are not in direct connection I see somehow indirectly still partially connected to postmodern
explanations through the close interlinkage between the push- and pull factors. However, I do
not wish to suggest that a postmodern explanation is the only explanation; it is in the scope of
this thesis with this particularly chosen framework that I see a close relation.
Considering the abovementioned, I do not see a great alignment with female-specific
spirituality theses, but I do see an opening for women and men alike to engage with
traditionally considered female aspects of healing. Underlying postmodern belief systems may
be of influence to making this possible by decreasing the power of the colonial and patriarchal
discourses of taboo revolving around CAM, and giving space to CAM to come out of hiding in
the purely informal and tabooed spaces of society. Relatively seen, women also express a
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greater lack of belief in scientific legitimacy, a lack of clinical efficacy with biomedical practices
that excludes traditionally female characteristics of health, a greater experience of clinical
efficacy in CAM that creates space for exactly those characteristics, and a greater wish for
cooperative healing processes. I do not see these factors as necessarily disconnected from
the sexist bias present in biomedical care and the declarations of women finding resolve for
female specific health issues in CAM. As women in this study are connecting to these
traditionally feminine aspects of health, I also see that men are taking up this opportunity to
do so, albeit in maybe a somewhat slower pace.
All in all, to conclude, this postmodern cultural shift seems to make space for an uprise
of the subjugated parts of the Dutch medical duality, and society at large. Taking on a
postcolonial lens, it is important to highlight discourses and narratives fed by the colonial
project and challenge their universality of truth. In essence it contributes to a decolonising of
hegemonic medical culture marked by biomedicine. Biomedicine upholds colonial
characteristics that are reenforced by the universality of science and biomedical science in
specific, as well as the modern realist ontological belief that healthcare must solely focus on
the material and physical aspects of health (Anderson, 2014; Cant 2020; Gale, 2014;
Hollenberg & Muzzin, 2010). In addition, it generalises the workings of the body as if one and
the same machine with simple mechanical deficits, fed by colonial-patriarchal aspects that
centralises the white masculine in matters of health (Keshet & Simchai, 2014; Shahvisi, 2019).
CAM represents all that does not fit that hegemonic discourse, it represents the ‘other’: it is
considered feminine, it is considered unscientific, it is traditional and it includes the indigenous,
it is relatively simple, and close to nature (Criado Perez, 2020; Hollenberg & Muzzin, 2010;
Keshet & Simchai, 2014; Pigg, 1996; Shahvisi, 2019; Siahpush, 1999).
Consider again that medical systems are cultural systems. Studying the existing
discourses present both in literature as well as within participants of this research, it can be
concluded that, with CAM being subjugated, and being made up greatly of indigenous and
traditional healing systems, we see that this medical paradigm marked by many different types
of cultural systems is still colonised to a certain extent. With postmodernism, however, it
appears that the colonial discourse around CAM is relieved or opened up, in essence, CAM
is ‘de-othered’. With that we see the relief of devaluing stigma’s and discourses around nonrationality, unscientificness, other sciences, spirituality, traditionally feminine characteristics,
and nature. All the while the previously unchallenged narratives around the (universal) value
and validity of biomedicine, the rational, the scientific-materialist, the traditionally masculine
characteristics, and the modern and the technological, appear to be decreasing in legitimacy.
The specific reticence from capitalist facets of biomedicine by CAM users also signifies their
wish for the other side of the medical divide, as Cant (2020) sees that it is the neoliberal,
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capitalist and colonial legacies that maintain the epistemological and economic dominance of
biomedicine.
Specifically looking back at the push- and pull factors, we see that women are most
prone to appreciating the specific subjugated factors connected CAM. And, looking at the
female-specific pull factors, we see that CAM is connected to the traditional feminine, even by
CAM ontologies themselves. It is possible that this likeness puts women at the forefront of
actively looking for this traditionally kindred, feminine divide of Dutch healthcare that is
represented by CAM. Additionally, this might be fed by (or in line with) relieving the chokehold
of patriarchal structures within healthcare and society in general. Simultaneously, men might
be lacking behind in this due to the social constructions of gender under patriarchal forces that
socially restrains men from being connected to what is considered feminine, while being
connected to CAM might clash with their sense of hegemonic masculinity.
Seeing the push- and pull factors, CAM users appear to be looking for experiences
present in the concepts on the CAM side of the medical divide. Additionally, it appears that,
judging by the data results, the women participating in this study are slightly more actively
looking for experiences in CAM that involve the concepts beneath the CAM column. It also
appears that men participating in this study, though CAM users and also in touch with CAM
concepts, are still relatively approaching CAM practices from a framework that is partially in
line with the aspects present in the biomedical column. Considering biomedicine’s connection
to colonial, patriarchal, capitalist, and scientific realist facets of society, it appears that the
motivating reasons to search for health in CAM practices indicate a search for a medical reality
that is disconnected from these facets of society.
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Conclusion
As many other studies theorised before me, it appears that people’s drive towards CAM
practices is marked by postmodern influences. A majority of the push- and pull factors found
in this research are push- and pull factors that are also recognised in other studies and line
up with results in other countries. Additionally, there seems to be a gender disparity within the
push- and pull factors found. I attribute the reasons to these disparities to a relative greater
openness and familiarity of women to experience aspects of health connected to the traditional
feminine. While, at the same time, men are deemed as generally and relatively less open, less
familiar, and less interested in experiencing these feminine aspects of health. I theorise this to
be partially due to social construction of gender under patriarchal structures.
From a postcolonial perspective, under influence of modern, realist, capitalist and
patriarchal structures, CAM practices have been subjugated or deemed as lesser in societies
all over the world (Cant, 2020). As such, the concepts I have found in connection to CAM,
presented in the CAM column in table 8, are arguably subjugated as well. Conceptualising it
as such, an increase in the demand for the CAM paradigm indicates an increasing demand
for those concepts that it stands for: a holistic, vitalist, feminine, non-capitalistic, and natural
paradigm of treating health, illness and healing while doing so in a more egalitarian manner.
Simultaneously, considering the increased demand of CAM and the CAM side of the
binary, it appears that what several CAM ontologies have connected to the feminine, and what
popular discourses regarding CAM practices deem as feminine, is in demand too. It could
indicate an expression of the feminine that has been suppressed in patriarchal times, as well
as what that feminine has been connected to. As such, CAM users are at the forefront of this
feminine demand. While it appears that, due to their greater numbers, women are more
actively looking for this postmodern approach towards health issues, research participants do
notice the rising interest of men in CAM practices and their increasingly also their feminine
characteristics. I theorise, from a social constructionist approach, that women have been
constructed to be more familiar with CAM concepts, partially explaining their presence in
greater numbers, whereas men have been coerced to disconnect from such feminine concepts
as it would be in direct challenge to societies’ consideration of their masculinity. In light of this,
it would be beneficial to research the relatively under-researched, particular interest of men in
CAM, as also Cant and Watts (2019) express.
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Limitations
As with any research, this research holds some limitations. First off, regarding the data
gathering, there were limited resources available. Due to this, the questionnaire was sent out
in order for people to voluntarily participate. This might have resulted in a volunteering bias in
the data. Additionally, the batch of respondents is not representative of the wider general
population of the Netherlands. As a consequence of voluntary participation, participants were
not randomly selected. Women dominated in participating in the questionnaire, as well as
people from a specific age group. The data gathered through the questionnaire therefore is
indicative at most. It does, however, hold value as it is connected to the 14 in-depth interviews
that ensure the research’ internal validity. Seeing that this research made use of mixedmethod data gathering, the questionnaire gave an indicative idea of a more holistic perspective
on CAM usage and gender. This can be perceived as an added value over a purely qualitative
research.
Another aspect regarding data gathering that needs to be taken into account is my
positionality as a researcher engaging with the CAM field and research participants. My prior
engagements with CAM could have affected my academic interpretation of the field, whereas,
vice versa, my academic background could have influenced my capacity to interpret the field
beyond the mere scientific-materialist perspective. Having had my own personal experiences
with biomedicine and CAM could have driven me to see CAM in a more positive light than a
researcher completely disconnected from the field. At the same time it could have made me
limitedly describe or dive into certain subjects that appear to be normal to me. Also, being
educated and interested in feminist thinking could have influenced my choice to dive into
certain topics and themes found in the data, rather than others.
On the other hand, my academic background could have influenced me to tell a story,
that in actuality goes beyond a purely scientific-materialist perspective, in too a scientific
academic manner. Which leads me to my second point. Elaborating upon people’s
engagement with ‘unscientific’ aspects of life, as is CAM, is risking describing such
engagements and aspects in a reductionist manner. While my prior familiarity with a variety of
CAM fields could have favourably influenced that, it did not completely take away putting at
risk the internal scientific validity as well as the internal validity according to the various CAM
ontologies. As such, in the future, I would base my research methods on decolonial methods
instead. For example, I would ensure the cocreation of the research (topic) together with the
different stakeholders in the field and complete cooperation in a non-hierarchical manner. This
would ensure the cooperation between Eurocentric research methods and researchers, CAM
research methods and researchers, and research participants. It would furthermore decrease
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the possibility of reducing CAM knowledge to fit Euroscientific perspective which would further
reaffirm the power differences and colonial legacies at play.
Thirdly, the purpose of this research was to understand the motivating drivers for
people to use CAM, and to understand the field as part of the wider societal reality. While this
is a significant and valuable intention, it requires data sampling from a great variety of different
practices and people involved. CAM practices in reality are greatly varying and the reason for
their conceptualisation as a group is mainly due to socio-political factors at play in Dutch and
global healthcare. However, due to resource constraints, I did not manage to obtain ample
variety of people involved in different CAM practices.
Fourthly, while I understood the importance of incorporating an intersectional approach
to this research, I did not find a great variety between research participants’ ethnicities and/or
gender. Most participants self-identified as white and cisgender, which limited my ability to
ensure the necessary variety between research participants I deem essential for
contemporary socio-anthropological research.

Future suggestions
If I have to make future suggestions for research, I would like to emphasise the importance of
diving into the concept of clinical efficacy. The clinical efficacy of CAM practices was a greatly
returning subject of conversation. While it is made up of many different aspects, it appears an
important aspect to research participants, both CAM users as well as CAM practitioners.
Focusing on clinical efficacy takes away part of the problem with the incommensurability of
CAM practices, while it simultaneously benefits the people who are becoming increasingly
interested in the practices and the value of clinical efficacy itself. Seeing the appropriation of
CAM practices (Hollenberg & Muzzin, 2010; Kennedy 2015), it might also be an essential step
in the process of protecting CAM practices, their knowledge systems, and their ways of
practicing from being inaccurately taken over by and incorporated into biomedical practices. It
could also help ensure that CAM practices are valued for the esteem their users hold for them,
rather than for how well they fit within biomedical frameworks. At the same time, incorporating
the principle of clinical efficacy into the evaluation of biomedical practices might decrease the
dissatisfaction and distrust that many CAM users explain to have with biomedicine.
Additionally, seeing that practices of Complementary and Alternative Medicine are
ever more popular in the Netherlands, it is surprising to see that specifically researched and
designed policy for this increased popularity to ensure user friendliness, safety, and
accessibility remains fairly stagnant. Opportunities to make use of the shift within the current
health landscape are getting lost, meanwhile both practitioners and individuals on both ends
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of the spectrum are trying to rethink the field and create relationships between biomedical and
non-biomedical health practices. At the same time health insurance companies remain
undecided about CAM practices, offer only partial refunds to those that can afford specialised
care, and are an important factor on the political side of this changing medical reality. In the
midst of this chaotic dance between incredibly different stakeholders with different intentions,
all aiming to structure a new and upcoming field to their own intentions and advantages,
research and policy should serve to the best benefit of all health seekers. In doing so, and in
order to ensure a postcolonial medical reality in the Netherlands, I suggest researching how
to incorporate (traditional and indigenous) CAM knowledge systems into formal medical
infrastructures in the Netherlands, without making it the neo-colonial project that Hollenberg
and Muzzin (2010) warn against. This should focus on how to incorporate them into medical
society and policy in order to protect its users and practitioners without enforcing biomedical
ontological and epistemological frameworks onto these healing systems. With that, I hope this
research will be an inspiration for policy makers to rethink current health policy that is, up till
today, still mainly written for (male) (users of) biomedical practices.
A last interesting point for further research I would like to highlight is that of initiatives
of people, individuals and fields that aim to overcome the medical duality in the Netherlands.
An example of that is the field of integrative medicine, which aims at combining both
biomedical practices with CAM practices. However, in doing so, emphasis must be put on
researching how to integrate CAM practices in a field dominated by biomedical frameworks,
without forcing CAM to take on such a framework and rid themselves of their own ontological
and epistemological practices. Right now, as also Hollenburg and Muzzin (2010) recognise,
much of the integrating initiatives actually further affirm the coloniality of biomedicine, forcing
CAM practices to adhere to biomedical epistemological facets. Hence, while research towards
bridging the binary seems essential to ensure the best healing practices for all health
searchers, it is simultaneously of utmost importance to research how to construct real bridges
without them being constructed upon neo-colonial foundations.
Most importantly, regardless of the specific subjects of research in connection to CAM
practices, I would like to suggest further research to adhere to decolonial research
approaches. One in where flexibility, reflexivity and humility regarding one’s position and
influence as a researcher stand central. And one where “Western-influenced research
traditions and essentialist perspectives [are deconstructed] through collaborations between
native researchers themselves as well as between researchers and non-researchers”
(Agboka, 2014, 303).
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Appendix – Questionnaire

Geneeswijzen in Nederland

https://docs.google.com/forms/u/0/d/1avIw9nNBc9JO2XdSqUvV...

Geneeswijzen in Nederland
Deze vragenlijst gaat over verschillende soorten geneeswijzen in Nederland, en vraagt naar
jouw ervaringen hiermee. Wij zijn vooral benieuwd naar jouw persoonlijke en subjectieve
ervaring. Jouw eigen interpretatie van de vragen en de antwoorden wordt dus
aangemoedigd!
In de vragenlijst verwijzen we naar 'conventionele' en 'reguliere' geneeswijzen. Hiermee
wordt medische zorg bedoeld, zoals die van de huisarts en de meeste soorten zorg in het
ziekenhuis. Daarnaast wordt naar complementaire of 'alternatieve' geneeswijzen verwezen.
Hiermee worden alle soorten gezondheidszorg bedoeld die niet als conventionele
geneeswijzen gelden. Voorbeelden hiervan zijn bijvoorbeeld acupunctuur, homeopathie,
reiki, etc.
Het invullen van de vragenlijst kost maximaal 20 minuten. De behandeling van de
antwoorden zal in volledige anonimiteit verlopen.
Heel erg bedankt voor jouw bijdrage!
*Required

1.

Ik identificeer mij als *
Mark only one oval.
Vrouw
Man
Other:

1 of 22

15/02/2021, 22:40
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2.

https://docs.google.com/forms/u/0/d/1avIw9nNBc9JO2XdSqUvV...

Mijn leeftijd is *
Mark only one oval.
<12
12-18
19-25
26-45
46-65
66-85
85>

3.

Mijn hoogstgenoten opleiding is *
Mark only one oval.
Middelbare school
Mbo
Hbo
WO
Other:

2 of 22

4.

Mijn geboorteplaats is:

5.

Ik zou mijn ethniciteit omschrijven als het volgende:

6.

Mijn beroep is:

15/02/2021, 22:40
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7.

https://docs.google.com/forms/u/0/d/1avIw9nNBc9JO2XdSqUvV...

Ik geloof dat de wetenschap antwoorden heeft (of kan hebben) voor alle dingen
in het leven: *
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

Oneens

8.

Eens

Ik geloof dat er dingen in het leven zijn waarop de wetenschap geen antwoord
kan geven *
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

Oneens

9.

Eens

Alternatieve geneeskunde is *
Mark only one oval.
Nuttig
Schadelijk
Zowel nuttig als schadelijk

10.

De conventionele gezondheidszorg is *
Mark only one oval.
Nuttig
Schadelijk
Zowel nuttig als schadelijk

3 of 22

15/02/2021, 22:40
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11.

https://docs.google.com/forms/u/0/d/1avIw9nNBc9JO2XdSqUvV...

Financieel gezien, met het oog op mijn gezondheid, ... *
Mark only one oval.
... heb ik weinig vrijheid om te doen wat ik wil doen en wat noodzakelijk is.
... ben ik beperkt, maar kan ik doen wat echt noodzakelijk is.
... voel ik me vrij om te doen wat ik moet doen en wil doen.

12.

Naar wie ga je als eerst om voor je gezondheid te zorgen? *
Mark only one oval.
een beoefenaar van conventionele geneeskunde
een beoefenaar van alternatieve geneeskunde
Other:

13.

Ik heb liever dat een vrouwelijke geneeskundige mij helpt, dan een mannelijke. *
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

Oneens

14.

Eens

Ik houd ervan om controle en zeggenschap te hebben over mijn eigen
genezingsproces *
Mark only one oval.
1
Oneens

4 of 22

2

3

4

5
Eens

15/02/2021, 22:40
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15.

https://docs.google.com/forms/u/0/d/1avIw9nNBc9JO2XdSqUvV...

Ik ervaar geen problemen om mezelf duidelijk te maken en te laten horen
wanneer ik een conventionele dokter bezoek. *
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

Onees

16.

Eens

Ik vind het makkelijk om ervoor te zorgen dat mijn conventionele dokter naar mij
luistert. Hierdoor is mijn helingsproces in lijn met mijn eigen wil en visie. *
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

Oneens

17.

Eens

Ik vind het erg belangrijk dat er zoveel mogelijk natuurlijke producten worden
gebruikt in mijn helingsproces wanneer ik ziek ben. *
Mark only one oval.
1
Oneens

2

3

4

5
Eens

Over gezondheid

5 of 22

15/02/2021, 22:40
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https://docs.google.com/forms/u/0/d/1avIw9nNBc9JO2XdSqUvV...

18.

In je eigen woorden, wat versta jij onder 'gezondheid'? *

19.

Ik denk dat 'gezondheid' de volgende elementen bevat (kruis de relevante hokjes
aan): *
Tick all that apply.
fysieke gezondheid
mentale gezondheid
emotionele gezondheid
spirituele gezondheid
sociale gezondheid (bijvoorbeeld directe persoonlijke relaties)
een gezonde maatschappij
Other:

20.

6 of 22

In je eigen woorden, wat versta jij onder 'ziek' zijn? *

15/02/2021, 22:40
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21.

https://docs.google.com/forms/u/0/d/1avIw9nNBc9JO2XdSqUvV...

Ik geloof dat de volgende elementen veroorzakers van ziekte kunnen zijn (kruis
de relevante hokjes aan): *
Tick all that apply.
Ongelukken
De omgeving (bijvoorbeeld bacteriën, virussen, etc)
Een storing in het normale functioneren van het lichaam
De geest (geestelijke problemen 'somatiseren', zij manifesteren zich als fysieke
symptomen in het lichaam)
Blokkades en onevenwichtigheden in het 'energetisch lichaam'
De directe sociale omgeving
De maatschappij
Spirituele 'noodzaak' (bijvoorbeeld: de ervaring van het hebben van ziekte komt tot
stand om een spirituele les te leren)
Karma
(Een) God
Other:

22.

In je eigen woorden, wat betekent 'genezen' voor jou? *

23.

Genezen is
Mark only one oval.
een tijdelijke activiteit om een gezondheidsprobleem op te lossen
een doorlopend proces dat zich focust op het voorkomen en het genezen van
gezondheidsproblemen
Other:

7 of 22

15/02/2021, 22:40
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24.

https://docs.google.com/forms/u/0/d/1avIw9nNBc9JO2XdSqUvV...

Ik geloof dat de volgende dingen zijn betrokken bij genezing (kruis alle relevante
hokjes aan): *
Tick all that apply.
Externe medische interventie zoals medicijnen of chirurgie
Het helen van de mentale gezondheid
Herstel van het energetische lichaam
Het zelfhelende vermogen van het lichaam
Tijd en moeite van zowel de patient als de behandelaar
Gebeden van mijzelf en/of anderen
Het voltooien en vervullen van bepaalde spirituele lessen
Verbeterde sociale omgeving (m.b.t. bijvoorbeeld relaties, woonsituaties, etc)
De natuur
De maatschappij
Karma
(Een) God
Other:

25.

Ik geloof dat 'ziekte' in de maatschappij zich ook kan manifesteren op individueel
niveau in mensen. *
Mark only one oval.
Eens
Oneens
Ik weet het niet
Other:

8 of 22

15/02/2021, 22:40
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https://docs.google.com/forms/u/0/d/1avIw9nNBc9JO2XdSqUvV...

26.

In je eigen woorden, wat is alternatieve geneeskunde? *

27.

Ik gebruik (verschillende soorten) alternatieve geneeskunde *
Mark only one oval.
Nooit

Skip to question 43

Soms
Vaak

Het gebruik van alternatieve geneeskunde
28.

Ik heb gebruik gemaakt van de volgende soorten van alternatieve geneeskunde:
*

9 of 22

15/02/2021, 22:40
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29.

https://docs.google.com/forms/u/0/d/1avIw9nNBc9JO2XdSqUvV...

Ik maak tegenwoordig meer gebruik van alternatieve geneeskunde dan vroeger
*
Mark only one oval.
Eens
Oneens

30.

Als je het eens was met de vorige vraag, kun je uitleggen waarom je nu meer
gebruik maakt van alternatieve geneeskunde dan vroeger?

31.

(Kruis de relevante hokjes aan) Ik maak gebruik van alternatieve geneeskunde
om te genezen op: *
Tick all that apply.
fysiek gebied
mentaal gebied
emotioneel gebied
spiritueel gebied
het gebied van mijn sociale omgeving
Other:

10 of 22

15/02/2021, 22:40
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https://docs.google.com/forms/u/0/d/1avIw9nNBc9JO2XdSqUvV...

32.

In je eigen woorden, waarom maak je gebruik van alternatieve geneeskunde?
(Naast eventuele hulp van een reguliere medische dokter) *

33.

Is het van essentieel belang voor jou om gebruik te maken van alternatieve
geneeskunde? *
Mark only one oval.
Ja
Nee
Other:

34.

Als geld geen rol zou spelen zou ik meer gebruik maken van alternatieve
geneeskunde *
Mark only one oval.
1
Oneens

11 of 22

2

3

4

5
Eens

15/02/2021, 22:40
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35.

https://docs.google.com/forms/u/0/d/1avIw9nNBc9JO2XdSqUvV...

De vorm van alternatieve geneeskunde die ik gebruik is in lijn met mijn kijk op de
wereld. *
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

Oneens

36.

Eens

De reguliere dokter helpt mij met andere dingen dan de behandelaar van
alternatieve geneeskunde. *
Mark only one oval.
1
Oneens

12 of 22

2

3

4

5
Eens

15/02/2021, 22:40
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37.

https://docs.google.com/forms/u/0/d/1avIw9nNBc9JO2XdSqUvV...

Over het bezoek aan de behandelaar van alternatieve geneeskunde. Rangschik
tussen 'helemaal oneens' en 'helemaal eens', of kruis niet van toepassing aan. *
Mark only one oval per row.
helemaal
oneens

gedeeltelijk
oneens

neutraal

gedeeltelijk
eens

helemaal
eens

niet van
toepassing

Ik voel mij
geholpen door de
behandelaar
Mijn behandelaar
begrijpt mijn kijk
op de wereld
Mijn
behandelaar's
kijk op
gezondheid en
ziekte gaat goed
samen met de
mijne
Ik schaam me
ervoor dat ik
gebruik maak
van alternatieve
geneeskunde
Ik voel me vrij om
hulp te zoeken in
de alternatieve
geneeskunde
Ik voel mij
gedwongen om
hulp te zoeken in
de alternatieve
geneeskunde
omdat de
conventionele
dokter mij niet
helpt of mij niet
kan helpen
Ik ken mijzelf en
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Ik ken mijzelf en
mijn doel in het
leven beter
doordat ik
gebruik ben gaan
maken van
alternatieve
geneeskunde
Ik zie het concept
van ziekte en
gezondheid
anders nadat ik
gebruik ben gaan
maken van
alternatieve
geneeskunde
Ik ben spiritueler
geworden sinds
ik gebruik ben
gaan maken van
alternatieve
geneeskunde
bewijs voor de
Wetenschappelijk
bewijs voor de
werking van
alternatieve
geneeskunde is
niet nodig voor
mij om er toch
gebruik van te
maken.

38.

Ik vind het makkelijk om mijzelf voldoende gehoord te maken bij de alternatieve
geneeskundige *
Mark only one oval.
1
Oneens
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39.

https://docs.google.com/forms/u/0/d/1avIw9nNBc9JO2XdSqUvV...

Ik vind het makkelijk om ervoor te zorgen dat mijn genezingsproces bij de
alternatieve geneeskundige in lijn is met mijn persoonlijke visie en wil hierop. *
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

Oneens

40.

Eens

Het voelt fijn om een bezoek te brengen aan de alternatieve geneeskundige,
omdat ik dan even tijd voor mezelf heb. *
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

Oneens

41.

Eens

Ik gebruik alternatieve geneeskunde om mezelf beter te kennen en begrijpen. *
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

Oneens

42.

Eens

De vorm van alternatieve geneeskunde die ik gebruik helpt mij om beter voor
mijzelf te zorgen *
Mark only one oval.
1
Oneens
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43.

https://docs.google.com/forms/u/0/d/1avIw9nNBc9JO2XdSqUvV...

Ben je een therapeut van een vorm van complementaire of alternatieve
geneeskunde? *
Mark only one oval.
Ja
Nee

Skip to question 57

Voor de behandelaar
44.

Welke behandelingen beoefen je? *

45.

Waar is je praktijk gelegen? (plaastnaam)

46.

Waarom heb je ervoor gekozen om een beoefenaar van alternatieve
geneeskunde te worden? *
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47.

https://docs.google.com/forms/u/0/d/1avIw9nNBc9JO2XdSqUvV...

De meest belangrijke redenen voor mij om deze vormen van genezen te
boefenen zijn (max. 3) *
Tick all that apply.
Het is interessant
Dit werk gaat goed samen met mijn idealen en mijn kijk op de wereld
Ik voel me hierdoor dichter bij mijn werkelijke zelf staan
Ik kan gedeeltes van mijzelf uiten die ik nergens anders kan uiten
Het helpt mij een doel in het leven te zien en me ergens thuis te voelen
Het is gemakkelijk om in het veld te beginnen te werken
Ik ben al druk om voor anderen te zorgen, dit werk is dus als een tweede natuur voor
mij
Ik wou voor mijzelf over dit soort praktijken leren, en besloot toen om mijn kennis
verder te gaan delen met anderen.
Het werk is vrij flexibel en daarom gemakkelijk te combineren met andere taken en
verantwoordelijkheden die ik heb.
Het is een bron van inkomsten voor mij
Er is veel werk in het veld
Other:

48.

Hoe meet jij de werkzaamheid van jouw werk? (kruis de relevante hokjes aan) *
Tick all that apply.
Door middel van wetenschappelijk onderzoek
Door middel van de terugkoppeling van de patient (wat voelt hij/zij, is hij/zij tevreden?)
Ik voel dat, ongeacht de eventuele terugkoppeling van de patient
Ik meet de werkzaamheid niet
Other:

49.

Gebruik je spirituele of religieuze elementen in jouw genezingspraktijken? *
Mark only one oval.
Ja
Nee
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50.

Als je vorige antwoord ja was, hoe spelen deze spirituele of religieuze elementen
een rol in jouw genezingspraktijken?

51.

De meeste mensen komen naar mij voor de volgende soort problemen: *
Mark only one oval.
Urgente
Chronische
Zowel urgente als chronische, deze zijn redelijk evenredig verdeeld

52.

In jouw praktijk zijn de meeste mensen: *
Mark only one oval.
man
vrouw
man en vrouw in evenredige mate

53.
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54.

https://docs.google.com/forms/u/0/d/1avIw9nNBc9JO2XdSqUvV...

Collega's van jou zijn meestal *
Mark only one oval.
man
vrouw
man en vrouw in evenredige mate

55.

Met betrekking tot de vorige vraag, waarom denk je dat de verhouding zo is? *

56.

Jouw mening: vrouwen zijn over het algemeen beter in genezingspraktijken dan
mannen, omdat zij van nature over de vrouwelijke eigenschappen bezitten die
nodig zijn bij dit soort werk. *
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

Oneens

57.
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Volgens jou, wat is spiritualiteit? *
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58.

https://docs.google.com/forms/u/0/d/1avIw9nNBc9JO2XdSqUvV...

Ben je op een bepaalde manier spiritueel? *
Mark only one oval.
Ja
Nee

Skip to question 66

Een beetje

Spiritualiteit
59.

Kun je kort toelichten hoe jij jouw spiritualiteit beoefent? *

60.

Helpt jouw spiritualiteit jou om gezond te worden en te blijven? *
Mark only one oval.
Ja
Nee
Ik weet het niet

61.

Beïnvloedt jouw spiritualiteit jouw gebruik van alternatieve geneeskunde?
Mark only one oval.
Ja
Nee
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62.

https://docs.google.com/forms/u/0/d/1avIw9nNBc9JO2XdSqUvV...

Beïnvloedt jouw gebruik van alternatieve geneeskunde jouw spiritualiteit?
Mark only one oval.
Ja
Nee

63.

Zijn er bepaalde helingspraktijken in jouw geloof? En maak je hier gebruik van? *
Mark only one oval.
Ja ze zijn er en ik maak er gebruik van
Ja ze zijn er, maar ik maak er geen gebruik van
Nee die zijn er niet

64.

Zo ja, welke zijn dit?

65.

Het gebruik van alternatieve geneeskunde helpt mij mezelf spiritueel voldaan te
voelen. *
Mark only one oval.
Oneens
Eens

Heel erg
bedankt voor
het invullen van
21 of 22

In het geval je graag mee wilt doen met een persoonlijk interview dat dieper in
gaat op de onderwerpen van spiritualiteit, alternatieve geneeskunde en het
'vrouw' zijn, stuur dan een email naar: matika.kormeling@wur.nl.
Benieuwd naar de uitkomsten van het onderzoek? Ook dan kun je een email
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deze
vragenlijst!
66.

naar matika.kormeling@wur.nl sturen.

Hoe ben je bij deze enquête terecht gekomen?
Mark only one oval.
sociale media
sociale media van het Meertens Instituut
nieuwsbrief van het Meertens Instituut
Other:

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.
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